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ABSTRACT
The aim of this thesis is to generate the knowledge required to (i) synthesize serial flexure
systems and (ii) optimally place actuators using a comprehensive library of geometric shapes
called freedom, actuation, and constraint spaces. These geometric shapes guide designers
through the creative process of concept generation without compromising engineering rigor.
Each shape rapidly conveys the mathematics of screw theory, projective geometry, and
constraint-based design by visually depicting regions where constraints and actuators may be
placed for synthesizing optimal flexure concepts. In this way, designers may consider every
flexure concept that satisfies the desired functional requirements before selecting the final
design. FACT was created to improve the design processes for small-scale flexure systems and
precision machines. For instance, there is a need to create multi-axis nanopositioners for
Through this work the
emerging three-dimensional nano-scale research/manufacturing.
space types were found
and
constraint
freedom
following contributions were made: (1) the fifty
that may be used to synthesize both parallel and serial flexure concepts, (2) intermediate freedom
spaces were created that help designers stack conjugated flexure elements to avoid or utilize
underconstraint, (3) a twist-wrench stiffness matrix was created to model the elastomechanic
behavior of flexure systems, (4) the twenty-six actuation spaces were found that help guide
designers in placing actuators that minimize motion errors, and (5) a theory was created that
determines the force and displacement actuator outputs for accessing a desired DOF once
actuators have been placed. A serially conjugated lead screw flexure was designed using the
FACT design process and a parallel flexure system was built to validate the theory of actuation
described in this thesis.
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CHAPTER 1:
Introduction
This chapter provides a discussion of the purpose, importance, and impact of this research. The
background principles that are necessary to understand the contributions of this work are briefly
reviewed and an overview of the content of this thesis is provided.

1.1 Research Objectives
The purpose of this thesis is to generate the principles required to (i) synthesize multi-degree of
freedom (DOF) flexure systems and (ii) optimally place their actuators. These principles are
embodied in the form of geometric shapes like those shown in Figure 1.1A-B that help designers
visually identify all the possible regions where constraints and actuators may be placed in order
to achieve desired motions. These shapes - called freedom, actuation, and constraint spaces enable designers to rapidly consider all the possible flexure concepts before selecting the concept
that best satisfies the system's functional requirements. The flexure design process that utilizes
these shapes is called Freedom, Actuation, and Constraint Topologies (FACT). Examples of
multi-DOF flexure systems designed using FACT are shown in Figure 1.1 C-D.
Flexure systems have been used as precision machine elements for over a century [1-8] due
to their exceptional resolution characteristics, their low-cost characteristics, and the ease with
which they may be fabricated.

Flexure systems continue to be important to conventional

precision applications. For example they are commonly used within optical manipulation stages,
precision motion stages and as general purpose flexure bearings. More recently, flexure systems
have become attractive for use in motion stages for nanomanufacturing equipment [9-10],
instruments that are used in nano-scale research/manufacturing [11-15], and micro- and nanomanipulators [16-18]. These instruments and devices typically require the capability to move in
four to six axes with nanometer-level resolution.

Figure LI: Geometric shapes (A) and (B) may be used to synthesize and actuate flexure

systems (C) and (D).

1.1.1 Serial Flexure Synthesis
All flexure systems fall under two categories -

parallel or serial. Parallel flexure systems

consist of a single rigid stage that is connected directly to ground by non-conjugated flexible
elements. Serial flexure systems consist of nested parallel flexure systems that are stacked
together.

Figure 1.2 shows a parallel and serial flexure system.

The principles needed to

synthesize parallel flexure systems are provided in Hopkins [19-21]. A major objective of this
thesis is to generate the principles needed to synthesize serial flexure systems.

.. ..................................
::...
:...........
....
.....................
.
..
..........
....
.. .......
.....

....

.

Figure 1.2: Example of a parallelflexure system (A) and a serialflexure system (B).
The synthesis of multi-DOF parallel flexure systems is difficult because there are typically
many flexural components. It is difficult for designers to keep track of (i) the relative, three
dimensional orientations of the flexural constraints, (ii) the orientation of the permitted motions,
and (iii) the three dimensional relationships between each constraint and the permissible
motions. Even if an expert designer is capable of the preceding, the task of synthesizing a multiDOF serial flexure system becomes more difficult as extra stages are stacked on top of each
other.

The kinematics, elastomechanics, and dynamics of each stage are influenced by the

kinematics, elastomechanics, and dynamics of the proceeding stages in the serial chain. The task
of synthesizing most serial flexure systems is, therefore, very difficult for flexure system
designers that rely on intuition and motion visualization capabilities alone.
The existing body of published flexible mechanism design knowledge provides little
information or guidance as to how to synthesize three dimensional, multi-DOF, serial flexure
systems.

The three most common approaches for designing flexible mechanisms include

constraint-based design (CBD), the pseudo-rigid body model (PRBM), and topological synthesis.
Constraint-based designers have developed rules of thumb for synthesizing simple, planar,
flexure systems using well known flexural elements as building blocks [22-24]. Pseudo-rigid
body modeling models compliant mechanisms (CMs) as analogies to rigid-link mechanisms [2527].

The rigid analog is then modeled using pre-existing rigid mechanism theory and the

principle of virtual work to ascertain its kinematic and elastomechanic properties. The PRB

model has been used to design precision elastic mechanisms [28-29] and many consumer
products. The primary aim of PRBM is to model, rather than synthesize, and so it is not ideally
suited to solve the problems that are the target of this thesis. Topological synthesis is based upon
computer algorithms that examine a starting shape for a compliant mechanism and then
determines how to add/subtract material in order to create concepts that satisfy performance
specifications [30-32]. In this method, the computer makes the design decisions that determine
the layout of the rigid and flexible elements. This approach is effective for rapid synthesis of
non-precision compliant mechanisms for robotics, MEMS and aeronautics.

Unfortunately,

topology synthesis is not readily applied to solve most precision flexure design problems. The
reason for this is that the knowledge needed to integrate the specialized precision design rules
with topological synthesis does not currently exist.
The ability to synthesize serial flexure systems is important because of their unique
capabilities and advantages over parallel flexure systems.

First, serial flexure systems are

capable of permitting DOFs that are not possible for parallel flexure systems. A flexure system,
for instance, that must permit only three independent translations, i.e. x-y-z, is only possible for a
serial flexure system. The reason for this fact is that the moment a single flexible constraint is
connected directly from a stage to ground, the stage looses one of its three translations along the
constraint's axis. Parallel flexure modules must therefore be stacked in series to achieve three
translations. Second, serial flexure systems may be designed to possess larger ranges of motion
than same-size parallel flexure systems. Note that the serial flexure system from Figure 1.2 is
the same size as the parallel flexure system shown, but the serial flexure system's stage is
capable of moving twice the distance of the parallel flexure system's stage. Third, serial flexure
systems may be designed to reduce parasitic errors. The parallel flexure system's stage from
Figure 1.2 does not possess a perfect translational DOF. The stage follows an arc-like path over
its range of motion. The stage of the serial flexure system moves along a "straighter" path
because the vertical components of the opposing arc motions of the two rigid stages cancel.
A number of applications require the advantages that are inherent to serial flexure systems.
Compliant transmissions that amplify or attenuate forces or displacements are generally serial
flexure systems because they consist of at least two stages-an input stage and an output stage.
Six-axis, flexure-based nanopositioners must also be serial flexure systems if they are to achieve
all six DOFs with comparable stiffness characteristics.

Furthermore, some kinematically

equivalent serial versions of parallel flexure systems may be designed with (i) better
elastomechanic characteristics, (ii) better dynamic characteristics, (iii) greater load capacities,
and (iv) increased resistance to buckling.
The results of this thesis will enable one to consider all the possible ways of synthesizing
serial flexure systems that possess any desired DOFs. A comprehensive library of geometric
shapes has been created that links serial flexure designs to desired motions. These "graphical"
representations of flexure performance enable one to understand what a flexure should look like
if one wishes to achieve certain motion characteristics. After selecting the right design via these
shapes, designers may use screw theory to tune and optimize a concept for specific design
requirements. This method helps designers ascertain when it is best to use a serial or a parallel
flexure system for a given application.
systems.

New design rules have been found for serial flexure

These rules enable designers to rapidly identify concepts that possess desired

symmetry, load capacity, and constraint redundancy. They may also be used to optimize the
layout of a flexure system so that one may achieve the best flexure system's stiffness and
dynamic characteristics.

1.1.2 Optimal Actuator Placement
Precision engineers take great care to model, design, and fabricate flexures such that they exhibit
low (often nanometer-level) error motions.

It is equally important to place the actuators

properly, as an improper layout may cause additional errors (100s to 1000s of nanometers). The
optimal actuator placement depends upon coupling of many design parameters and requirements.
This coupling presents a complex problem that is not suitably addressed by intuition. It is
necessary to have tools/principles that link actuator placement and flexure performance, thereby
enabling a designer to set the best layout.
This thesis contains these tools and principles. A mathematical basis is introduced that may
be used to determine the best layout for actuators. This information is then encapsulated within
geometric shapes that designers may use to visualize the best locations to place actuators. This
quantitative/qualitative combination enables rapid actuator layout during concept design, and the
modeling that may be used to perform concept optimization and refinement. This approach
enables designers to (i) visualize the regions wherein actuators should be placed so as to

minimize errors, (ii) guide designers in selecting these actuators to maximize the decoupling of
actuator inputs, and (iii) determine actuator forces and displacements that actuate specific
degrees of freedom.
The placement of actuators is a generic problem that is relevant to flexible mechanism
design. This problem has been a topic of study in structure and robotic design [33-40], but little
work has been directed towards the unique requirements of precision flexure systems,
specifically those associated with thermal, vibration, fabrication, parasitic, and other error
sources.
Parasitic errors are the deviations from a stage's intended motions where the magnitudes of
these errors are linked with the magnitudes of the stage's intended motions. Parasitic errors that
result from incorrectly actuating a flexure system are systematic, and may therefore be easily
characterized by standard error mapping techniques [41-44]. For six DOF flexure systems, error
mapping may be used to calibrate the machine via mechanical tuning or active control. For
flexure systems with less than six DOFs, errors in non-actuated directions are not easily
addressed. It is, therefore, important to know how to arrange the actuators to reduce these errors.
Proper actuator placement depends upon flexure geometry and material properties, therefore
the process of specifying actuator placement should occur in early-stage design.

In this

approach, screw theory is used to generate three dimensional shapes, called actuation spaces,
which may be used to visualize the best actuator placement.
One must consider the three dimensional geometries, motions, and deformations of the
elastic elements in order to determine the best actuator placement. An experienced designer is
not always guaranteed to find the best actuator placement via intuition. The thesis presents a tool
that makes it easier for designers to consider all important aspects of the problem, and therefore
select the best actuator placement.
The limitations of intuition are demonstrated via the following example.

Suppose one

wished to rotate the stage in Figure 1.3A about the dotted line that intersects a probe's tip.
Engineers would typically intuit that the best actuator placement is that shown in Figure 1.3B.
The detail in Figure 1.3B shows that this actuator placement yields a rotation about a line (solid)
that is shifted from the desired line (dotted). This shifted rotation causes the probe's tip to
displace with an error as shown in Figure 1.3B.

If the flexure elements behaved as ideal

constraints with infinite stiffness along their axes (this is often how they are visualized), this shift

................................

. ............

would not occur. In reality, the flexure elements exhibit deformations, e.g. stretching along their
axis(es) of constraint, that yield non-ideal motions that manifest as parasitic errors.

These

deformations cannot be predicted via constraint-based design principles. Later in this thesis, the
twist-wrench stiffness matrix (TWSM) will be provided. This matrix may be used to determine
that the best actuator placement is that shown in Figure 1.3C.

Error
Probe's
Tip

-.
A

Figure 1.3: Example flexure system with desired rotation (A), intuitive actuatorplacement
with shifted rotation that yields error (B), correctactuatorplacement (C).

1.2 Fundamental Principles
This section reviews the basic principles necessary to (i) synthesize parallel flexure modules
using geometric shapes and (ii) model actuator placements.

In following chapters these

principles will be applied to (i) the synthesis of serial flexure systems and (ii) the optimal
placement of actuators that minimize error.

1.2.1 Modeling Motions via Screw Theory
All small motions may be modeled as a 6x1 vector called a twist [45-48]. A twist may be
visualized as a line about, or along, which a stage rotates and/or translates. The pitch of a twist is
defined as the ratio of the distance a stage translates along the twist's axis to the coupled rotation
about this axis. A general displacement twist, T, is defined as:
T=[AO 8]' =[AO ((cxAO)+p-AO)] T ,

(1.1)

........
......

where AO is a 1x3 vector that points along the twist's axis. The magnitude of AO represents the
angle through which the stage rotates.

The 1x3 vector, 6, is the linear displacement of the

chosen coordinate system's origin. The location vector, c, is any 1x3 vector that points from the
origin to any point along the twist's axis. The twist's pitch is p. These general twist parameters
are depicted in Figure 1.4A. If the twist's pitch is zero or infinite, the twist describes a purely
rotational or translational motion respectively. If its pitch is any other value, the twist describes
a screw motion. The rotational, translational, and screw DOFs shown in Figure 1.4B-D may be
modeled as twists with pitch values of zero, infinity, and a finite value respectively. In this thesis
rotations are depicted as red lines, translations are depicted as black arrows, and screws are
depicted as green lines.
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c
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y
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Screw p404 oo

Figure 1.4: Twist parametersdefined (A), rotationtwist (B), translationtwist (C), screw twist
(D).

1.2.2 Freedom Space
The parallel flexure systems shown in Figure 1.4 are single DOF systems. Consider the 2-DOF
parallel flexure system shown in Figure 1.5. It is capable of guiding two independent rotation
DOFs as shown in Figure 1.5A-B.

If these two independent rotations are simultaneously

actuated and the relative ratio of their rotations are controlled, the resulting rotation line may be
any of the lines within the disk or pencil shown in Figure 1.5C. This disk is the system's
freedom space [19-21]. Freedom space is the geometric shape that visually represents a system's
kinematics, i.e. all the twists the flexure permits. The freedom space of a system is modeled
using a twist matrix, [TJ, defined as

..
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[T]=[rT,

T2

-

......
......................

(1.2)

T.],

where n is the number of independent twists or DOFs that the system possesses. For the example
flexure system from Figure 1.5, n is 2.

Figure 1.5: Example flexure system with two rotational DOFs (A) and (B). The flexure
system's freedom space is a disk of rotations(C).

1.2.3 Modeling Flexible Constraints via Screw Theory
Any flexible constraint may be modeled using 6x1 vectors called wrenches [45-48]. A wrench
may be visualized as a line along or about which a force and/or moment act. A general wrench,
W, is defined as

W=[f

T'=[f

((rxf)+q.f)]T ,

where f is a 1x3 force vector that points along the wrench's axis,

(1.3)
T

is a 1x3 vector that represents

the moment about the coordinate system's origin due to the wrench, r is any 1x3 location vector
that points from the origin to any point along the wrench's axis, and q is the ratio of the moment
about the wrench's axis to the force along this axis. These general wrench parameters are
depicted in Figure 1.6A. If the wrench's q-value is zero or infinite, the wrench describes a pure
force or moment respectively. In this thesis pure forces are depicted as blue lines, pure moments
are depicted as black lines with circular arrows, and wrenches with non-zero, finite q-values are
depicted as orange lines. The differences between these lines are shown in Figure 1.6B. It is
important to note that only pureforce wrenches model flexible constraints (q=O). If a constraint
is long and slender, as those shown in Figure 1.6C, a single pure force wrench oriented along the
constraint's axis accurately models the constraint. If the flexible constraint is a thin blade

flexure, as those shown in Figure 1.6D, the pure force wrenches that lie on the plane of the blade
accurately model the constraint. Any three of these pure force wrenches that are not parallel, and
do not intersect at a common point, will be independent and will also model the kinematics of the
blade flexure. Note that if the three blue lines from one of the blade flexures shown in Figure
1.6D were replaced by long slender constraints, the kinematics of the stage would remain
unchanged. If, however, one or more of those constraints was removed, the stage would possess
unwanted DOFs.

f

q

r z
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en

Pure Force q=0

Pure Force q=0

Figure 1.6: Wrench parameters defined (A). Color coded wrench types (B). Pure force
wrenches modeling long slender constraints (C). Pure force wrenches modeling thin blade
flexures (D).

1.2.4 Constraint Space
Consider again the parallel flexure system from Figure 1.5.

The eight pure force wrenches

shown in Figure 1.7A accurately model the system's flexible constraints. These eight constraints
or wrenches are not all non-redundant or independent. Some of the constraints could be removed
without affecting the system's kinematics. Such constraints are called redundant constraints. If
a matrix were constructed using the eight wrenches from Figure 1.7A, Gaussian elimination
would reveal that only four of these wrenches are independent. More redundant constraints
could be added to the flexure system without changing the system's DOFs.

All of these

redundant constraints could be found by linearly combining the system's four independent
wrenches. The wrenches of these redundant constraints would lie on, or within, a space called
constraint space. Constraint space is the geometric shape that visually represents the regions
where redundant constraints could be placed without altering a system's DOFs. The constraint
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space of the flexure system from Figure 1.7 is shown in Figure 1.7B. The constraint space of
any system is modeled using a wrench matrix, [W], defined as

[W]=[W,

W2 --

Wi],

(1.4)

where m is the number of independent wrenches or non-redundant constraints the system
possesses. For the example flexure system from Figure 1.7, m is 4. Although mathematically it
consists of wrenches of all q-values, the constraint space of interest to flexure designers consists
of only pure force wrenches as only these wrenches model flexible constraints. The constraint
space of use to flexure designers, therefore, consists of every pure force constraint line that lies
on a plane outlined in blue shown in Figure 1.7B and every pure force constraint line that
intersects a common point that lies on that plane represented by a sphere of blue lines. Note that
wrenches W1, W4 , W5 , and W8 belong to this sphere shown in Figure 1.7C and W2, W3 , W6 , and
W7 lie on the plane of the constraint space. Any other constraint selected from this plane or
sphere would be redundant and would affect the system's elastomechanics, dynamics, and load
capacity without changing the system DOFs.

Figure 1.7: Eight wrenches that model the system's constraints (A). Mathematical and
practicalsystem constraintspace (B). System constraintslie within its constraint space (C).

1.2.5 Constraint and DOF Relationship
The relationship between the number of non-redundant constraints, m, and DOFs, n, any given
parallel flexure system possesses is given by
6=m+n.

(1.5)

The relationship between a constraint, W, and a DOF, T, that the constraint permits is given by

WT . [<b].T=0,

(1.6)

where

[]=
and where

3x3

I3x3

3x3

03x3

0 3x3

(1.7)

is a 3x3 matrix of zeros and 13x3 is a 3x3 identity matrix. In essence, Equation 1.6

suggests that DOF twists are orthogonal to their complementary constraint wrenches.

Or, in

other words, for a given constraint wrench, W, the DOF twist, T, is a motion that produces no
work. Intuitively this means that DOFs are the motions that produce the least resistance from the
constraints.
Another useful form of Equation 1.6 is found by combining Equation 1.1, Equation 1.3,
Equation 1.6 and Equation 1.7 and is given by
p+q= d -tan(p),

(1.8)

where p is the twist's pitch, q is the wrench's q-value, and d and (pare the shortest distance and
skew angle between the twist's and wrench's lines of action respectively. These parameters are
shown in Figure 1.8A.
The relationship between a system's constraint space, [W], as defined in Equation 1.4 and
freedom space, [71, as defined in Equation 1.2 is given by
(1.9)

[W]T - [<D]- [T]= 0,

where [CD] is defined in Equation 1.7.

Equation 1.9 suggests that a parallel flexure system's

freedom space is the null space of that system's constraint space.

It is important to note,

therefore, that there is a unique linking between a system's freedom space and its constraint
space. The flexure system from Figure 1.5C possesses the disk-like freedom space because its
constraints lie within this freedom space's complementary constraint space as shown in Figure
1.7C. Any parallel flexure system that possesses constraints, which lie within the constraint
space shown in Figure 1.8B, will possess rotational DOFs that lie within the freedom space also
shown in Figure 1.8B. The uniquely linked freedom and constraint space pair from Figure 1.8B
helps designers recognize the region where constraints must be placed to synthesize a parallel
flexure system that possesses two intersecting rotational DOFs.
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Figure 1.8: Complementary twist and wrench parameters (A). Uniquely linked freedom and
constraint space pairfor the example flexure system (B).

1.2.6 Modeling Actuators via Screw Theory
Any actuation force may also be modeled as a wrench vector as defined in Equation 1.3 where
the wrench's line of action is synonymous with the actuator's line of action. This thesis is
scoped to work with linear actuators therefore the q-values are generally zero. Pure moment
actuators or screw-like actuators may, however, be modeled as wrenches with q-values equal to
infinity or non-zero, finite values respectively. The linear actuators shown as a pure force lines
with thick arrows in Figure 1.3B and Figurel.3C may be modeled as wrenches with q-values that
are equal to zero.

1.2.7 Decomposing Wrench and Twist Vectors
The six components contained in W are not always easily determined given a wrench vector's
line of constraint or actuation. The process of deconstructing a wrench vector into its location
vector, r, orientation vector, f, and q-value is called wrench decomposition. The wrench's force
vector, f, is simply the first three components of W. The wrench's q-value is
q=
where

f eT

T

(1.10)

-,

f of

contains the last three components of W. The wrench's location vector, r, may be any

vector that satisfies this system of equations

q - r r,
r,

q

_-r,

r,

- r, fT=T T.(.1

q

Twist vectors may also be decomposed using Equation 1.10 and Equation 1.11 by substituting
AO for f, 8 for T, p for q, and c for r.

1.3 Thesis Overview
Chapter 2 discusses the principles necessary for synthesizing serial flexure systems using
freedom and constraint space pairs. Chapter 3 describes and parameterizes every freedom and
constraint space pair for any flexure system. Chapter 4 discusses the principles necessary for
optimally placing actuators for parallel flexure systems. Chapter 5 concludes the thesis with a
review of its major contributions and a discussion of future flexure research that is currently
underway. Appendix A contains the proof of how all the spaces described in Chapter 3 were
found and Appendix B contains the MATLAB code necessary for generating a parallel flexure
system's best actuator scheme.

CHAPTER 2:
Serial Flexure Synthesis
This chapter demonstrates how serial flexure systems may be synthesized via FACT.

The

comprehensive chart of freedom and constraint space pairs is introduced and basic principles of
serial synthesis are discussed in the context of these spaces. The steps of the FACT design
process are described and a case study is presented.

2.1 FACT Chart
There are only 50 freedom and constraint space pairs called types. These types are described in
detail in Chapter 3, derived in Appendix A, and are shown in Figure 2.1. The chart from this
figure contains a great deal of information and the reader is not expected to understand its full
significance at this point in the thesis. Notice, however, that all the types belong to one of seven
columns. Each column pertains to the number of DOFs the type's freedom space possesses.
Within each column, the freedom and constraint space pairs are labeled with type numbers. The
freedom space of each type is shown to the left of a small, grey, double-sided arrow in the
middle of each column and the constraint space of the same type is shown to the right of the
same arrow. The freedom and constraint spaces in Figure 2.1 include all twists and wrenches of
all pitch and q-values respectively. This chart is a visual representation of all screw systems [4962] and their complementary spaces. Although much work has been done to classify screw
systems [63-68], this chart provides a comprehensive classification of screw systems that is
suited for flexure synthesis. Note that the spaces within the chart are symmetric about the 3 DOF
column. This means that the freedom spaces within the n DOF column are identical to the
constraint spaces within the 6-n DOF column. The proof for this symmetry is found in Hopkins
[21].

Figure 2.1: Mathematically comprehensive FACT chart
Recall from Section 1.2.3 that flexible constraints may only be modeled using pure force
wrenches with q-values equal to zero. Thus the chart from Figure 2.1 is only useful to flexure
designers if the constraint spaces contain only pure force wrenches (blue lines). Furthermore,
practical constraint spaces must possess enough independent, pure force wrenches to produce the
correct complementary freedom space. In other words, if a system's freedom space possesses n
DOFs, its constraint space must possess 6-n independent pure force wrenches according to
Equation 1.5 or it is not a useful constraint space. The chart, therefore, becomes useful to flexure
designers if all constraint spaces that don't satisfy this criterion and all orange wrenches and pure
torque lines (black lines with circular arrows) are removed from the chart of Figure 2.1. This
chart is shown in Figure 2.2. The thick black line that separates the types with constraint spaces
from the types without constraint spaces is called the "parallel pyramid".

Parallel flexure

systems may only possess freedom spaces that lie within the parallel pyramid.

All flexure

systems that possess freedom spaces that lie outside of this pyramid may only be synthesized by
stacking parallel flexure models from within the parallel pyramid in series. The reason for this

..,
.... ......

fact is that the freedom spaces that lie outside of the pyramid don't have constraint spaces from
which the designer may select constraints.

Note that the freedom and constraint space pair

shown in Figure 1.8B of the 2 DOF flexure system from Chapter 1 is the first type at the bottom
of the column labeled 2 DOF in Figure 2.2 and the pair lies within the parallel pyramid. Note
also that the freedom space that contains only three pure translations (sphere of black arrows) is
the 20th type in the column labeled 3 DOF and lies outside of this pyramid. This freedom space
is only possible for a serial flexure system to possess.

,gee

Figure 2.2: PracticalFACT chartforflexure synthesis

2.2 Serial Synthesis Principles
This section discusses the principles necessary to synthesize serial flexure systems using
geometric shapes as tools. The principles that govern underconstraint and kinematic equivalence
are set forth.

2.2.1 Parallel and Serial Constraint Fundamentals
According to constraint-based design, flexures connected in parallel retain the DOFs that the
individual constraints have in common, whereas flexures connected in series will possess the
DOFs of the individual constraints combined [22]. Each constraint shown in the left and center
images of Figure 2.3A permits the two-dimensional stage to possess a rotational DOF and a
translational DOF that is perpendicular to the axis of the constraint. If these constraints are
combined in parallel, the stage retains only the common rotational DOF shown on the right side
of Figure 2.3A. If the translational DOF parallel flexure module shown in Figure 2.3B is stacked
in series with itself, not only does the final stage inherit each module's translational DOF, but it
also inherits every combination of those translational DOFs. The stage shown in Figure 2.3B
may, therefore, move with any translation in the plane of the flexure as represented by the disk of
arrows.

It will later be demonstrated that these basic principles also apply to the design of

flexure systems using geometric shapes.

Disk of
Translations
Figure 2.3: Flexural elements in parallel(A) and in series (B)

2.2.2 Underconstraint
Consider the 3 DOF system that is constrained by the flexure blade in Figure 2.4A.

The

system's stage is permitted to move with a translation and two rotations as depicted by the three
twists that are shown in the figure. If this parallel flexure module were stacked on top of itself as
shown in Figure 2.4B, one might expect the new stage to possess 6 DOFs-3 from each module.
Although the stage inherits the DOFs of both parallel modules as shown in Figure 2.4B, the stage
only possesses 5 DOFs because the rotations labeled T3 and T6 are redundant meaning that both
parallel modules possess the same DOF. When a serialflexure system possesses one or more
redundantDOFs, the system is underconstrained. When the system's stage and ground are held
fixed, underconstrained systems possess one or more intermediate stages that are not fully
constrained. Under such conditions these intermediate stages are free to move with the DOFs
that are redundant. Consider, for example, holding the stage and ground of the serial flexure
system from Figure 2.4B fixed. The intermediate stage labeled in the figure would remain free
to rotate about the axis of the rotation labeled T3 and T6 . It will later be demonstrated how
geometric shapes may be used in conjunction with the principles of this section to avoid or
utilize underconstraint in the design process of serial flexure systems.
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Figure 2.4: 3 DOFparallelflexure system (A). 5 DOF stacked serialflexure system (B).
Advantages and challenges are associated with flexure systems that are underconstrained.
Parallel modules stacked in series like those shown in Figure 1.2B and Figure 2.4B achieve a
greater range of motion than the individual parallel modules alone. The reason for this increase
in range is that the redundant motions of each module contribute to the full stroke of the final
stage. A properly underconstrained system may, therefore, markedly increase a flexure's stroke
to size ratio.

Unfortunately, underconstrained flexure systems generally have poor dynamic

characteristics. Reducing the mass of the intermediate stages and stiffening the flexible elements
that connect them together helps mitigate this problem.

2.2.3 Intermediate Spaces
Consider the planar constraint space of the parallel flexure module from Figure 2.4A. This
constraint space is shown with a different orientation in Figure 2.5A. Note that the constraint
lines of the flexure blade shown in Figure 2.5B lay on the plane of the system's constraint space.
The constraint space belongs to the first type in the 3 DOF column in Figure 2.2. The constraint

...........

................

space's complementary freedom space, shown in Figure 2.5A, consists of all rotational lines that
lie on the plane of the constraint space as well as a translation perpendicular to this plane. Notice
from Figure 2.5B that the three DOF twists shown in Figure 2.4A belong to the freedom space of
the system. If the parallel flexure module is stacked in series with itself as shown in Figure 2.5C,
the resulting freedom space of the serial stage not only possess twists from the planar freedom
spaces of each individual parallel flexure module, but it also possesses the twists that result from
combining the twists of these spaces. The freedom space of the serial flexure system's stage,
therefore, contains (i) every rotational line that lies on the planes that intersect the dotted line
shown in Figure 2.5D and (ii) every translation that is perpendicular to the same line. Note that
the two planar freedom spaces of the two individual parallel modules both lie within this
freedom space. The two freedom spaces that combine to form the serial system's freedom space
are called intermediate freedom spaces. These spaces each contain three independent twists that
are labeled in Figure 2.5C. These twists may be combined to generate the other twists within
each space. Together, however, the six twists combine to generate all the twists shown in the
freedom space of Figure 2.5D. If Gaussian elimination were performed with these six twists,
only five of them would be shown to be independent. It is not surprising therefore, that the
freedom space shown in Figure 2.5D belongs to the first type in the 5 DOF column of the chart
shown in Figure 2.2 because the system possesses only five DOFs.

T4T5,T6
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Figure 2.5: 3 DOF Type 1freedom and constraint spaces (A). Spaces imposed on the 3 DOF
parallelflexure module (B). Intermediatefreedom spaces (C) sum together to produce the 5
DOFfreedom space of the serialflexure system (D).

Intermediate freedom spaces always exist within a system's freedom space.

The total

number of independent twists from all of the intermediate freedom spaces combined must equal
the number of DOFs within the desired system freedom space. If this condition is not satisfied,
the intermediate freedom spaces of the stacked parallel flexure modules will not produce the
correct DOFs.
Intermediate freedom spaces help designers identifying whether or not a serial flexure system
is underconstrained. If the sum of the number of DOFs of each intermediate freedom space is
more than the number of DOFs of the system's freedom space, the serial flexure system will be
underconstrained and will possess redundant DOFs. Note that the serial flexure chain from
Figure 2.5 is underconstrained because the sum of the number of DOFs from each intermediate
freedom space is six, and six is greater than the number of DOFs of the system's freedom space
(5 DOFs).

2.2.4 Kinematic Equivalence
The freedom and constraint spaces of the serial flexure chain from Figure 2.5D are shown as
Type 1 in the 5 DOF column of the chart of Figure 2.2 and again in Figure 2.6A. Note that the
freedom space not only contains rotation lines and translations, it also contains screws. The
shapes that describe the locations and orientations of these screws are described in detail in
Chapter 3. The constraint space of the system is a constraint line that is collinear with the line of
intersection of the planes of rotation from the freedom space. Note that a single flexure wire
constraint also possesses the same freedom and constraint spaces as shown in Figure 2.6B. A
flexure wire is a long, slender flexible element. The flexure wire and the serial flexure chain
from Figure 2.6C are said to be kinematically equivalent because they possess the same freedom
space.

The parallel and serial flexure systems shown in Figure 2.6D are also kinematically

equivalent because the flexure wires of the parallel flexure system were replaced with the
kinematically equivalent flexure chains of the serial flexure system. Although kinematically
equivalent flexure elements may be substituted without changing a system's DOFs, the system's
elastomechanics, dynamics, and manufacturability may be altered to satisfy desired design
requirements.
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Figure 2.6: 5 DOF Type 1freedom and constraintspace (A). Spaces imposed on the 5 DOF
wireflexure (B). Wire flexure and serialflexure chain are kinematically equivalent (C). Two
kinematically equivalentflexure systems (D).

2.3 FACT Design Process
This section describes the 6 steps of the FACT design process shown in Figure 2.7 that is used to
synthesize precision flexure systems. A lead screw flexure will be designed using FACT.

Figure 2.7: Steps of the FACT design process
Step (1): Identify Desired Motions
The designer must first recognize which DOFs the system should possess.

Step (2): Identify Freedom Space
The designer must then identify the freedom space that embodies the DOFs that were specified
in Step (1).

This freedom space will belong to the column from Figure 2.2 that pertains to the

number of DOFs the system should possess. If the designer is not familiar enough with the
spaces to recognize which space contains the desired DOFs, a computer code could be written
using the materials from Appendix A and Hopkins [21] that identifies this freedom space from
the appropriate column.

Step (3): Parallel or Serial?
The designer must then decide whether to synthesize a parallel or a serial flexure system. If the
freedom space identified in Step (2) does not belong inside the parallel pyramid from Figure 2.2,
then the designer must synthesize a serial flexure system to achieve the desired DOFs.

If,

however, the freedom space does belong inside the parallel pyramid, then parallel or serial
concepts exist that achieve the desired DOFs.

Designers are generally encouraged to first

attempt generating parallel concepts before generating serial concepts because parallel concepts
(i) do not suffer from stacked axis errors, (ii) are easier to design and fabricate, and (iii)
generally possess better dynamic characteristics than serial flexure systems.

Step (4): Choose Intermediate Freedom Spaces
If the designer chooses to synthesize a serial flexure system, intermediate freedom spaces must
be selected. The intermediate freedom spaces must exist in the chart of Figure 2.2 to the left of
the column that contains the selected freedom space because the intermediate freedom space
must exist within the freedom space. The intermediate freedom spaces must also belong within
the parallel pyramid.

If the designer has trouble recognizing feasible intermediate freedom

spaces, a computer code could be written that identifies them. This code would rely on the
materials from Appendix A and theory in Hopkins [21]. Designers may select any number of
viable intermediate freedom spaces. An intermediate freedom spaces may be selected multiple
times. The number of intermediate freedom spaces determines the number of rigid stages or
conjugated elements the flexure system will possess. The fewer the stages, the less complex the
design, the easier to fabricate and assemble, and the better will be the dynamic characteristics.
Serial flexure systems require a minimum of two intermediate freedom spaces. Intermediate
spaces that possess orthogonal features generally produce designs that are easily fabricated.

Step (5): Design Ground and Stage/s
The ground and rigid stages must then be designed. If the designer chose to synthesize a parallel
flexure system, only one stage should be designed. If the designer chose to synthesize a serial
flexure system, the number of stages should equal the number of intermediate freedom spaces
that were selected from the previous step. The rigid stages should be far enough away from each
other that they do not collide as they move.

Step (6): Select Constraints from Constraint Space/s
If the designer is synthesizing a parallel flexure system, he/she must select constraints from the
constraint space of the system's freedom space. These constraints must connect the ground to
the rigid stage.

If the designer is synthesizing a serial flexure system, constraints from the

constraints space of the first intermediate freedom space must be selected such that they connect

the ground to the first intermediate rigid stage. Then constraints from the constraint space of the
second intermediate freedom space must be selected such that they connect the first intermediate
rigid stage to the second intermediate rigid stage. This process continues until constraints have
been selected from the constraint spaces of every intermediate freedom space and all the stages
have been stacked together to form the full serial flexure chain.
It is important that a suitable number of non-redundant constraints are selected from each
freedom space's constraint space such that the rigid stage possesses the desired DOFs. If a
freedom space contains n DOFs, one may apply Equation 1.5 to determine the number of nonredundant constraints, m, which should be selected from the freedom space's complementary
constraint space. Not all constraints selected from the constraint space will be non-redundant.
The designer could arbitrarily select m constraints from the constraint space and then apply
Gaussian elimination to ensure that the wrenches of the constraints selected are all independent.
The designer could also use the constraint space's sub-constraint spaces to ensure constraint
independence. Every constraint space possesses a certain number of sub-constraint spaces that
guide the designer in selecting independent constraints.

Every sub-constraint space for any

constraint space is derived and described in Hopkins [21].

2.3.1 Lead Screw Flexure Case Study
In this section, a serial flexure system will be designed using the steps of the FACT design
process. Consider the desktop lathe shown in Figure 2.8A. A cross-section of the lathe is shown
in Figure 2.8B. A mechanism must be designed that transforms the lead screw's rotation into the
carriage's translation. If the hex nut on the lead screw were rigidly attached to the carriage, the
carriage would stick and slip as it translates along the bearing rails because multiple elements of
the system would be constraining the same DOFs.

A flexure system should be designed,

therefore, that stiffly links the hex nut to the carriage in certain directions while allowing for
compliance in other directions. In this way, imperfections in the lead screw's geometry and
alignment are corrected for and the bearing rails don't redundantly constrain the system.
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Figure 2.8: Desktop lathe (A) and cross-section (B).
Step (1): Identify Desired Motions
The flexure system should be stiff along the axis of the lead screw such that the carriage
immediately translates with the hex nut. The rotational motion about the lead screw's axis
should also be stiff such that the friction between the hex nut and threads of the lead screw is
overcome as the lead screw rotates. This avoids errors that manifest as backlash-like behavior.
The other two translations and two rotations perpendicular to the axis of the lead screw, shown in
Figure 2.9A, should be as compliant as possible to accommodate for imperfections in the lead
screw's straightness and alignment. The four DOFs shown in Figure 2.9A are, therefore, the
desired motions of the flexure system.

Step (2): Identify Freedom Space
The freedom space that contains these desired motions belongs to the 4 DOF column of the chart
from Figure 2.2 and is Type 8. The freedom space with the desired motions is shown in Figure
2.9B. This freedom space consists of all rotational lines that exist within pencils that lie on
parallel planes and are intersected at their center point by the perpendicular axis of the lead
screw, which is shown as a dashed line on the left side of Figure 2.9B. Screws of every pitch
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value exist in these disks as shown on the right side of the freedom space in Figure 2.9B. All
translations that are perpendicular to the dashed line also exist and are represented by the thick
arrows shown in the left side of the figure.

Figure 2.9: The desired motions that should be imparted on the hex nut by the flexure system
(A) and the freedom space of those desired motions (B).

Step (3): Parallel or Serial?
Note that the freedom space of 4 DOF Type 8 from the chart of Figure 2.2 lies outside the
parallel pyramid and has no complementary constraint space. In this case, therefore, the designer
has no choice but to synthesize a serial flexure system as only a serial flexure system is capable
of achieving the desired DOFs.

Step (4): Choose Intermediate Freedom Spaces
The designer must now identify which freedom spaces lie within the parallel pyramid and within
the freedom space shown in Figure 2.9B.

These freedom spaces will be the intermediate

freedom spaces that the designer may use to synthesize the serial flexure system. They include
Types 4 and 5 in the 3 DOF column, Types 1 through 9 in the 2 DOF column, and Types 1
through 3 in the 1 DOF column.

Ideally, only two intermediate freedom spaces should be

selected so that the serial flexure system will possess the fewest number of possible
stages/conjugated elements. If the designer wishes to avoid underconstraint, the sum total of the
number of DOFs from each intermediate freedom space should equal four as the system's
freedom space consists of four DOFs. Many options would satisfy these requirements and would
generate viable flexure concepts, but for the purposes of this case study, the Type 2 freedom
space from the 2 DOF column will be selected twice because it is less complex than most of the
other options.

This intermediate freedom space and its complementary constraint space are

shown in Figure 2.10A. The intermediate freedom space consists of every parallel rotation line
on a plane and a translation that is perpendicular to that plane. The constraint space consists of
every constraint line that lies on the same plane and every constraint line that is parallel to the
rotation lines represented by the box of parallel lines.

The planes of the two intermediate

freedom spaces are oriented at 90 degree angles with respect to each other as shown in Figure
2.1 OB. These intermediate freedom spaces combined generate the freedom space of the system
because the total number of independent twists from both intermediate freedom spaces is four,
which is the number of DOFs of the system's freedom space. Note also that the system will not
be underconstrained because the sum of the DOFs of both intermediate freedom spaces is also
four.

Figure 2.10: Freedom and constraintspace of 2 DOF Type 2 (A). Two intermediatefreedom
spaces sum together to generate the freedom space of the system (B).
Step (5): Design Ground and Stage/s
The flexure system should be grounded to the carriage. The system should consist of two rigid
stages because two intermediate freedom spaces were selected. The main stage that possesses
the desired DOFs should clamp around the hex nut. Finally, the entire system should fit within
the structural tube of the lathe shown in Figure 2.8 and again in Figure 2.1 1A. Some possible
ground and stage designs that satisfy these conditions are shown in Figure 2.1 1B.
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Figure 2.11: Geometric constraintsshape the ground and stage designs (A). The ground and
stages shown with the desired DOFs (B).
Step (6): Select Constraints from Constraint Space/s
The first intermediate freedom space from Figure 2. 1OB is shown superimposed on the system in
Figure 2.12A. The complementary constraint space of this intermediate freedom space is shown
in Figure 2.12B. Two flexure blades and four wire constraints are selected from the constraint
space.

These flexible elements shown in Figure 2.12C connect the main stage to the

intermediate stage.

Figure 2.12: Orientation of the first intermediatefreedom space (A) and its complementary
constraintspace (B). Flexible constraintsselectedfrom the constraintspace connect the main
stage to the intermediatestage (C).
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The second intermediate freedom space from Figure 2. 1OB is shown superimposed on the system
in Figure 2.13A.

The complementary constraint space of this intermediate freedom space is

shown in Figure 2.13B.

A flexure blade and four wire constraints are selected from the

constraint space. These flexible elements, shown in Figure 2.13C, connect the intermediate stage
to the ground.

Figure 2.13:
Orientation of the second intermediate freedom space (A) and its
complementary constraintspace (B). Flexible constraints selected from the constraint space
connect the intermediatestage to the ground (C).
The final lead screw flexure shown in Figure 2.14 may be fabricated by cutting three planar
pieces with a waterjet or wire EDM machine.
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Figure 2.14: The flexure consists of three planarpieces (A). The final lead screw flexure (B)
Using FEA, images of the four desired DOFs are shown in Figure 2.15.

These motions are

orders of magnitude more compliant than the translation and rotation about the lead screw's axis.
Note also, if the ground and main stage are held fixed, the intermediate stage will be fully
constrained because the system is not underconstrained.

Figure 2.15: The four DOFs of the lead screw flexure (A), (B), (C), and (D)

CHAPTER 3:
Spaces of the FACT Chart
This chapter describes the geometry of every freedom and constraint space pair or type that
belongs to the comprehensive FACT chart shown in Figure 2.1. The derivation of these spaces is
found in Appendix A. Freedom spaces are depicted with (i) red lines that represent rotation
lines, (ii) thick black arrows that represent translations, and (iii) green lines that represent screws.
The darker the shade of green, the larger the absolute value of the pitch of the screw depicted.
This information is summarized in Table 3.1.

Table 3.1: Freedom space color codefor various twist types

Name

Pitch

Rotation

p=0

p=

Translation
Screw

Line Color

p 4 0

_k

__

Constraint spaces are depicted with (i) blue lines that represent pure forces or constraint lines, (ii)
thick black lines with circular arrows that represent pure torques, and (iii) orange lines that
represent wrenches with coupled forces and torques. The darker the shade of orange, the larger
the absolute value of the q-value of the wrench depicted. This information is summarized in
Table 3.2.

Table 3.2: Constraintspace color codefor various wrench types

Name

q-value

Constraint Line

q=0

Pure Torque

q=0

Wrench

q

0#o 00

Line Color

_

3.1 Types within the 0 DOF Column
This section describes the freedom and constraint space type that possesses zero DOFs

3.1.1 0 DOF Type 1
The freedom space of this type is shown in Figure 3.1. It consists of no rotations, translations, or
screws and is thus depicted as an empty space.

Figure 3.1: Freedom space of 0 DOF Type 1

The constraint space of this type is shown in Figure 3.2. It consists of every constraint line, pure
torque, and wrench of every q-value that exists in all space. The constraint lines are therefore
depicted as a space that is filled with blue lines. The pure torque lines are depicted as a sphere of
black lines with circular arrows that point in all directions. The reason they are depicted in this
way is that pure torques are directional only; they have no location.

The wrench lines are

depicted as a space filled with every shade of orange to represent a space filled with wrenches of
every q-value.

Figure 3.2: Constraintspace of 0 DOF Type 1

3.2 Types within the 1 DOF Column
This section describes the three freedom and constraint space types that possess one DOF.

3.2.11 DOF Type 1
The freedom space of this type is shown in Figure 3.3. It consists of a single rotation line.

Figure 3.3: Freedom space of ] DOF Type 1
The constraint space of this type is shown in Figure 3.4. The three vertical dashed lines in the
figure are all collinear with the rotation line of Figure 3.3. The constraint space consists of every
constraint line that lies on every plane that intersects the vertical dashed line shown on the left
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side of the figure. The constraint space also consists of every pure torque that points in a
direction that is perpendicular to the same dashed line.
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Figure 3.4: Constraintspace of ] DOF Type 1
The constraint space also consists of every wrench that satisfies Equation 1.8 where p equals
zero, q is the q-value of the wrench and d and qp are parameters defined in Figure 3.5.

Figure 3.5: Parametersthat define the wrenches within the constraintspace of ] DOF Type 1
The space shown in the middle of Figure 3.4 represents a set of wrenches that share the same qvalue. This set contains a disk of wrenches that intersect and are perpendicular to the dashed
vertical line. The set also contains wrenches that lie on the surfaces of circular hyperboloids
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with central circular cross-sections that share the same plane as the disk and have radii equal to
d. These circular hyperboloids are formed when the orange line in Figure 3.5 is rotated about the
dashed vertical line. The surfaces of the hyperboloids with larger and larger central circular
cross-sections become more and more cylindrical.

The reason for this fact is that as d in

Equation 1.8 increases, p must decrease for the q-value to remain the same.
The set in the middle of Figure 3.4 is not the only set with that same q-value. Imagine the
same set displaced upwards along the vertical line. That set also exists within the constraint
space of the system and all of its wrenches possess the same q-value as the set shown in the
middle of Figure 3.4. In fact that same set exists within the constraint space anywhere along the
vertical line.
Now consider the space on the far right of Figure 3.4. This space also consists of a set of
wrenches that belongs to the system's constraint space, but its wrenches possess a q-value that is
different than the set shown in the middle of the figure. Hence its wrenches are depicted with a
different shade of orange. This set also consists of wrenches that lie within a disk and on the
surface of circular hyperboloids that become more cylindrical the larger their central circular
cross-sectional radius becomes. There is a similar set for every value of q according to Equation
1.8.

3.2.2 1 DOF Type 2
The freedom space of this type is shown in Figure 3.6. It consists of a single screw with a pitch
of p.

Figure 3.6: Freedom space of 1 DOFType 2
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The constraint space of this type is shown in Figure 3.7. The three dashed vertical lines in the
figure are all collinear with the line of the screw from Figure 3.6. The constraint space consists
of every pure torque that is perpendicular to this line.

Figure 3.7: Constraintspace of 1 DOF Type 2
The constraint space also consists of every constraint line that satisfies Equation 1.8 where p is
the pitch of the freedom space's screw, q equals zero, and d and (pare parameters defined in
Figure 3.8.

These constraint lines are depicted in the same way as the wrench lines were

depicted in the constraint space of Figure 3.4 because they too are governed by a similar
equation. The constraint lines also lie within a disk and on the surface of circular hyperboloids
that become more cylindrical the larger their central circular cross-sectional radius becomes. Not
only does the constraint space contain the constraint lines depicted on the left side of Figure 3.7,
it also contains many other constraint lines that belong to other spaces that look identical to the
space shown in the figure but are displaced vertically along the dashed line.
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Figure 3.8: Parametersthat define the constraint lines within the constraint space of 1 DOF
Type 1
The constraint space also consists of every wrench line that satisfies Equation 1.8 where p is the
pitch of the freedom space's screw, q is the q-value of the wrench, and d and rp are parameters
defined in Figure 3.5. These wrench lines are shown in the middle of Figure 3.7 and are depicted
in the same way as the wrench lines in Figure 3.4. There is also a set of wrenches that lie on
every plane that intersects the vertical line shown on the right of Figure 3.7. The q-value of these
wrenches is equal to the negative of the pitch value of the screw of the freedom space.

3.2.3 1 DOF Type 3
The freedom space of this type is shown in Figure 3.9. It consists of a single translation.

Figure 3.9: Freedom space of 1 DOF Type 3
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The constraint space of this type is shown in Figure 3.10. It consists of every constraint line that
lies on any plane that is perpendicular to the direction of the translation. These constraint lines
are depicted as blue planes on the left side of Figure 3.10. The constraint space also consists of
all pure torques that point in all directions. These torques are depicted as a sphere of pure torque
lines on the left side of Figure 3.10. Finally, the system's constraint space consists of all wrench
lines that lies on any plane that is perpendicular to the direction of the translation. There are an
infinite number of wrenches of the same q-value on every plane. Furthermore, wrenches of all qvalues lie on every plane. These wrench lines are depicted as orange shaded planes on the right
side of Figure 3.10.

Figure 3.10: Constraintspace of 1 DOF Type 3

3.3 Types within the 2 DOF Column
This section describes the ten freedom and constraint space types that possess two DOFs.

3.3.1 2 DOF Type 1
The freedom space of this type is shown in Figure 3.11. It consists of all coplanar rotation lines
that intersect a single point. These rotation lines are represented by a red disk.

Figure 3.11: Freedom space of 2 DOF Type 1

The constraint space of this type is shown in Figure 3.12. It consists of every constraint line that
lies on the plane of the disk of rotation lines. These constraint lines are represented by the blue
plane in Figure 3.12. The constraint space also consists of every constraint line that intersects
the same point at the center of the disk of rotation lines. These constraint lines are represented
by the sphere of blue lines shown in Figure 3.12. The constraint space also consists of a pure
torque line also shown in Figure 3.12 that points in a direction perpendicular to the plane of the
disk of rotation lines.

Figure 3.12: Constraintspace of 2 DOFType 1
The constraint space also consists of every wrench line that satisfies Equation 1.8 where p equals
zero, q is the q-value of the wrench, and d and p are parameters defined in Figure 3.13. The
plane of Figure 3.13 is coplanar with the plane of Figure 3.11. The center point of the disk of
Figure 3.11 corresponds with the intersection point of the vertical dashed line and the plane
shown in Figure 3.13. A set of wrenches exists for every q-value. Each of these sets consists of
a vertical wrench that is collinear with the vertical dashed line shown in Figure 3.13 and all the
wrenches that lie one the surfaces of nested circular hyperboloids like the two sets shown on the
right side of Figure 3.12. Note that all the wrenches within each set shown in Figure 3.12 are
colored with the same shade of orange but that the two different sets are colored with a different
shade of orange. This difference in shading indicates that each set consists of wrenches that
possess a different q-value.

The circular hyperboloids within each set are generated as the

orange wrench shown in Figure 3.13 is revolved about the vertical dashed line. Note that as d
increases, p must decrease in order to keep the q-value of Equation 1.8 from changing. Note also
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that the wrenches from the sets shown in Figure 3.12 must possess negative q-values since the p
values defined in Figure 3.13 are shown as being larger than 90 degrees but smaller than 180
degrees.

Figure 3.13: Parametersthat define the wrench lines within the constraint space of 2 DOF
Type 1

3.3.2 2 DOF Type 2
The freedom space of this type is shown in Figure 3.14. It consists of every parallel rotation line
on a plane and a translation perpendicular to that plane.

0000"
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Figure 3.14: Freedomspace of 2 DOF Type 2
The constraint space of this type is shown in Figure 3.15. It consists of every constraint line that
lies on the plane of the freedom space and every constraint line that is parallel to the rotation
lines of the freedom space. These constraint lines are represented by a blue plane and a box of
parallel blue lines as shown in Figure 3.15. The constraint space also consists of every pure

torque line that is perpendicular to the parallel rotation lines of the freedom space. These pure
torque lines are represented by the disk of black lines with circular arrows.

Figure 3.15: Constraintspace of 2 DOF Type 2
The constraint space also consists of every wrench line that satisfies Equation 1.8 where p equals
zero, q is the q-value of the wrench, and d and q are parameters defined in Figure 3.16. The
plane outlined with a thick black border shown in Figure 3.16 is coplanar with the plane of the
freedom space from Figure 3.14. The dashed black lines shown in Figure 3.16 are parallel to the
rotation lines from Figure 3.14. A set of wrenches exists for every q-value. Each of these sets
consists of parallel planes of parallel wrench lines of the same q-value as shown in Figure 3.15.
The wrenches on the plane of the freedom space are perpendicular to the rotation lines of the
freedom space. The parallel wrenches on each successive plane rotate more and more until the
wrenches on the planes infinitely far from the plane of the freedom space are parallel to the
rotation lines of the freedom space. The amount the parallel wrench lines rotate on planes a
distance d from the plane of the freedom space may be determined using Equation 1.8. Note
from Figure 3.16 as d increases, qi must decrease for the q-value to remain the same. Note also
that the wrenches from the sets shown in Figure 3.15 must possess negative q-values since the q
values defined in Figure 3.16 are shown as being larger than 90 degrees but smaller than 180
degrees.
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Figure 3.16: Parametersthat define the wrench lines within the constraint space of 2 DOF
Type 2

3.3.3 2 DOF Type 3
The freedom space of this type is shown in Figure 3.17. It consists of an infinite number of
screws and two rotation lines that lie on the surface of a cylindroid. The orthogonal principle
generators of the cylindroid must consist of a screw with a positive pitch value and a screw with
a negative pitch value. Although the two rotation lines shown in Figure 3.17 are depicted as the
extreme generators of the cylindroid, the two skew rotation lines don't necessarily have to be
extreme generators to belong to this freedom space. The different shades of green shown in
Figure 3.17 demonstrate how the pitch values of the screws vary continuously along the
cylindroid's surface.

Figure 3.17: Freedom space of 2 DOF Type 3
The constraint space of this type is shown in Figure 3.18. It consists of all the constraint lines
that intersect both rotation lines from the freedom space. These rotation lines are synonymous to
the two skew dashed lines in Figure 3.18. The constraint lines are represented by an infinite
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number of blue disks that (i) lie on planes that intersect one of the dashed skew lines and (ii)
possess center points that are intersected by the other dashed skew line. The constraint space
also consists of a pure torque line that points in the direction of the cylindroid's axis. This axis is
perpendicular to every twist line in the freedom space. The constraint space also consists of
wrenches of all q-values that are collinear with this axis. Other sets of wrenches exist that are
too complex to visually represent. As such, the system's wrenches are depicted using a "W" as
shown in Figure 3.18. Every wrench may be mathematically determined using Equation 1.9.

Figure 3.18: Constraintspace of 2 DOFType 3

3.3.4 2 DOF Type 4
The freedom space of this type is shown in Figure 3.19. It consists of every coplanar screw of
the same pitch that intersects a common point. These screws are represented by a green disk in
Figure 3.19. Notice that only one shade of green is used for the screws.

Figure 3.19: Freedom space of 2 DOFType 4
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The constraint space of this type is shown in Figure 3.20. It consists of a pure torque line that
points in the direction perpendicular to the plane of the disk of screws. The constraint space also
consists of a constraint line that is perpendicular to the disk of screws and intersects the disk's
central point as well as all constraint lines that lie on the surfaces of nested circular hyperboloids
like those shown in Figure 3.20.

Figure 3.20: Constraintspace of 2 DOF Type 4
The constraint lines that lie on the surfaces of these nested circular hyperboloids satisfy Equation
1.8 where p is the pitch value of the screws in the disk, q equals zero, and d and q' are parameters
defined in Figure 3.21. The plane of Figure 3.21 is coplanar with the plane of Figure 3.19. The
center point of the disk of Figure 3.19 corresponds with the intersection point of the vertical
dashed line and the plane shown in Figure 3.21. The blue circular hyperboloids shown on the
left side of Figure 3.20 are generated as the blue constraint line shown in Figure 3.21 is revolved
about the vertical dashed line. Note that as d increases, p must decrease in order to keep the
pitch of Equation 1.8 from changing. Note also that the pitch value of the screws in the freedom
space must be negative according to the configuration of the constraint lines shown in Figure
3.20 since the constraint lines' p values defined in Figure 3.21 are shown as being larger than 90
degrees but smaller than 180 degrees.
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Figure 3.21: Parametersthat define the constraintlines within the constraintspace of 2 DOF
Type 4
The constraint space also consists of all wrenches that satisfy Equation 1.8 where p is the pitch
value of the screws in the disk, q is the q-value of the wrenches, and d and p are parameters
defined in Figure 3.13. A set of wrenches exists for every q-value. Each of these sets consists of
a vertical wrench that is collinear with the vertical dashed line shown in Figure 3.13 and all the
wrenches that lie one the surfaces of nested circular hyperboloids like the set shown in the
middle of Figure 3.20. The circular hyperboloids within each set are generated as the orange
wrench shown in Figure 3.13 is revolved about the vertical dashed line. Note that as d increases,
p must decrease in order to keep the pitch and q-value in Equation 1.8 from changing.
The constraint space also consists of a set of wrenches with a q-value equal to the negative of the
pitch value of the screws in the disk of the freedom space. This set consists of every wrench that
lies on the plane of the disk and every wrench that intersects the disk's center point. These
wrenches are depicted on the right side of Figure 3.20 as an orange plane and sphere.

3.3.5 2 DOF Type 5
The freedom space of this type is shown in Figure 3.22. It consists of every coplanar parallel
screw with a common pitch value and a translation perpendicular to the plane of the parallel
screws.
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Figure 3.22: Freedom space of 2 DOF Type 5.
The constraint space of this type is shown in Figure 3.23. It consists of every pure torque line
that is perpendicular to the parallel screw lines of the freedom space.

These pure torque lines

are represented by the disk of black lines with circular arrows shown on the left side of Figure
3.23.

Figure 3.23: Constraintspace of 2 DOF Type 5.
The constraint space also consists of every constraint line that satisfies Equation 1.8 where p is
the pitch of the parallel screws, q equals zero, and d and p are parameters defined in Figure 3.24.
The plane outlined with a thick black border shown in Figure 3.24 is coplanar with the plane of
the freedom space from Figure 3.22. The dashed black lines shown in Figure 3.24 are parallel to
the screw lines from Figure 3.22. The constraint space, therefore, consists of parallel planes of
parallel constraint lines as shown on the left side of Figure 3.23. The constraint lines on the

-

plane of the freedom space are perpendicular to the screw lines of the freedom space. The
parallel constraint lines on each successive plane rotate more and more until the constraint lines
on the planes infinitely far from the plane of the freedom space are parallel to the screw lines of
the freedom space. The amount the parallel constraint lines rotate on planes a distance d from
the plane of the freedom space may be determined using Equation 1.8. Note from Figure 3.24 as
d increases, p must decrease for the pitch of the screws to remain the same. Note also that the
pitch value of the screws in the freedom space must be negative according to the configuration of
the constraint lines shown in Figure 3.23 since the constraint lines' P values defined in Figure
3.24 are shown as being larger than 90 degrees but smaller than 180 degrees.

Figure 3.24:
DOF Type 5

Parameters that define the constraint lines within the constraint space of 2

The constraint space also consists of all wrenches that satisfy Equation 1.8 where p is the pitch of
the parallel screws, q is the q-value of the wrenches, and d and P are parameters defined in
Figure 3.16. A set of wrenches exists for every q-value. Each of these sets consists of parallel
planes of parallel wrench lines of the same q-value as shown in the middle of Figure 3.23. The
wrenches on the plane of the freedom space are perpendicular to the screw lines of the freedom
space. The parallel wrenches on each successive plane rotate more and more until the wrenches
on the planes infinitely far from the plane of the freedom space are parallel to the screw lines of
the freedom space. The amount the parallel wrench lines rotate on planes a distance d from the
plane of the freedom space may be determined using Equation 1.8. Note from Figure 3.16 as d
increases, p must decrease for the q-value to remain the same.
The constraint space also consists of a set of wrenches with a q-value equal to the negative of
the pitch value of the parallel screws in the freedom space. This set consists of every wrench
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that lies on the plane of the parallel screws and every wrench that is parallel to these screws.
These wrenches are depicted on the right side of Figure 3.23 as an orange plane and a box of
orange lines.

3.3.6 2 DOF Type 6
The freedom space of this type is shown in Figure 3.25. It consists of a single rotation line and
an infinite number of screws that lie on the surface of a cylindroid. The rotation line must be one
of the cylindroid's two principle generators. The different shades of green shown in Figure 3.25
demonstrate how the pitch values of the screws vary continuously along the cylindroid's surface.

Figure 3.25: Freedom space of 2 DOF Type 6.
The constraint space of this type is shown in Figure 3.26. It consists of a pure torque line that
points in the direction of the cylindroid's axis. This axis is perpendicular to every twist line in
the freedom space. The constraint space also consists of every constraint line that is parallel to
the single rotation line and lies on the plane of the cylindroid's principle generators.

The

constraint space also consists of every constraint line that lies within disks shown in Figure 3.26
that rotate as they translate along the axis of the freedom space's rotation line.

The other

principle generator, colored with the darkest shade of green in Figure 3.25, is collinear with the
dashed line shown in Figure 3.26.
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Figure 3.26: Constraintspace of 2 DOFType 6.
The constraint lines that lie within the disks satisfy Equation 1.8 where p is the pitch of the dark
green principle generator shown in Figure 3.25, q equals zero, and d and p are parameters
defined in Figure 3.27. The screws within the freedom space of Figure 3.25 must have negative
pitch values according to the orientations of the disks shown in Figure 3.26. Note from Figure
3.27, as d increases, p must also increase to maintain the negative pitch value of the cylindroid's
principle generator because p is larger than 90 degrees but smaller than 180 degrees. Note also
that the disks that are infinitely far from the dashed line are coplanar with the plane of parallel
constraint lines.
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Figure 3.27: Parametersthat define the blue disks within the constraint space of 2 DOF Type
6
The constraint space also consists of wrenches of all q-values that are too complex to visually
represent. As such, the system's wrenches are depicted using a "W" as shown in Figure 3.26.
Every wrench may be mathematically determined using Equation 1.9.

3.3.7 2 DOF Type 7
The freedom space of this type is shown in Figure 3.28. It consists of an infinite number of
screws that lie on the surface of a cylindroid. The cylindroid's two principle generators must
either both have positive pitch values or negative pitch values. The pitch values cannot be
equivalent or equal to zero. The different shades of green shown in Figure 3.28 demonstrate how
the pitch values of the screws vary continuously along the cylindroid's surface

Figure 3.28: Freedom space of 2 DOF Type 7
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The constraint space of this type is shown in Figure 3.29. It consists of a pure torque line that
points in the direction of the cylindroid's axis. This axis, shown as a dashed line in Figure 3.28,
is perpendicular to every screw in the freedom space. The constraint space also consists of a
constraint line that is collinear with the cylindroid's axis and every constraint line that lies on the
surfaces of nested elliptical hyperboloids as shown on the left side of Figure 3.29. The major
and minor axes of the central elliptical cross-sections of the hyperboloids are collinear with the
orthogonal principle generators of the freedom space shown in Figure 3.28.

Figure 3.29: Constraintspace of 2 DOFType 7
The elliptical hyperboloids on which the constraint lines lie may be determined by
pi +q1 = d, -tan(p1 ),

(3.1)

for i equal tol or 2 where p, is the pitch of the principle generator that is collinear with the major
axis of the hyperboloids' central elliptical cross-section, P2 is the pitch of the principle generator
that is collinear with the major axis of the hyperboloids' central elliptical cross-section, qj and q2
are equal to zero, and d1 , d2 , p9 and

'92

are defined in Figure 3.30A.

Note that two other

constraint lines that intersect and are perpendicular to the minor and major axes of the ellipse
would also exist on the other sides of the hyperboloid for negative d, and d2 values.

The

elliptical hyperboloid is generated by linearly combining any three of these four constraint lines.
Note that in Figure 3.29, VI and 'P2 are both greater than 90 degrees but less than 180 degrees.
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The pitch values of the screws in the freedom space must, therefore, be negative according to the
orientation of the constraint lines shown in Figure 3.29.
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Id

(A)

1d

(B)

Figure 3.30: Parametersthat define the blue constraint lines (A) and orange wrench lines
(B) within the constraintspace of 2 DOF Type 7.
The constraint space also consists of different sets of wrenches. A set of wrenches exists for
every q-value. These sets consist of a wrench line that is collinear with the cylindroid's axis and
every wrench line that lies on the surfaces of nested elliptical hyperboloids as shown on the right
side of Figure 3.29. The elliptical hyperboloids on which the wrench lines lie may be determined
by Equation (3.1) for i equal to 1 or 2 where p, is the pitch of the principle generator that is
collinear with the major axis of the hyperboloids' central elliptical cross-section,

p2

is the pitch

of the principle generator that is collinear with the major axis of the hyperboloids' central
elliptical cross-section, q, is the q-value of the wrench intersected by the minor axis, q2 is the qvalue of the wrench intersected by the major axis , and d1 , d2 , q1 and q2 are defined on the right
side of Figure 3.30B.
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3.3.8 2 DOF Type 8
The freedom space of this type is shown in Figure 3.31. It consists of a rotation line, all screws
of every pitch value that are collinear with the rotation line, and a translation that points along
the axis of the rotation line.

Figure 3.31: Freedom space of 2 DOF Type 8
The constraint space of this type is shown in Figure 3.32. The dashed lines in the figure are
collinear with the twist lines of the freedom space. The constraint space consists of all pure
torque lines that are perpendicular to the dashed line as depicted by the disk of back lines with
circular arrows in Figure 3.32. The constraint space also consists of all constraint lines that exist
within disks that lie on parallel planes. The dashed line intersects these disks through their
central points at orthogonal angles. The constraint space also consists of wrench lines of every
q-value that are collinear with every constraint line. These wrenches are shown on the right side
of Figure 3.32 as disks that are colored different shades of orange.

Figure 3.32: Constraintspace of 2 DOFType 8
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3.3.9 2 DOF Type 9
The freedom space of this type is shown in Figure 3.33.

It consists of a rotation line and

coplanar screws that are parallel to the rotation line as shown in the figure. The freedom space
also consists of a single translation that points in a direction that is not parallel or perpendicular
to the rotation line. The plane of the parallel screws is orthogonal to the plane that is normal to
the cross product of the direction of the rotation line and the translation. The screws on one side
of the plane have pitch values that are negative and the screws on the other side of the plane have
pitch values that are positive. The magnitude of a screw's pitch value increases linearly the
farther the screw is from the rotation line according to
p = d -tan(#+ 900),

(3.2)

where p is the pitch of the screw that is a distance d from the rotation line. The angle # is defined
in Figure 3.33.

Figure 3.33: Freedom space of 2 DOF Type 9
The constraint space of this type is shown in Figure 3.34. The dashed lines in the figure are
collinear with the rotation line of the freedom space. The constraint space consists of all pure
torque lines that are perpendicular to the dashed line as depicted by the disk of back lines with
circular arrows in Figure 3.34. The constraint space also consists of all constraint lines that exist
within disks that lie on parallel planes that are normal to the direction of the translation of the
freedom space.

The dashed line intersects these disks through their central points.

The

constraint space also consists of wrench lines of various q-values and locations that lie on the

Wt

planes of the blue constraint disks as shown on the right side of Figure 3.34.

Every plane

contains a wrench of every q-value.

Figure 3.34: Constraintspace of 2 DOF Type 9

3.3.10 2 DOF Type 10
The freedom space of this type is shown in Figure 3.35. It consists of every translation in a
plane. These translations are depicted by the disk of arrows shown in the figure.

Figure3.35: Freedom space of 2 DOF Type 10
The constraint space of this type is shown in Figure 3.36. It consists of every pure torque line
that points in all directions. These pure torque lines are depicted as a sphere of black lines with
circular arrows.

The constraint space also consists of every parallel constraint line that is
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orthogonal to the direction of the translations of the freedom space. These constraint lines are
depicted as a box of blue parallel lines on the left side of Figure 3.36. The constraint space also
consists of wrenches of every q-value that are collinear with every blue constraint line. These
wrenches are depicted as a box of orange shaded parallel lines on the right side of Figure 3.36
1P

Figure 3.36: Constraintspace of 2 DOF Type 10

3.4 Types within the 3 DOF Column
This section describes the twenty-two freedom and constraint space types that possess three
DOFs.

3.4.1 3 DOF Type 1
The freedom space of this type is shown in Figure 3.37. It consists of all the rotation lines that
lie on a plane and a single translation that points in a direction perpendicular to this plane.

Figure 3.37: Freedom space of 3 DOF Type 1
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The constraint space of this type is shown in Figure 3.38. It consists of all the constraint lines
that lie on the same plane as the rotation lines and a single pure torque line that points in a
direction perpendicular to this plane.

Figure 3.38: Constraintspace of 3 DOF Type 1

3.4.2 3 DOF Type 2
The freedom space of this type is shown in Figure 3.39. It consists of all parallel rotation lines
that point in a specific direction and all translations that point in directions perpendicular to these
rotation lines.

Figure 3.39: Freedom space of 3 DOF Type 2
The constraint space of this type is shown in Figure 3.40. It consists of all parallel constraint
lines that point in the direction of the rotation lines and all pure torque lines that point in
directions perpendicular to these constraint lines.
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Figure 3.40: Constraintspace of 3 DOF Type 2

3.4.3 3 DOF Type 3
The freedom space of this type is shown in Figure 3.41. It consists of all rotation lines that
intersect a single point.

Figure 3.41: Freedom space of 3 DOF Type 3
The constraint space of this type is shown in Figure 3.42. It consists of all constraint lines that
intersect the same point as the rotation lines of the freedom space.

Figure 3.42: Constraintspace of 3 DOF Type 3

3.4.4 3 DOF Type 4
The freedom space of this type is divided into two forms-Type4A and Type4B. The freedom
space of Type4A is shown in Figure 3.43. It consists of all parallel rotation lines that lie on a
plane. This plane is perpendicular to another plane that contains all rotation lines in a disk. The
disk's center point lies along the intersection of the two planes. The freedom space also consists
of a translation that points in a direction perpendicular to the plane of parallel rotation lines.

Figure 3.43: Freedom space of 3 DOF Type 4A
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The freedom space also consists of disks of screws with various pitch values. These disks lie on
planes that are perpendicular to the plane of parallel rotation lines. The center point of each disk
lies on the intersection line of the disk's plane and the plane of the parallel rotation lines as
shown on the right side of Figure 3.43. The vertical plane to the left of the disk of screws shown
on the right side of Figure 3.43 is coplanar with the plane of the disk of rotation lines shown on
the left side of the figure. A single translation and rotation line belong to each disk of screws.
The rotation line always lies on the horizontal plane and the translation always points in the
direction normal to this plane. Screws of all pitch values exist within each of these disks. No
two screws of the same pitch value exist within any one disk. Note the three vertical planes
shown in Figure 3.44. The vertical plane in the middle of this figure is coplanar with the disk of
rotation lines from Figure 3.43. If all the screws of a particular pitch value were depicted by
themselves, they would look similar to the green screws shown in Figure 3.44. The screws of
this and all other sets of screws within the freedom space of Type 4A lie on the surfaces of
hyperbolic paraboloids. More specifically, the sets of screws exist within orthogonal ribbons
defined and described in Hopkins [21].

Figure 3.44: A set of screws of the same pitch value that lie on the surface of a hyperbolic
paraboloidand belong to the freedom space of 3 DOF Type 4A.
The constraint space of this type is shown in Figure 3.45. If the translation, rotation lines, and
screw lines of the freedom space from Figure 3.43 were replaced with a pure torque line,

constraint lines, and wrench lines respectively, and the entire space where rotated 90 degrees, the
resulting space would represent Type 4A's constraint space. The plane of parallel constraint
lines from the constraint space is coplanar with the disk of rotation lines from the freedom space.
The disk of constraint lines from the constraint space is coplanar with the plane of parallel
rotation lines from the freedom space.
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Figure 3.45: Constraintspace of 3 DOF Type 4A
The freedom space of Type4B is shown in Figure 3.46. It consists of all parallel rotation lines
that lie on a plane. This plane is intersected by another non-orthogonal plane that contains all
rotation lines in a disk. The disk's center point lies along the intersection of the two planes. The
freedom space also consists of a translation that points in a direction perpendicular to the plane
of parallel rotation lines.
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Figure 3.46: Freedom space of 3 DOF Type 4B
The freedom space also consists of screws of various pitch values that lie on planes that are
parallel to the plane of the disk of rotation lines as shown on the right side of Figure 3.46. The
slanted plane to the left of the plane of screws shown on the right side of Figure 3.43 is coplanar
with the plane of the disk of rotation lines shown on the left side of the figure. A single rotation
line belongs to each plane of screws. The rotation line always lies on the horizontal plane.
Screws of all pitch values exist within each of these planes. Sets of screws of common pitch
values exist within the freedom space of Type 4B. Each of these sets consists of screws that lie
on the surface of a hyperbolic paraboloid. The hyperbolic paraboloids of screws within the
freedom space of Type 4B are, however, non-orthogonal ribbons. Non-orthogonal ribbons are
defined and described in Hopkins [21].
The constraint space of this type is shown in Figure 3.47. If the translation, rotation lines,
and screw lines of the freedom space from Figure 3.46 where replaced with a pure torque line,
constraint lines, and wrench lines respectively, and the entire space were reoriented, the resulting
space would represent Type 4B's constraint space. The plane of parallel constraint lines from
the constraint space is coplanar with the disk of rotation lines from the freedom space. The disk
of constraint lines from the constraint space is coplanar with the plane of parallel rotation lines
from the freedom space.

Figure 3.47: Constraintspace of 3 DOF Type 4B

3.4.5 3 DOF Type 5
The freedom space of this type consists of all rotation lines that lie on the surface of a hyperbolic
paraboloid. The freedom space of this type is divided into two forms-Type5A and Type5B.
The freedom space of Type5A is shown in Figure 3.48. It consists of all the rotation lines that lie
on the surface of an orthogonal ribbon. The freedom space of Type 5B consists of all the
rotation lines that lie on the surface of a non-orthogonal ribbon.

Both types possess one

translation and one characteristic screw. The system's characteristic screw is depicted as a green
line on the left side of Figure 3.48.
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Figure 3.48: Freedom space of 3 DOF Type 5A
Type 5A also consists of disks of screws of various pitch values. These disks lie on parallel
planes. Each disk contains one of the rotation lines from the red orthogonal ribbon. These disks
are shown on the right side of Figure 3.48. Screws of all pitch values exist within each of these
disks. No two screws of the same pitch value exist within any one disk. If all the screws of a
particular pitch value were depicted by themselves, they would look similar to the green screws
shown in Figure 3.44. Many such sets of screws within the freedom space of Type 5A, lie on the
surfaces of various orthogonal ribbons. The only exception is the set of screws that possesses the
pitch value of the characteristic screw. This set of screws looks like the space shown in Figure
3.49. It consists of a plane of parallel screws that intersects a disk of screws at its center point.
The characteristic screw belongs to this disk. The angle 6 equals 90 degrees for the freedom
space of Type 5A.

Figure 3.49: A set of screws within the freedom space of 3 DOF Type 5. The screws within
this set possess the characteristicscrew's pitch value.
Type 5B consists of screws of various pitch values that lie on parallel planes. Each plane of
screws contains one of the rotation lines from the red non-orthogonal ribbon. Screws of all pitch
values exist on each of these planes. Many sets of screws of common pitch values lie on the
surfaces of non-orthogonal ribbons. The only exception is the set of screws that possesses the
pitch value of the characteristic screw. This set of screws also looks like the space shown in
Figure 3.49 where the angle 6 does not equal 90 degrees for the freedom space of Type 5B.
The constraint space of this type is shown in Figure 3.50. It consists of all constraint lines
that lie on the same hyperbolic paraboloid as the rotation lines of the freedom space.

The

constraint space also consists of a pure torque line and a characteristic wrench with a q-value
equal to the negative pitch value of the freedom space's characteristic screw.

Both the

characteristic wrench and the characteristic screw are collinear. Similar to the system's freedom
space, the constraint space consists of wrenches of various q-values that lie (i) within parallel
disks for Type 5A or (ii) on parallel planes for Type 5B. The orange characteristic wrench
shown on the left side of Figure 3.50 exists within the far right disk on the right side of the same
figure.
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Figure 3.50: Constraintspace of 3DOF Type 5A
See Hopkins [21] for a more detailed description of this type's freedom and constraint space pair.

3.4.6 3 DOF Type 6
The freedom space of this type is shown in Figure 3.51. It consists of an infinite number of
consecutive cylindroids from the freedom space of 2 DOF Type 3. The axes of these cylindroids
are parallel. The central plane in the middle of Figure 3.51 consists of two orthogonal sets of
parallel screw lines. One set of parallel lines consists of screws with a negative pitch value and
the other set consists of screws with a positive pitch value. Each line within each set represents a
principle generator of one of the consecutive cylindroids that make up the freedom space of
Figure 3.51.

The sets of parallel screw lines on the top and bottom planes of Figure 3.51

represent the extreme generators of the consecutive cylindroids. Two sets of parallel rotation
lines lie on two different parallel planes. The freedom space also consists of a pure translation
that is normal to these planes.

Figure 3.51: Freedom space of 3 DOF Type 6
The constraint space of this type is shown in Figure 3.52. If the translation, rotation lines, and
screw lines of the freedom space from Figure 3.51 where replaced with a pure torque line,
constraint lines, and wrench lines with q-values equal to the negative pitch values of their
corresponding screw lines respectively, and all the planes above the middle plane were replaced
with the planes below the middle plane and all the planes below the middle plane were replaced
with the planes above the middle plane, the resulting space would represent the constraint space
shown in Figure 3.52.
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Figure 3.52: Constraintspace of 3 DOF Type 6

3.4.7 3 DOF Type 7
The freedom space of this type is shown in Figure 3.53. The twists within this space may be
visualized by rotating the cylindroid from the freedom space of 2 DOF Type 3 about one of its
principle generators as shown on the right side of Figure 3.53. The vertical dashed lines shown
in the figure are collinear with this principle generator. Rotation lines lie on the surface of a
circular hyperboloid as shown on the left side of Figure 3.53. The screws in the disk shown on
the plane of the central circular cross-section of this hyperboloid all have the same pitch value.
Each of the screws in the disk represents one of the principle generators of the cylindroids that
make up the space. The pitch value of these screws has an opposite sign from the pitch value of
the screw that is collinear with the vertical dashed line.

Figure 3.53: Freedom space of 3 DOF Type 7
The constraint space of this type is shown in Figure 3.54. The wrenches within this space may
be visualized by rotating the cylindroid shown on the right side of the figure about one of its
principle generators.

The vertical dashed lines shown in Figure 3.53 and Figure 3.54 are

collinear with this principle generator. Constraint lines lie on the surface of the same circular
hyperboloid as the rotation lines from the freedom space. The wrenches in the disk shown on the
plane of the central circular cross-section of this hyperboloid all have a q-value that is equal to
the negative of the pitch value of the screws in the disk of the freedom space. Each of the
wrenches in the disk represents one of the principle generators of the cylindroids that make up
the space. The q-value of these wrenches has an opposite sign from the q-value of the wrench
that is collinear with the vertical dashed line.
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Figure 3.54: Constraintspace of 3 DOF Type 7

3.4.8 3 DOF Type 8
The freedom space of this type is shown in Figure 3.55. It consists of three orthogonal twists
that intersect at a common point as shown on the left side of Figure 3.55. The pitch values of all
three of these twists must be different. The twist that is collinear with the vertical dashed line is
a screw. If the pitch value of this screw is a positive value, the pitch values of the other two
orthogonal screws that intersect it are negative. If the pitch value of the vertical screw is a
negative value, the pitch values of the other two orthogonal screws that intersect it are positive.
The pitch value of the screw that lies on the intersection line of the planes shown on the left side
of Figure 3.55 is between the pitch values of the other two orthogonal screws. Two disks of
screws that have a pitch value equal to the pitch value of the screw that lies on the intersection
line of the planes exist on two of these planes as shown on the left side of Figure 3.55. The
angles between the planes of each disk and the vertical plane shown on the left side of Figure
3.55 are equal. The center points of each disk are equally spaced from the intersection of the
orthogonal twists. An elliptical hyperboloid of rotation lines also exists that is shown on the
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right side of Figure 3.55. The central elliptical cross-section of this hyperboloid is normal to the
vertical dashed line. Many other sets of screws also exist in the freedom space. These screws lie
on the surfaces of elliptical hyperboloids. These hyperboloids are oriented in such a way that
they are not practical to visually depict.

Figure 3.55: Freedom space of 3 DOF Type 8
The constraint space of this type is shown in Figure 3.56.

It consists of three orthogonal

wrenches that intersect at a common point as shown on the left side of Figure 3.56. These
wrenches are collinear with the three orthogonal screws of the freedom space. The q-value of
each of these wrenches equals the negative of the pitch value of its corresponding screw from the
freedom space. Two disks of wrenches that have a q-value equal to the q-value of the wrench
that lies on the intersection line of the intersecting planes shown on the left side of Figure 3.56
exist in the constraint space. These disks lie on the same two planes on which the disks of
screws from the freedom space lie. Each disk of wrenches shares the same center point as one of
the disks of screws.

Constraint lines also exist that lie on the surface of the same elliptical

hyperboloid as the rotation lines of the freedom space as shown on the right side of Figure 3.56.
Many other sets of wrenches also exist in the constraint space. These wrenches lie on the
surfaces of elliptical hyperboloids. These hyperboloids are oriented in such a way that they are
not practical to visually depict.
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Figure 3.56: Constraintspace of 3 DOF Type 8

3.4.9 3 DOF Type 9
The freedom space of this type is shown in Figure 3.57. It consists of three orthogonal twists
that intersect at a common point as shown on the left side of Figure 3.57. The pitch values of all
three of these twists must be different. Two of these twists are screws and are shown as green
lines on the left side of Figure 3.57. The pitch values of these screws have opposite signs. The
twist that lies on the intersection line of the planes shown on the left side of Figure 3.57 is a
rotation line. Two disks of rotation lines lie on two of these planes. The angles between the
planes of each disk and the vertical plane shown on the left side of Figure 3.57 are equal. The
center points of each disk are equally spaced from the intersection of the orthogonal twists. An
elliptical hyperboloid of screws also exists that is shown on the right side of Figure 3.57. The
central elliptical cross-section of this hyperboloid is normal to the vertical dashed line. Many
other sets of screws also exist in the freedom space. These screws lie on the surfaces of elliptical
hyperboloids.
visually depict.

These hyperboloids are oriented in such a way that they are not practical to
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Figure 3.57: Freedom space of 3 DOF Type 9
The constraint space of this type is shown in Figure 3.58. It consists of two orthogonal wrenches
and one orthogonal constraint line that intersects at a common point as shown on the left side of
Figure 3.58. The two wrenches and the constraint line are collinear with the three orthogonal
twists of the freedom space. The q-value of each of these wrenches equals the negative of the
pitch value of its corresponding screw from the freedom space. Two disks of constraint lines
exist in the constraint space. These disks lie on the same two planes on which the disks of
rotation lines from the freedom space lie. Each disk of constraint lines shares the same center
point as one of the disks of rotation lines. Wrenches also exist that lie on the surface of the same
elliptical hyperboloid as the screw lines of the freedom space as shown on the right side of
Figure 3.58. Many other sets of wrenches also exist in the constraint space. These wrenches lie
on the surfaces of elliptical hyperboloids. These hyperboloids are oriented in such a way that
they are not practical to visually depict.
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Figure 3.58: Constraintspace of 3 DOF Type 9

3.4.10 3 DOF Type 10
The freedom space of this type is shown in Figure 3.59. It consists of three orthogonal twists
that intersect at a common point as shown on the left side of Figure 3.59. The pitch values of all
three of these twists must be different. Two of these twists are screws and are shown as green
lines on the left side of Figure 3.59. The pitch values of these screws are either both negative or
both positive. The vertical twist that is collinear with the dashed line shown on the left side of
Figure 3.59 is a rotation line. The pitch value of the screw that lies on the intersection line of the
planes shown on the left side of Figure 3.59 is between zero and the pitch value of the horizontal
screw shown in dark green. Two disks of screws that have a pitch value equal to the pitch value
of the screw that lies on the intersection line of the planes exist on two of these planes as shown
on the left side of Figure 3.59. The angles between the planes of each disk and the vertical plane
shown on the left side of Figure 3.59 are equal. The center points of each disk are equally
spaced from the intersection of the orthogonal twists. An elliptical hyperboloid of screws also
exists that is shown on the right side of Figure 3.55. The central elliptical cross-section of this
hyperboloid is normal to the vertical dashed line. Many other sets of screws also exist in the
freedom space. These screws lie on the surfaces of elliptical hyperboloids. These hyperboloids
are oriented in such a way that they are not practical to visually depict.

Figure 3.59: Freedom space of 3 DOF Type 10
The constraint space of this type is shown in Figure 3.60. It consists of two orthogonal wrenches
and one orthogonal constraint line that intersects at a common point as shown on the left side of
Figure 3.60. The two wrenches and the constraint line are collinear with the three orthogonal
twists of the freedom space. The q-value of each of these wrenches equals the negative of the
pitch value of its corresponding screw from the freedom space. Two disks of wrenches exist in
the constraint space. These disks lie on the same two planes on which the disks of screws from
the freedom space lie. Each disk of wrenches shares the same center point as one of the disks of
screws. Wrenches also exist that lie on the surface of the same elliptical hyperboloid as the
screw lines of the freedom space as shown on the right side of Figure 3.60. Many other sets of
wrenches also exist in the constraint space. These wrenches lie on the surfaces of elliptical
hyperboloids. These hyperboloids are oriented in such a way that they are not practical to
visually depict.
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Figure 3.60: Constraintspace of 3 DOF Type 10

3.4.113 DOF Type 11
The freedom space of this type is shown in Figure 3.61. It consists of three orthogonal screws
that intersect at a common point as shown on the left side of Figure 3.61. The pitch values of all
three of these screws are unique but have the same sign. The pitch value of the screw that lies on
the intersection line of the planes shown on the left side of Figure 3.61 is between the pitch
values of the other two orthogonal screws. Two disks of screws that have a pitch value equal to
the pitch value of the screw that lies on the intersection line of the planes exist on two of these
planes as shown on the left side of Figure 3.61. The angles between the planes of each disk and
the vertical plane shown on the left side of Figure 3.61 are equal. The center points of each disk
are equally spaced from the intersection of the orthogonal twists. An elliptical hyperboloid of
screws also exists that is shown on the right side of Figure 3.61. The central elliptical crosssection of this hyperboloid is normal to the vertical dashed line. Many other sets of screws also
exist in the freedom space. These screws lie on the surfaces of elliptical hyperboloids. These
hyperboloids are oriented in such a way that they are not practical to visually depict.

Figure 3.61: Freedom space of 3 DOF Type 11
The constraint space of this type is shown in Figure 3.62.

It consists of three orthogonal

wrenches that intersect at a common point as shown on the left side of Figure 3.62. These
wrenches are collinear with the three orthogonal screws of the freedom space. The q-value of
each of these wrenches equals the negative of the pitch value of its corresponding screw from the
freedom space. Two disks of wrenches that have a q-value equal to the q-value of the wrench
that lies on the intersection line of the intersecting planes shown on the left side of Figure 3.62
exist in the constraint space. These disks lie on the same two planes on which the disks of
screws from the freedom space lie. Each disk of wrenches shares the same center point as one of
the disks of screws. Wrenches also exist that lie on the surface of the same elliptical hyperboloid
as the screws of the freedom space as shown on the right side of Figure 3.62. Many other sets of
wrenches also exist in the constraint space. These wrenches lie on the surfaces of elliptical
hyperboloids.
visually depict.

These hyperboloids are oriented in such a way that they are not practical to
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Figure 3.62: Constraintspace of 3 DOF Type 11

3.4.12 3 DOF Type 12
The freedom space of this type is shown in Figure 3.63. The twists within this space may be
visualized by rotating the cylindroid from the freedom space of 2 DOF Type 6 about the
principle generator that is a screw as shown on the right side of Figure 3.63. The vertical dashed
lines shown in the figure are collinear with this principle generator. Screws lie on the surface of
a circular hyperboloid as shown on the left side of Figure 3.63. Rotation lines exist within the
disk shown on the plane of the central circular cross-section of this hyperboloid. Each of the
rotation lines in the disk represents one of the principle generators of the cylindroids that make
up the space. The pitch values of all the screws in the freedom space are either all positive or all
negative.

Figure 3.63: Freedom space of 3 DOF Type 12
The constraint space of this type is shown in Figure 3.64. The wrenches within this space may
be visualized by rotating the cylindroid shown on the right side of the figure about one of its
principle generators.

The vertical dashed lines shown in Figure 3.63 and Figure 3.64 are

collinear with this principle generator.

The q-value of the vertical wrench is equal to the

negative of the pitch value of the vertical screw from the freedom space. Wrenches lie on the
surface of the same circular hyperboloid as the screws from the freedom space. Constraint lines
lie within the disk shown on the plane of the central circular cross-section of this hyperboloid.
Each constraint line in the disk represents one of the principle generators of the cylindroids that
make up the space. The q-value of the vertical wrench is equal to the negative of the pitch value
of the vertical screw from the freedom space.
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Figure 3.64: Constraintspace of 3 DOF Type 12

3.4.13 3 DOF Type 13
The freedom space of this type is shown in Figure 3.65. The twists within this space may be
visualized by rotating the cylindroid from the freedom space of 2 DOF Type 6 about the
principle generator that is a rotation line as shown on the right side of Figure 3.65. The vertical
dashed lines shown in the figure are collinear with this principle generator. Screws lie on the
surface of a circular hyperboloid as shown on the left side of Figure 3.65. The screws in the disk
shown on the plane of the central circular cross-section of this hyperboloid all have the same
pitch value. Each of the screws in the disk represents one of the principle generators of the
cylindroids that make up the space.

.. .....

Figure 3.65: Freedom space of 3 DOF Type 13
The constraint space of this type is shown in Figure 3.66. The wrenches within this space may
be visualized by rotating the cylindroid shown on the right side of the figure about the principle
generator that is a constraint line. The vertical dashed lines shown in Figure 3.65 and Figure
3.66 are collinear with this principle generator. Wrenches lie on the surface of the same circular
hyperboloid as the screws from the freedom space. The wrenches in the disk shown on the plane
of the central circular cross-section of this hyperboloid all have a q-value that is equal to the
negative of the pitch value of the screws in the disk of the freedom space. Each of the wrenches
in the disk represents one of the principle generators of the cylindroids that make up the space.
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Figure 3.66: Constraintspace of 3 DOF Type 13

3.4.14 3 DOF Type 14
The freedom space of this type is shown in Figure 3.67. The screws within this space may be
visualized by rotating the cylindroid from the freedom space of 2 DOF Type 7 about one of its
principle generators as shown on the right side of Figure 3.67. The vertical dashed lines shown
in the figure are collinear with this principle generator. Screws lie on the surface of a circular
hyperboloid as shown on the left side of Figure 3.67. The screws in the disk shown on the plane
of the central circular cross-section of this hyperboloid all have the same pitch value. Each of
the screws in the disk represents one of the principle generators of the cylindroids that make up
the space. The pitch value of these screws has the same sign from the pitch value of the screw
that is collinear with the vertical dashed line. No rotation lines exist within this freedom space.
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Figure 3.67: Freedom space of 3 DOFType 14
The constraint space of this type is shown in Figure 3.68. The wrenches within this space may
be visualized by rotating the cylindroid shown on the right side of the figure about the principle
generator. The vertical dashed lines shown in Figure 3.67 and Figure 3.68 are collinear with this
principle generator. The q-value of the vertical wrench is equal to the negative of the pitch value
of the vertical screw from the freedom space. Wrenches lie on the surface of the same circular
hyperboloid as the screws from the freedom space. The wrenches in the disk shown on the plane
of the central circular cross-section of this hyperboloid all have a q-value that is equal to the
negative of the pitch value of the screws in the disk of the freedom space. Each of the wrenches
in the disk represents one of the principle generators of the cylindroids that make up the space.
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Figure 3.68: Constraintspace of 3 DOF Type 14

3.4.15 3 DOF Type 15
The freedom space of this type is shown in Figure 3.69. It consists of an infinite number of
consecutive cylindroids from the freedom space of 2 DOF Type 6. The axes of these cylindroids
are parallel. The central plane in the middle of Figure 3.69 consists of one set of parallel rotation
lines and a set of parallel screw lines. Both sets of lines are orthogonal to each other. Each line
within each set represents a principle generator of one of the consecutive cylindroids that make
up the freedom space of Figure 3.69. The sets of parallel screws on the top and bottom planes of
Figure 3.69 represent the extreme generators of the consecutive cylindroids. Two different sets
of parallel screws lie on the other parallel planes in between these top and bottom planes. The
freedom space also consists of a pure translation that is normal to these planes.
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Figure 3.69: Freedom space of 3 DOF Type 15
The constraint space of this type is shown in Figure 3.70. If the translation, rotation lines, and
screw lines of the freedom space from Figure 3.69 where replaced with a pure torque line,
constraint lines, and wrench lines with q-values equal to the negative pitch values of their
corresponding screw lines respectively, and all the planes above the middle plane were replaced
with the planes below the middle plane and all the planes below the middle plane were replaced
with the planes above the middle plane, the resulting space would represent the constraint space
shown in Figure 3.70.
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Figure 3.70: Constraintspace of 3 DOF Type 15

3.4.16 3 DOF Type 16
The freedom space of this type is shown in Figure 3.71. It consists of an infinite number of
consecutive cylindroids from the freedom space of 2 DOF Type 7.
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Figure3.71: Freedom space of 3 DOF Type 16
The axes of these cylindroids are parallel. One of these cylindroids is shown in Figure 3.72. The
central plane in the middle of Figure 3.71 consists of two sets of parallel screws. Both sets of
screws have different pitch values and are orthogonal to each other. The pitch values of these
sets are either all positive or all negative. Each screw within each set represents a principle
generator of one of the consecutive cylindroids that make up the freedom space of Figure 3.71.
The sets of parallel screws on the top and bottom planes of Figure 3.71 represent the extreme
generators of the consecutive cylindroids. Two different sets of parallel screws lie on the other
parallel planes in between these top and bottom planes. The freedom space also consists of a
pure translation that is normal to these planes.
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Figure 3.72: A cylindroidfrom the freedom space of 3 DOF Type 16
The constraint space of this type is shown in Figure 3.73. If the translation and screw lines of the
freedom space from Figure 3.71 where replaced with a pure torque line and wrench lines with qvalues equal to the negative pitch values of their corresponding screw lines respectively, and all
the planes above the middle plane were replaced with the planes below the middle plane and all
the planes below the middle plane were replaced with the planes above the middle plane, the
resulting space would represent the constraint space shown in Figure 3.73.
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Figure 3.73: Constraintspace of 3 DOF Type 16

3.4.17 3 DOF Type 17
The freedom space of this type is shown in Figure 3.74. It consists of all the screws with a
common pitch value that lie on a plane and a single translation that points in a direction
perpendicular to this plane.

Figure 3.74: Freedom space of 3 DOF Type 17
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The constraint space of this type is shown in Figure 3.75. It consists of all the wrenches that lie
on the same plane as the screws of the freedom space and a single pure torque line that points in
a direction perpendicular to this plane. The wrenches of the constraint space have a q-value
equal to the negative pitch value of the screws of the freedom space.

Figure 3.75: Constraintspace of 3 DOF Type 17

3.4.18 3 DOF Type 18
The freedom space of this type is shown in Figure 3.76. It consists of all parallel screws with a
common pitch value that point in a specific direction and all translations that point in directions
perpendicular to these screws.

Figure 3.76: Freedom space of 3 DOF Type 18
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The constraint space of this type is shown in Figure 3.77. It consists of all parallel wrenches that
point in the same direction as the screws of the freedom space and all pure torque lines that point
in directions perpendicular to these wrenches. The wrenches of the constraint space have a qvalue equal to the negative pitch value of the screws of the freedom space.

Figure 3.77: Constraintspace of 3 DOF Type 18

3.4.19 3 DOF Type 19
The freedom space of this type is shown in Figure 3.78. It consists of all screws with a common
pitch value that intersect a single point.
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Figure 3.78: Freedom space of 3 DOF Type 19
The constraint space of this type is shown in Figure 3.79. It consists of all wrenches that
intersect the same point as the screws of the freedom space. The wrenches of the constraint
space have a q-value equal to the negative pitch value of the screws of the freedom space.

Figure 3.79: Constraintspace of 3 DOF Type 19
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3.4.20 3 DOF Type 20
The freedom space of this type is shown in Figure 3.80. It consists of translations that point in
all directions.

Figure 3.80: Freedom space of 3 DOF Type 20
The constraint space of this type is shown in Figure 3.81. It consists of pure torque lines that
point in all directions.

Figure 3.81: Constraintspace of 3 DOF Type 20
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3.4.21 3 DOF Type 21
The freedom space of this type is shown in Figure 3.82. It consists of all parallel rotations and
screws of every pitch value that lie on a common plane. The freedom space also consists of all
translations that are perpendicular to a line that lies on this plane and is perpendicular to the
parallel rotations and screws.

Figure 3.82: Freedom space of 3 DOF Type 21
The constraint space of this type is shown in Figure 3.83. It consists of all parallel constraint
lines and wrenches of every q-value that lie on the same plane as the freedom space and are
perpendicular to its rotations and screws. The constraint space also consists of all pure torque
lines that are perpendicular to these rotations and screws.

Figure 3.83: Constraintspace of 3 DOF Type 21
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3.4.22 3 DOF Type 22
The freedom space of this type is shown in Figure 3.84. It consists of a central plane of parallel
rotations. The freedom space also consists of other planes that are parallel to the central plane.
These planes consist of screws with common pitch values that are parallel to the rotations on the
central plane. The freedom space also consists of a disk of translations as shown in Figure 3.84.
One translation in the disk is normal to the parallel planes and one translation points in a
direction that is an angle 8 from the direction of the rotation lines. The pitch p of the parallel
screws on a plane a distance d from the central plane of rotations is given by Equation 3.2. The
screws that lie on planes below the central plane have pitch values with an opposite sign as the
pitch values of the screws that lie on the planes above the central plane.

Figure 3.84: Freedom space of 3 DOF Type 22
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The constraint space of this type is shown in Figure 3.85. It consists of a central plane of parallel
constraint lines. This central plane is coplanar with the central plane of the freedom space. The
parallel constraint lines are perpendicular to the translations of the freedom space.

The

constraint space also consists of other planes that are parallel to the central plane. These planes
consist of wrenches with common q-values that are parallel to the constraint lines on the central
plane. The q-value of any such set of parallel wrenches is equal to the negative pitch value of the
parallel screws that lie on the same plane from the freedom space. The constraint space also
consists of a disk of pure torque lines as shown in Figure 3.85. These pure torque lines are
perpendicular to the rotation and screw lines from the freedom space. The wrenches that lie on
planes below the central plane have q-values with an opposite sign as the q-values of the
wrenches that lie on the planes above the central plane.

Figure 3.85: Constraintspace of 3 DOF Type 22
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3.5 Types within the 4, 5, and 6 DOF Column
If constraint lines are changed to rotation lines, wrenches are changed to screws, and pure torque
lines are changed to translations, the freedom spaces of every type within the 4 DOF column
from Figure 2.1 are identical to the constraint spaces within the 2 DOF column from the same
figure.

Likewise, if rotation lines are changed to constraint lines, screws are changed to

wrenches, and translations are changed to pure torque lines, the constraint spaces of every type
within the 4 DOF column from Figure 2.1 are identical to the freedom spaces within the 2 DOF
column from the same figure. The geometry of these spaces will, therefore, not be described in
this section because they have already been described in a pervious section.
Similarly, the freedom spaces of every type within the 5 DOF column from Figure 2.1 are
identical to the constraint spaces within the 1 DOF column and the constraint spaces of every
type within the 5 DOF column from Figure 2.1 are identical to the freedom spaces within the 1
DOF column. The freedom space within the 6 DOF column from Figure 2.1 is also identical to
the constraint space within the 0 DOF column and the constraint space within the 6 DOF column
from Figure 2.1 is identical to the freedom space within the 0 DOF column. The geometry of
these spaces will also not be described in this section because they have already been described
in pervious sections.

3.6 Practical FACT Chart
The geometries of the shapes from the practical FACT chart from Figure 2.2 are identical to the
geometries of the shapes from the mathematical FACT chart from Figure 2.1 that were described
in detail in this chapter.

The freedom spaces of both charts remain unchanged.

The only

difference between these charts is that the constraint spaces that lie outside the parallel pyramid
are eliminated for the chart of Figure 2.2 and the wrenches and pure torque lines within every
constraint space that lies inside the parallel pyramid are also eliminated leaving only the
constraint lines.
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CHAPTER 4:
Optimal Actuator Placement
In this chapter a visual approach is introduced that enables the placement of actuators within
multi-axis parallel flexure systems such that position and orientation errors are minimized. A
stiffness matrix, which links twists and wrenches, is used to generate geometric shapes that guide
designers in selecting optimal actuator locations and orientations. The geometric shapes, called
actuation spaces, enable designers to (i) visualize the regions wherein actuators should be placed
so as to minimize errors, (ii) guide designers in selecting these actuators to maximize the
decoupling of actuator inputs, and (iii) determine actuator forces and displacements for actuating
specific degrees of freedom.

These new principles, the means to practice them, and a

comparison of theory verses measured behavior, are demonstrated within a case study.

4.1 Technical Scope
The contents of this chapter apply to (i) parallel flexure systems wherein a single rigid stage is
connected directly to ground via its flexure elements, (ii) small motion flexure systems, (iii)
systems that use linear actuators (i.e. actuators capable only of pushing/pulling along their axes)
and (iv) quasi-static actuation scenarios where the dynamic behavior associated with stage inertia
may be ignored.

4.2 Fundamental Principles
This section reviews the principles that (i) mathematically link stage motions and actuation
forces, (ii) enable the generation of actuation spaces and (iii) demonstrate how to use shapes in
practical flexure design. Hand-based calculation would require excessive time; therefore the
modeling and process have been built into a MATLAB script. This script constructs any parallel
flexure system's twist-wrench stiffness matrix (TWSM), and generates that system's actuation
space. A copy of the script is found in Appendix B.
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4.2.1 Linking Motions to Actuation Forces
The goal of this section is to link twists (motions) to the wrenches (actuation forces) that cause
these motions. This type of linking is fundamentally a type of stiffness; therefore the twistwrench stiffness matrix (TWSM) is introduced. This matrix is different from the conventional
stiffness matrix in that it links twist vectors to wrench vectors rather than displacement vectors to
force vectors. The TWSM, [KTw], provides the link between the desired motion, Ti, and the
unique actuation force (or effective actuation force), Wi, that actuates the motion via:

W =[K4TT ,

(4.1)

A system's TWSM contains information pertaining to the orientation, location, geometry and
material properties of each flexible constraint. The details of the general TWSM's derivation
and structure are provided in Section 4.5 and the TWSM's use is demonstrated in Section 4.6.
Note that the motion Ti from Equation 4.1 does not need to be a system DOF.

In this

chapter, however, it is desirable to identify the wrenches that actuate the system DOFs because
these are the wrenches that determine the actuator locations and orientations that cause the stage
to move with its intended motions (i.e. the motions that produce minimal stage position and
orientation errors). Equation 4.1, therefore, is paramount to this chapter because the TWSM of a
flexure system is the means through which the actuators are optimally placed. The actuation
force shown in Figure 4.1, for example, was determined by multiplying the twist vector of the
desired rotation line by the flexure system's TWSM according to Equation 4.1. The resulting
wrench vector was then decomposed to determine the location and orientation of its force. In
Section 4.6, the TWSM of this flexure system is calculated.
Others have developed specialized, compliance matrices that link wrenches to twists [69-71].
The TWSM introduced in this chapter, however, is suited for the generation of geometric shapes
that may be used to guide designers in placing actuators for all parallel flexure systems. The
generation and use of these shapes are a major contribution of this thesis.
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Figure 4.1: Parametersdefined for a desired twist (red line with a circular arrow) that is
optimally actuated by a wrench (blue arrow).

4.2.2 Geometric Shapes as Design Tools
Consider the 3-DOF parallel flexure system from Figure 4.1. It is capable of nominally guiding
three independent rotation DOFs that intersect at the probe's tip as shown in Figure 4.2A. If the
three independent rotations are simultaneously actuated and the relative ratio of their rotations is
controlled, the resulting rotation line may be any of the lines within the sphere in Figure 4.2B.
This sphere is the system's freedom space. Freedom space is the geometric shape that visually
represents a system's kinematics, e.g. all the twists the flexure permits. The freedom space of a
system is modeled using a twist matrix, [TJ, defined as

[T]=[fT,

T2

-

(4.2)

T.],

where n is the number of independent twists or DOFs the system possesses.
Suppose now it is desirable to identify the unique actuator locations and orientations for the
DOFs shown in Figure 4.2A. From Equation 4.1 it is evident that
[W)I=[1W

W2

(4.3)

-.-.W.]=[K,]-[T),

where [W] is a wrench matrix that contains n independent wrench vectors that each represent the
unique actuator locations and orientations desired.
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For this example, the three actuation
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wrenches (n=3) are shown in Figure 4.2A. Their corresponding twists may be identified by like
subscript. W1 and W2 are pure force wrenches whereas W3 is a pure moment. If one combines
these wrenches, the result is pure force wrenches that lie on the plane shown in Figure 4.2B.
This plane is the system's actuation space. An actuation space is a shape that represents the
actuator locations and orientations that must be used to minimize parasitic errors when the
number of actuators is to equal the number of DOFs to be actuated. A system's actuation space
is a graphical representation of the wrench matrix from Equation 4.3. For practical purposes, the
allowable wrenches have been limited to be pure forces, therefore W3 must be emulated using a
linear force actuator. In this example W3 could be replaced by a linear force actuator that lies on
the plane with a line of action far removed from the axis of T3 .

Freedom
Space

T3

XY

T1

Actuation
Space

T2

Figure 4.2: Three independent DOFs represented as twists, Ti, and their corresponding
actuatorplacements represented as wrenches, Wi (A). Freedom and actuation spaces of the
flexure system (B).

It is possible to use multiple actuators that don't belong to the system's actuation space if the
actuators work in coordination to emulate the behavior of an actuator that does belong to that
actuation space. As such, not all actuators must lie within the system's actuation space unless
the designer wishes to use the minimum number of actuators (i.e. equal to the number of DOFs).
Consider, for instance, two linear actuators that lie in a plane parallel to the actuation space
plane. If their outputs were coupled such that they always applied forces in opposite directions
with equal magnitudes, they would successfully actuate the rotation, T3, with minimal error. In
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essence coupled actuators not in the actuation space do the job of a single actuator in that space
with much more complexity and cost.

4.3 Actuation Space
In this section examples of actuation spaces are provided for various multi-DOF flexure systems.
A discussion is provided that explains how actuation space may be used as a design tool for
modifying a system such that it may be actuated in a practical way.

4.3.1 Examples of Actuation Space
Consider the flexure system in Figure 4.3A. This system may be used to achieve parallelism
between two plates. The flexure constraints' lines of action all lie on the same plane, but do not
intersect at the same point. This arrangement permits the circular plate to rotate about the x and
y axes and translate in the z direction. The linear combination of the system's DOFs may be
represented by a planar freedom space of rotation lines, i.e. zero-pitch twists, and an arrow along
the z axis which describes a translation, i.e. infinite-pitch twist. Equation 4.3 may be used to
show that the actuation space for this system is a box of infinite extent that contains every line
that is perpendicular to the plane of the flexure as shown in Figure 4.3B.

Figure 4.3: A flexure system with a planarfreedom space (A) and a box-shaped actuation
space of parallellines (B).
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Consider the two-DOF flexure system shown in Figure 4.4. Its constraints permit the stage to
translate in the direction of the arrow and rotate about the line labeled T1 and T2 respectively as
shown in Figure 4.4A. The linear combination of these two twists results in a freedom space that
contains every parallel rotation line in the plane shown. Equation 4.3 may be used to determine
that this system's actuation space is a disk or pencil of pure force lines that lie on the plane
shown in Figure 4.4B. Note that the wrench labeled W1 corresponds with the twist labeled T 1,
and the wrench labeled W2 corresponds with the twist labeled T 2 . Each of the other pure force
wrenches in the disk corresponds to a unique rotational twist on the plane of parallel lines in the
freedom space. The distance from the disk to the stage may be determined using the theory
presented in this thesis. The numerical example in Section 4.6 provides the details for finding
this distance.

Figure4.4: A flexure system with a planarfreedom space of parallelrotation lines (A) and a
disk-shaped actuation space (B).

4.3.2 Actuation Space as a Design Tool
This section explains how actuation spaces may be used to compare different flexure concepts
and ascertain which concept is easiest to actuate. Figure 4.5 provides the twenty-six types of
actuation spaces that exist for every flexure system. These spaces are divided between 6 cases,
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where the case number represents the number of independent linear actuators and the type
represents a particular arrangement of those actuators. The most practical and useful actuation
spaces in precision engineering are marked with "e".

Others may be useful in certain

applications; however they are primarily included here for completeness. Note that the actuation
spaces are identical to the constraint spaces within the parallel pyramid shown in Figure 2.2. A
description of their geometry is, therefore, found in Chapter 3. The derivation of these spaces is
provided in Hopkins [21].

Case 3 Case 4
9

9

Case 1

Figure 4.5:
actuators

The twenty-six actuation spaces that pertain to systems actuated by linear
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All flexure systems that may be fully actuated with linear actuators will possess one of the
twenty-six actuation spacesfrom Figure4.5. If Equation 4.3 generates an actuation space that is
not found in Figure 4.5, the designer knows that this system cannot be actuated with linear
actuators alone. The actuation spaces for the examples of this chapter are found in Figure 4.5.
For Figure 4.2B see Case 3 Type 1, for Figure 4.3B see Case 3 Type 2 and for Figure 4.4B see
Case 2 Type 1.
A powerful facet of this approach is that it provides a means to rapidly understand how
difficult it may be to actuate a particular flexure concept. The chart in Figure 4.5 contains a
complete set of actuation spaces as prescribed by mathematics; however some of these shapes
are not practical. For example, Case 4 Type 7 in Figure 4.5 would require actuators that are
arranged with lines of actuation upon several nested elliptical hyperboloids. It is therefore easy
to know that minimizing parasitic errors in this design would be difficult.
A second powerful aspect of this approach is that it enables a designer to understand where
actuators need to be placed relative to the flexure and other elements of a machine. Consider, for
example, the design in Figure 4.4B. Its actuation space is a disk or pencil of lines, but none of
the lines pass through the stage. A better design may thus require a larger stage or a mechanical
extension to connect the actuators to the existing stage.

4.4 Actuator Placement and Outputs
Given an actuation space, a designer must:
(i) Select the minimum number of actuators - Typically equal to the number of DOFs.
(ii) Place and orient actuators - It is necessary to align their lines of action to lie along lines
within the actuation space and intersect the stage, or an extension of the stage. This intersection
should be selected such that actuators may be attached in a practical way.

For example,

orthogonal intersections of actuation lines and flexure stages are easy to realize while
obtuse/acute angles may be more problematic.
(iii) Ensure independent actuators - If the actuators' lines of action do not yield wrenches that
are independent, it will not be possible to control all of the flexure's DOFs.

Gaussian

elimination is a common approach for ensuring wrench independence. A comprehensive list of
qualitative "rules of thumb" exist for guiding designers in selecting independent actuators from
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any of the twenty-six actuation spaces from Figure 4.5. These rules are embodied by shapes
called sub-constraint spaces and are found in Hopkins [21].
Instructions (i) - (iii) will be applied in the following example. Reconsider the stage in
Figure 4.2B. This system possesses three DOFs, therefore three independent linear actuators
must be selected and placed/oriented coincident with lines that lie on the plane in Figure 4.2B.
The lines of action are arranged, as shown in Figure 4.6A, to provide a measure of symmetry.
These lines of action are independent as they are not parallel and do not intersect at a common
point. The stage has been extended downward to intersect the actuation space and features have
been added to the extension to facilitate orthogonal attachment of the actuators.

4.4.1 Force-base Actuation
In this scenario, it is desirable to link actuator forces to stage displacements required to cause
motion, T, as shown in Figure 4.6B. We first define an actuation matrix, [WA], that consists of n
independent wrenches, WAn, which each represents an actuator placement from within the
system's actuation space:
[WA]=[WAl

WA2

(4.4)

--- WAn

The fAn vectors - defined in Equation 1.3 - within the wrenches in Equation 4.4 must be unit
vectors. For this example n=3. The magnitude of each force, FA, required to actuate T is:
[Fl

FA

-

FAfY=([WAY.

[WA]y

-[WAY-[Kw]-.T,

(4.5)

where [KTw] is the system's twist-wrench stiffness matrix. For this example, the relative ratios
of force magnitudes,

FAJ:FA2:FA3,

should be -2:1:1 as shown in Figure 4.6B. This result may be

generated automatically by the MATLAB tool in Appendix B.
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Figure 4.6: A triangularactuation scheme for accessing every rotation in the sphere with
minimal error (A), and the corresponding actuatorforce ratio for accessing the particular
rotation,T (B).
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4.4.2 Displacement Actuation
In this scenario, it is desirable to link actuator displacements to the stage displacements that are
required to cause motion, T. The motion, TAn, is first identified. This motion is caused by each
individual actuator wrench, WAn, with force magnitudes of FAn given by
Tsn=[K,

]

-W

(4.6)

-F,
An

This twist's orientation vector, AOAn, location vector,

CAn,

and pitch, pAn, may be obtained via

decomposition and used to define the displacement magnitude, 6An, of each actuator wrench,
WAn,

as:

(4.7)

SAn = (((CAn -rAn)X AOAnl) PAn *AOAn) *fAn

where rAn is a location vector that points from the origin of the stage's coordinate system to the
location at which actuator, WAn, attaches to the stage, and fAn is a unit vector that points along
this actuator's line of action. For this example, the relative ratios of displacement magnitudes,
63AA2:6A2:3, should also be -2:1:1 since the stiffness associated with pushing/pulling at each

actuation site is the same due to symmetry. The MATLAB tool in Appendix B may be used to
generate this result.

4.5 Twist-Wrench Stiffness Matrix
4.5.1 Defining the Twist-Wrench Stiffness Matrix
As shown in Equation 4.1, a TWSM relates an actuation force, W, to the motion, T, that it
causes. This matrix is defined as:
[K

=

6 16

[N a) .[S(a)

. [N(a

(4.8)

1,

a=1

where C is the number of constraints the parallel flexure system possesses and
[0

[N(a)
L6
[Na] 6

6

=

1i

Ln

0
n2

0
3

n n
L2

ni

Lxn 1
n0
L3

1

n

n2

(4.9)

Lxn 2 Lxn 3 j_
0
0

0

0

0.

Lxnl Lxn2 Lxn3 n, n2 n3
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(4.10)
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0
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0
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3E1

0

0

0
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Equations 4.9 and 4.10 describe constraint (a)'s location and orientation, and Equation 4.11
describes constraint (a)'s stiffness characteristics. The variables within Equation 4.9 through
Equation 4.11 are defined in the following text and with reference to Figure 4.7. Here a blade
flexure is used as an example, however these equations apply in general to any flexible
constraint.
The vector, 0, is a 3x1 vector of zeros. The orthogonal 3x1 unit vectors, ni, n2 , and n3, are
oriented along constraint (a)'s planes of symmetry as shown in Figure 4.7A. The 3x1 location
vector, L, points from the origin of the stage's coordinate system to the central point where
constraint (a) attaches to the stage. The inverse of the matrix from Equation 4.11 [22, 72] relates
the reaction moments and forces, F and

fj, that

the constraint applies to the stage due to its

rotations and translations, AO and A6j, as shown in Figure 4.7B according to

[A9I

A02

A03

A9iAS2

Ag3]T

[Sa

6

x"

i

f

2

f3 ]F

(4.12)

The constraint has a modulus of elasticity, E, a shear modulus, G, a bending moment of inertia
about the ni axis, I,, and about the n 2 axis, 12, a polar moment of inertia, J, a cross-sectional area,
A, and a length of l.
Furthermore, it is interesting to note that the six eigenvectors of the TWSM of Equation 4.8
correspond to the only twist and actuation wrench pairs that are collinear. Their eigen values are
the corresponding scalar stiffness values of each pair.
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Figure 4.7: Parametersthat define the TWSM, (A) and (B).

4.5.2 Derivation of the Twist-Wrench Stiffness Matrix
When one imposes a displacement upon a stage, the displacement may be represented by a twist,
T. This twist may be written as a linear combination of six independent twists that intersect at
the point L, where the flexible constraint (a) attaches to the stage. These six twists align with the
constraint's axes of principle stiffness as shown in Figure 4.76B. Three of these twists may be
expressed as orthogonal translations shown as black arrows in Figure 4.7B, while the other three
may be expressed as orthogonal rotations shown as lines with circular arrows about their axes.
The first three columns of the matrix in Equation 4.10 represent the three orthogonal unit
rotational twist vectors and the last three columns of this matrix represent the three orthogonal
unit translational twist vectors. The linear combination of these six twists may therefore be
written as
T = [Na. [A9i

AO2

A

3

AMi

A.2

A6f .

(4.13)

Upon rearranging Equation 4.13 and multiplying the result by Equation 4.11, one obtains a
vector that contains the moments, F1 , and forces, fj, that are imposed upon the stage by constraint
(a):

[F

2

3

f1

2

f 3 f =[Sa[

N(a

-T
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(4.14)

The reaction wrench imposed on the stage by constraint (a), W(a), as a result of T may be found
by multiplying Equation 4.14 and Equation 4.9.
W(a)

[NSa)][)
]. [N(a)

(4.15)

T.

Equation 4.15 provides the linear combination of the six orthogonal wrenches that constraint (a)
imposes on the stage shown in Figure 4.7B. Note that the first three columns of the matrix in
Equation 4.9 represent three orthogonal unit pure moment wrenches, and the last three columns
of this matrix represent three orthogonal unit pure force wrenches. The wrench, W, necessary to
actuate the stage may be found by summing each constraint's reaction wrench
C
W =

(4.16)

1 W~ay

a=1

Recalling Equation 4.1, the TWSM of the system in Equation 4.8 may be found by substituting
Equation 4.15 into Equation 4.16.

4.6 Numerical Example
The flexure system from Figure 4.2 was built to form the basis of assessing the predictions of the
theory and principles of this paper. This flexure system is shown with its dimensions in Figure
4.8.

4.6.1 Calculating the Flexure System's TWSM
In order to calculate the TWSM of the flexure system shown in Figure 4.8, the stiffness matrix
associated with each individual constraint, (a), must be determined. If the intersection point of
the system's constraint lines coincide with the origin of the coordinate system shown in Figure
4.8A, the location vector, L, of constraint (1) in meters is
L = [0.102. cos(600 )

(0.102 -sin(60)

-0.102]T.
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(4.17)
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Figure 4.8: Numerical example flexure system with parameters (A), and actuatorsetup with
parameters(B).
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The orthogonal unit vectors, ni, n2, and n3, that point along constraint (1)'s principle stiffness
axes are

nlcos(600)
n2=

113

tsin(60

)

=cos(60')
n3-- ,

sin(60')

1

- cos(60,)

Of

(4.18)
and

(4.19)

sin(60')

(4.20)
(4.20)2

The matrices from Equation 4.9 and Equation 4.10 may be constructed for constraint (1) using
Equation 4.17 through Equation 4.20. Using the geometry defined in Figure 4.8 and recognizing
that constraint (1) has a square cross-section and is made of aluminum with an elastic modulus of
68 GPa and a shear modulus of 25GPa, the matrix from Equation 4.11 may also be constructed
for constraint (1). If the matrices from Equation 4.9 through Equation 4.11 are constructed in
like manner for constraint (2) and constraint (3), then the entire stiffness matrix, [KrW], or
TWSM of the flexure system may be calculated using Equation 4.8 where C=3. The TWSM of
the flexure system from Figure 4.8 is

[Kw

0
-3925.69
3925.69
0
0
0
787.03
0

0
0
0
0

5620037.80
0
0
0

0
0
5620037.80
0
0
1121010650
3925.69
0

0

787.03

0

-3925.69

0

0

0

0

528.80

0

0

0

(4.21)

4.6.2 Calculating the System's Actuation Space
In order to determine the actuation space for the flexure system from Figure 4.8, a twist matrix
that describes the system's freedom space must be constructed using Equation 4.2.

Three

independent twists, T 1 , T 2, and T3 , selected from the freedom space are shown in Figure 4.8A.
These twists' location vectors, c, may be zero vectors since they all pass through the origin. The
twists' pitch values, p, are zero since they are all pure rotations. Using Equation 1.1 each twist's
6x1 vector may be individually constructed and placed within the twist matrix, [f], according to
Equation 4.2 as
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[/180
[T]= 0
0

0
r/180
0

0 0 0]T
0 0 0
/180 0 0 0
0
0

(4.22)

where the rotational magnitude of each orientation vector, AO, is set to one degree expressed in
radians. The wrench matrix, [W], that describes the system's actuation space may be calculated
by substituting the matrix from Equation 4.22 and the system's TWSM from Equation 4.21 into
Equation 4.3. The wrenches, W1 , W2 , and W3 , from this matrix are shown in Figure 4.8A.
Equations 1.3, 1.10, and 1.11 may then be applied to decompose these wrenches. The resulting
location vectors, r1 and r 2 , (expressed in meters) of W1 and W2 are
r1 =r 2 =[0

(4.23)

0 -0.20]T.

Both W1 and W2 have q-values equal to zero. These wrenches are thus pure force wrenches with
orientation vectors, f1 and f 2, (expressed in N) defined as
f 1 =[0

(4.24)

68.52 0], and

f 2 = [- 68.52

0

(4.25)

0]T.

The q-value of W3 is infinite and thus W3 is a pure moment wrench with no meaningful location
vector. Its orientation vector,
T3

=

[0 0

T3,

(expressed in Nm) is
(4.26)

9.23]T.

The linear combination of W 1 , W 2 , and W3 results in pure force wrenches that lie on a plane a
certain distance from the system's origin as shown in Figure 4.8A. It is evident from Equation
4.23 that this distance is 20 cm. Referring to Equation 4.24 and Equation 4.25, the stiffness
value associated with T1 and W1 and with T2 and W2 is 68.52 N/degree. That is to say that if a
force of 68.52 N is applied to the stage of the flexure system along the line of W1 or W 2 , the
stage will rotate a degree about the line of T1 or T2 respectively. Referring to Equation 4.26, the
stiffness value associated with T3 and W3 is 9.23 Nm/degree meaning that a pure moment of
9.23 Nm applied to the stage in a direction normal to the actuation plane will result in a degree of
rotation about the line of T3 .
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4.6.3 Calculating Force and Displacement Ratios
In this section, a numerical example of the theory from Sections 4.4.1 and 4.4.2 is presented.
Suppose three linear actuators, WA1, WA2, and WA3, are placed in the system's actuation space
with the same configuration as the actuators shown in Figure 4.6. Suppose that these actuators
are orthogonally attached to the stage extensions at a distance of 7cm from the center of the stage
as shown in Figure 4.8B.
In order to determine the force magnitudes of the actuators, FA],

FA2,

and FA3, that actuate a

single degree of rotation about the line of T1 shown in Figure 4.8A, an actuation matrix, [WA],
must first be constructed. The location vector,
WA1,

(expressed in meters) of the first actuator,

rAl,

is

rAl =

[0.07

(4.27)

0 -0.20]T.

This vector points from the origin of the coordinate system to the point where the actuator
attaches to the stage. The orientation vector, fA1, (expressed in N) of the first actuator, WAl, is
set to be a unit vector and is defined as
fAi =[0

-I

(4.28)

O]f.

If the location and unit orientation vectors of WA2 and WA3 are also determined, and these
vectors are placed in a matrix according to Equation 4.4, the resulting actuation matrix is

[WA]=

0
-0.866
0.866

-1

0 -0.20

0

-0.07T

0.5 0

0.1

0.1732

-0.07

0.5 0

0.1

-0.1732

-0.07]

(4.29)

.

Note that the q-values of all the actuators are zero since they are all linear actuators. Substituting
Equation 4.29, Equation 4.21, and T1 from the first row of the matrix in Equation 4.22 into
Equation 4.5, the desired force magnitudes, FA],

FA2,

and FA3, (expressed in N) are obtained for

rotating the stage about the line of T1 a single degree:
[FAl

FA2

FA3 ] T

= [-45.68

22.84

(4.30)

22.84]T.

Note that T1 will always be actuated for any magnitude if the actuator force ratio,

FAJ:FA2:FA3,

is

set to -2:1:1.
In order to determine the displacement magnitudes of the actuators,

6A1, 6A2,

and

6A3,

that

actuate a single degree of rotation about the line of T1 shown in Figure 4.3A, the force
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magnitudes from Equation 4.30 are used to individually determine each actuator's displacement.
The twist,

TA1,

that would result if only the first actuator's force, FA], were imposed on the stage

may be determined by substituting Equation 4.21, WAl from the first row of Equation 4.29, and
the value of FA] from Equation 4.30 into Equation 4.6. Equations 1.1, 1.10, and 1.11 may then
be applied to decompose this twist. Its pitch, pA], is zero since it is a pure rotation, its location
vector,

CA1,

is a zero vector since it passes through the origin, and its orientation vector,

AOA1,

(expressed in radians) is
AOA

= [0.0116

(4.31)

0 0.0060]f.

Substituting these values and those expressed in Equation 4.27 and Equation 4.28 into Equation
4.7 results in a displacement magnitude, 6A1, of -0.00248m. Repeating this process for the other
two actuators yields actuator displacement magnitudes
[6A1

6A2

6A3]

=

[-0.00275

0.00137

c5A2,

and O's (expressed in meters) of

0.00137]'.

(4.32)

Note that T1 will always be actuated for any magnitude if the actuator displacement ratio,
65A:6A2:6A3,,

is set to -2:1:1. Furthermore, the actuator force and displacement ratios are the same

for this particular flexure system. The reason for this is that the stiffness values associated with
all three actuator attachment locations are equivalent due to flexure symmetry.

4.7 Experimental Validation
In this section, the theory and predictions of the previous section are experimentally validated
using the flexure system from Figure 4.8. This flexure system was actuated by a micrometer
head, shown in Figure 4.9A, which could be adjusted to vary the location of force/displacement
it applied to a post that was attached to the bottom of the stage. A coordinate measuring machine
(CMM) was used to measure the stage's response as the location of actuation was varied. The
setup is illustrated in Figure 4.9B.
The stage was actuated with forces that yielded rotations of 0.2 degrees. The measurements
were used to ascertain the parasitic errors, e, at a location that coincides with the intersection of
the three constraining flexures' lines of action where the probe's tip would be located as shown
in Figure 4.9A.
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Figure 4.9: Experimental flexure setup for measuring error, e (A), and the CMM used to
measure the twists imposed by the micrometer (B).
The measured and predicted results are shown in Figure 4.10.

The theory in this chapter

predicted that minimum parasitic errors would occur when the actuation force was applied on a
plane that was 20 cm below the tip of the probe. According to the measured data, the minimum
error occurred when the actuation force was applied around 17.5 cm below the tip of the probe.
The error bars specify regions wherein the error exists with 95% confidence.

Note that the

magnitude of the measured data is much larger than the magnitude of the theoretical prediction.
The reason for this discrepancy is that the measured tip displacements capture both the large
deformation kinematics as well as the parasitic errors whereas the theoretical prediction captures
only the parasitic error trend.
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Figure 4.10: Experimental (A) vs. theoretical (B) errors of the probe's tip

The slope of the error trend is a measure of the sensitivity of the flexure system to actuator
placement. It is desirable, therefore, to design flexure systems that have error plots with shallow
slopes near the location of minimal error to accommodate for inaccurate placement of the
actuator.
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CHAPTER 5:
Conclusions
This chapter summarizes the contributions of this thesis and discusses future work to advance the
FACT design process.

5.1 Thesis Contributions
This section reviews the major accomplishments of this thesis:

(1) The theory, principles, and best practices needed to generate serial flexure system concepts
that possess a desired set of DOFs have been created. This knowledge is embodied in the form
of freedom and constraint spaces that visually represent the rigorous mathematics of screw
theory, projective geometry, and constraint-based design.

(2) Intermediate freedom spaces have been created to help designers appropriately stack
conjugated flexure elements. Guidelines have been provided with these intermediate spaces that
enable designers to avoid or utilize underconstraint in flexure design.
(3) The complete chart of freedom and constraint spaces has been created and described. This
chart has been adapted for the purpose of synthesizing flexure systems.

With this chart,

designers may generate all flexure concepts (both parallel and serial) that achieve any desired set
of motions. These concepts may then be compared before the final design is selected.

(4) The twist-wrench stiffness matrix has been created that enables designers to model and
predict a flexure system's elastomechanic behavior. While the FACT design process enables
designers to synthesize flexure systems that possess desired kinematic characteristics, the twistwrench stiffness matrix enables designer to design flexure systems that possess desired stiffness
characteristics.
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(5) Actuation space has been created that enables designers to recognize all the regions where
actuators could be placed for minimizing motion errors. Guidelines have been created that help
designers select the optimal number, location, and orientation of actuators.

(6) The complete chart of actuation spaces for linear actuators has been created. This chart helps
designers quickly identify whether a flexure concept is possible to actuate with linear actuators.
If it is possible, the chart helps designers recognize whether the design may possess a practical
actuation scheme.
(7) The theory has been created that enables designers to rapidly calculate the force and
displacement actuator outputs for actuating a specific DOF.

5.2 Future Work
This section describes future research efforts to further the FACT design process: Currently
research is underway that will enable designers to:
(1) synthesize large deformation flexure systems. These flexure systems would possess stages
that follow prescribed motion paths.
(2) optimally place actuators for serial flexure systems as well as for parallel flexure systems.
Each rigid stage in the serial chain would have its own actuation space.
(3) optimally place actuators for circumstances where dynamic actuation is applicable, i.e.
actuator inputs are time dependent.
(4) synthesize flexure systems that possess desired dynamic characteristics (mode shapes, natural
frequencies, etc).

(5) synthesize parallel flexure systems that possess DOFs that could not normally be achieved
without the use of serial flexure systems. The constraints of these parallel flexure systems would
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be far removed from the stage of interest. As spaces from the FACT chart are displaced to
infinity, they transform into other spaces that also belong to the FACT chart. The knowledge of
how these spaces transform when displaced to infinity should be studied so that designers may
achieve this objective.

(6) synthesize compliant transmission elements that possess multiple decoupled inputs. These
inputs would link to decoupled outputs with desired transmission ratios.
(7) perform sensitivity analysis of constraint fabrication, orientation and location errors using the
mathematics of actuation and constraint spaces.
(8) utilize buckling for low stiffness, large motion flexure bearings
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Appendix A:
Derivation of Spaces within Chart
This appendix provides the derivation of the spaces within the chart of Figure 2.1.

More

specifically, the logic is presented that was used to consider every way twists could be combined
to generate all possible freedom spaces. The details that describe how a freedom space and its
complementary constraint space are generated given a certain configuration of twists are
provided in Hopkins [21].
The 0 DOF column consists of a single type because there is only one way no twists may be
combined. The freedom space of this type is, therefore, empty space.

The 1 DOF column

consists of three types because, according to screw theory, there are only three kinds of
motions-rotations, screws, and translations. Subsequently, these three motions are the freedom
spaces within the 1 DOF column. The 2 DOF column consists of ten types because only ten
freedom spaces are generated by combining two twists of every type with all possible
configurations. The proof of this fact is found in Hopkins [21]. Every freedom space from the 2
DOF column may be generated by using the twist configurations shown in Figure A. 1.
Consider, for instance, Figure A.1A:
(1) If the two pitch values, p, and P2, are both zero, the freedom space of 2 DOF Type 2 is
generated.
(2)

If the two pitch values, pj and

P2,

are the same, finite, non-zero value, the freedom

space of 2 DOF Type 5 is generated.
(3) If one of the two pitch values, p, and P2, is infinity and the other pitch value is a finite
value, the freedom space of 2 DOF Type 8 is generated.
(4)

If the two pitch values, p, and p2, are different and finite values, the freedom space of 2
DOF Type 9 is generated.

Now consider Figure A. 1B:
(5) If the two pitch values, p, and P2, are both zero, the freedom space of 2 DOF Type 1 is
generated.
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(6)

If the two pitch values, p, and P2, are different, non-zero, finite values with opposite
signs, the freedom space of 2 DOF Type 3 is generated.

(7)

If the two pitch values, p, and P2, are the same, finite, non-zero value, the freedom
space of 2 DOF Type 4 is generated.

(8)

If one of the two pitch values, p, and P2, is zero and the other pitch value is finite and
non-zero, the freedom space of 2 DOF Type 6 is generated.

(9)

If the two pitch values, p, and P2, are different, non-zero, finite values with the same
sign, the freedom space of 2 DOF Type 7 is generated.

(10) If the two pitch values, p1 and p2, are both equal to infinity, the freedom space of 2 DOF
Type 10 is generated.

P2
Pi

p1

p2

F

Figure A.1: Twist configurations that generate every type within the 2 DOF column
Every freedom space within the 3 DOF column may be generated by adding a third twist to the
twist configurations from Figure A. 1 for each of the ten conditions previously listed. This third
twist should be arranged in every configuration and should possess every pitch value in order to
generate every freedom space. These configurations for adding a third twist to the configuration
from Figure A.1A and Figure A.1B are shown in Figure A.2 and Figure A.3 respectively.
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Figure A.2: All twist configurations that build off of the configurationfrom FigureA. JA to
generate types within the 3 DOF column.
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P2

p-2

P1 P3

p1
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p

______________________________
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PP2

Figure A.3: All twist configurations that build off of the configurationfrom Figure A. lB to
generate types within the 3 DOFcolumn.
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For condition (1) where p, and P2 are both equal to zero,
if p3 is equal to infinity from
" Figure A.2A, the 3 DOF Type 21 freedom space is generated.
e

Figure A.2B, the 3 DOF Type 21 freedom space is generated.

*

Figure A.2C, the 3 DOF Type 21 freedom space is generated.

" Figure A.2D, the 3 DOF Type 2 freedom space is generated.
*

Figure A.2E, the 3 DOF Type 22 freedom space is generated.

*

Figure A.2F, the 3 DOF Type 21 freedom space is generated.

e

Figure A.2G, the 3 DOF Type 2 freedom space is generated.

e

Figure A.2H, the 3 DOF Type 22 freedom space is generated.

e

Figure A.21 and a and P equal 90 degrees, the 2 DOF Type 2 freedom space is
generated. If a does not equal 90 degrees but p equals 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type
21 freedom space is generated.

If a equals 90 degrees but P does not equal 90

degrees, the 3 DOF Type 2 freedom space is generated. If a and fp do not equal 90
degrees, the 3 DOF Type 22 freedom space is generated.
e

Figure A.2J and a and

pl

equal 90 degrees, the 2 DOF Type 2 freedom space is

generated. If a does not equal 90 degrees but P equals 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type
21 freedom space is generated.

If a equals 90 degrees but P does not equal 90

degrees, the 3 DOF Type 2 freedom space is generated. If a and p do not equal 90
degrees, the 3 DOF Type 22 freedom space is generated.
" Figure A.2K and a and

p

equal 90 degrees, the 2 DOF Type 2 freedom space is

generated. If a does not equal 90 degrees but p equals 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type
21 freedom space is generated.

If a equals 90 degrees but

p

degrees, the 3 DOF Type 2 freedom space is generated. If a and
degrees, the 3 DOF Type 22 freedom space is generated.
if p3 is equal to zero from
" Figure A.2A, the 2 DOF Type 2 freedom space is generated.
e

Figure A.2B, the 2 DOF Type 2 freedom space is generated.

" Figure A.2C, the 2 DOF Type 2 freedom space is generated.
" Figure A.2D, the 3 DOF Type 1 freedom space is generated.
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does not equal 90

p do not

equal 90

e

Figure A.2E, the 3 DOF Type 1 freedom space is generated.

" Figure A.2F, the 3 DOF Type 2 freedom space is generated.
*

Figure A.2G, the 3 DOF Type 6 freedom space is generated.

*

Figure A.2H, the 3 DOF Type 6 freedom space is generated.

e

Figure A.21 and a and

#

equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 4A freedom space is

generated. If a does not equal 90 degrees but P equals 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type
4A freedom space is generated.

If a equals 90 degrees but P does not equal 90

degrees, the 3 DOF Type 4B freedom space is generated. If a and

p do

not equal 90

degrees, the 3 DOF Type 4B freedom space is generated.
* Figure A.2J and a and P equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 4A freedom space is
generated. If a does not equal 90 degrees but #l equals 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type
4A freedom space is generated.

If a equals 90 degrees but P does not equal 90

degrees, the 3 DOF Type 4B freedom space is generated. If a and fl do not equal 90
degrees, the 3 DOF Type 4B freedom space is generated.
* Figure A.2K and a and /#equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 4A freedom space is
generated. If a does not equal 90 degrees but /p equals 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type
4A freedom space is generated.

If a equals 90 degrees but

#l does

not equal 90

degrees, the 3 DOF Type 4B freedom space is generated. If a and fl do not equal 90
degrees, the 3 DOF Type 4B freedom space is generated.
if p3 is a finite non-zero value from
e

Figure A.2A, the 3 DOF Type 21 freedom space is generated.

e

Figure A.2B, the 3 DOF Type 21 freedom space is generated.

e

Figure A.2C, the 3 DOF Type 21 freedom space is generated.

e

Figure A.2D, the 3 DOF Type 15 freedom space is generated.

e

Figure A.2E, the 3 DOF Type 6 freedom space is generated.

e

Figure A.2F, the 3 DOF Type 22 freedom space is generated.

* Figure A.2G, the 3 DOF Type 6 freedom space is generated.
e

Figure A.2H, the 3 DOF Type 6 or 15 freedom spaces may be generated.

* Figure A.21 and a and P equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 4A freedom space is
generated. If a does not equal 90 degrees but pl equals 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type
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4A freedom space is generated.

If a equals 90 degrees but

p8

does not equal 90

degrees, the 3 DOF Type 4B freedom space is generated. If a and pl do not equal 90
degrees, the 3 DOF Type 4B freedom space is generated.
" Figure A.2J and a and fl equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 4A freedom space is
generated. If a does not equal 90 degrees but P equals 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type
4A freedom space is generated.

If a equals 90 degrees but

pl

does not equal 90

degrees, the 3 DOF Type 4B freedom space is generated. If a and P do not equal 90
degrees, the 3 DOF Type 4B freedom space is generated.
" Figure A.2K and a and P equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 4A freedom space is
generated. If a does not equal 90 degrees but pl equals 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type
4A freedom space is generated.

If a equals 90 degrees but P does not equal 90

degrees, the 3 DOF Type 4B freedom space is generated. If a and

p do

not equal 90

degrees, the 3 DOF Type 4B freedom space is generated.

For condition (2) where pi and P2 are the same, finite, non-zero value,
if p3 is equal to infinity from
e

Figure A.2A, the 3 DOF Type 21 freedom space is generated.

e

Figure A.2B, the 3 DOF Type 21 freedom space is generated.

e

Figure A.2C, the 3 DOF Type 21 freedom space is generated.

e

Figure A.2D, the 3 DOF Type 18 freedom space is generated.

* Figure A.2E, the 3 DOF Type 22 freedom space is generated.
e

Figure A.2F, the 3 DOF Type 21 freedom space is generated.

e

Figure A.2G, the 3 DOF Type 18 freedom space is generated.

* Figure A.2H, the 3 DOF Type 22 freedom space is generated.
e

Figure A.21 and a and P equal 90 degrees, the 2 DOF Type 5 freedom space is
generated. If a does not equal 90 degrees but
21 freedom space is generated.

/

equals 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type

/3 does not equal
If a and / do not equal

If a equals 90 degrees but

degrees, the 3 DOF Type 18 freedom space is generated.
degrees, the 3 DOF Type 22 freedom space is generated.
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90
90

e

#

Figure A.2J and a and

equal 90 degrees, the 2 DOF Type 5 freedom space is

generated. If a does not equal 90 degrees but / equals 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type
21 freedom space is generated.

If a equals 90 degrees but

#l does

not equal 90

degrees, the 3 DOF Type 18 freedom space is generated. If a and # do not equal 90
degrees, the 3 DOF Type 22 freedom space is generated.

#

* Figure A.2K and a and

equal 90 degrees, the 2 DOF Type 5 freedom space is

generated. If a does not equal 90 degrees but # equals 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type
21 freedom space is generated.

If a equals 90 degrees but

p

does not equal 90

degrees, the 3 DOF Type 18 freedom space is generated. If a and # do not equal 90
degrees, the 3 DOF Type 22 freedom space is generated.
if P3 is equal to zero from
* Figure A.2A, the 3 DOF Type 21 freedom space is generated.
" Figure A.2B, the 3 DOF Type 21 freedom space is generated.
* Figure A.2C, the 3 DOF Type 21 freedom space is generated.
" Figure A.2D, the 3 DOF Type 15 freedom space is generated.
*

Figure A.2E, the 3 DOF Type 6 freedom space is generated.

e

Figure A.2F, the 3 DOF Type 22 freedom space is generated.

e

Figure A.2G, the 3 DOF Type 6 freedom space is generated.

e

Figure A.2H, the 3 DOF Type 6 or 15 freedom spaces may be generated.

e Figure A.21 and a and

#

equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 5A freedom space is

generated. If a does not equal 90 degrees but
5A freedom space is generated.

#

equals 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type

If a equals 90 degrees but

#

does not equal 90

degrees, the 3 DOF Type 5B freedom space is generated. If a and

#

do not equal 90

degrees, the 3 DOF Type 5B freedom space is generated.
e

Figure A.2J and a and

#l equal

90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 5A freedom space is

generated. If a does not equal 90 degrees but # equals 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type
5A freedom space is generated.

If a equals 90 degrees but 8 does not equal 90

degrees, the 3 DOF Type 5B freedom space is generated. If a and / do not equal 90
degrees, the 3 DOF Type 5B freedom space is generated.
e

Figure A.2K and a and

#

equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 45 freedom space is

generated. If a does not equal 90 degrees but # equals 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type
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5A freedom space is generated. If a equals 90 degrees but

p

does not equal 90

degrees, the 3 DOF Type 5B freedom space is generated. If a and

p do not equal 90

degrees, the 3 DOF Type 5B freedom space is generated.
if P3 is equal to pi and P2 from
e

Figure A.2A, the 2 DOF Type 5 freedom space is generated.

" Figure A.2B, the 2 DOF Type 5 freedom space is generated.
e

Figure A.2C, the 2 DOF Type 5 freedom space is generated.

e

Figure A.2D, the 3 DOF Type 17 freedom space is generated.

e

Figure A.2E, the 3 DOF Type 17 freedom space is generated.

e

Figure A.2F, the 3 DOF Type 18 freedom space is generated.

*

Figure A.2G, the 3 DOF Type 6, 15, or 16 freedom spaces may be generated.

e

Figure A.2H, the 3 DOF Type 6, 15, or 16 freedom spaces may be generated.

e

Figure A.21 and a and P equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 5A freedom space is
generated. If a does not equal 90 degrees but P equals 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type
5A freedom space is generated. If a equals 90 degrees but P does not equal 90
degrees, the 3 DOF Type 5B freedom space is generated. If a and P do not equal 90
degrees, the 3 DOF Type 5B freedom space is generated.

e

Figure A.2J and a and P equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 5A freedom space is
generated. If a does not equal 90 degrees but p equals 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type
5A freedom space is generated.

If a equals 90 degrees but P does not equal 90

degrees, the 3 DOF Type 5B freedom space is generated. If a and

p do

not equal 90

degrees, the 3 DOF Type 5B freedom space is generated.
e

Figure A.2K and a and 8 equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 5A freedom space is
generated. If a does not equal 90 degrees but p equals 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type
5A freedom space is generated.

If a equals 90 degrees but

#

does not equal 90

degrees, the 3 DOF Type 5B freedom space is generated. If a and P do not equal 90
degrees, the 3 DOF Type 5B freedom space is generated.
if p3 is a finite non-zero value that does not equal p, and p2 from
e

Figure A.2A, the 3 DOF Type 21 freedom space is generated.

" Figure A.2B, the 3 DOF Type 21 freedom space is generated.
e

Figure A.2C, the 3 DOF Type 21 freedom space is generated.
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*

Figure A.2D, the 3 DOF Type 6 or 16 freedom spaces may be generated.

e

Figure A.2E, the 3 DOF Type 6, 15, or 16 freedom spaces may be generated.

e

Figure A.2F, the 3 DOF Type 22 freedom space is generated.

e

Figure A.2G, the 3 DOF Type 6, 15, or 16 freedom spaces may be generated.

* Figure A.2H, the 3 DOF Type 6, 15, or 16 freedom spaces may be generated.
* Figure A.21 and a and P equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 5A freedom space is
generated. If a does not equal 90 degrees but # equals 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type
5A freedom space is generated.

If a equals 90 degrees but

#

does not equal 90

degrees, the 3 DOF Type 5B freedom space is generated. If a and # do not equal 90
degrees, the 3 DOF Type 5B freedom space is generated.
e

Figure A.2J and a and P equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 5A freedom space is
generated. If a does not equal 90 degrees but P equals 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type
5A freedom space is generated.

If a equals 90 degrees but

#

does not equal 90

degrees, the 3 DOF Type 5B freedom space is generated. If a and

#

do not equal 90

degrees, the 3 DOF Type 5B freedom space is generated.
e

Figure A.2K and a and P equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 5A freedom space is
generated. If a does not equal 90 degrees but / equals 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type
5A freedom space is generated.

If a equals 90 degrees but

#

does not equal 90

degrees, the 3 DOF Type 5B freedom space is generated. If a and
degrees, the 3 DOF Type 5B freedom space is generated.

For condition (3) where p, is a finite value and P2 is infinity,
if p3 is equal to infinity from
"

Figure A.2A, the 2 DOF Type 8 freedom space is generated.

e

Figure A.2B, the 2 DOF Type 8 freedom space is generated.

"

Figure A.2C, the 2 DOF Type 8 freedom space is generated.

"

Figure A.2D, the 3 DOF Type 21 freedom space is generated.

*

Figure A.2E, the 3 DOF Type 21 freedom space is generated.

"

Figure A.2F, the 2 DOF Type 8 freedom space is generated.

"

Figure A.2G, the 3 DOF Type 21 freedom space is generated.
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/

do not equal 90

e

Figure A.2H, the 3 DOF Type 21 freedom space is generated.

e

Figure A.21 and a and 8 equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 21 freedom space is
generated. If a does not equal 90 degrees but P equals 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type
21 freedom space is generated.

If a equals 90 degrees but P does not equal 90

degrees, the 3 DOF Type 21 freedom space is generated. If a and p3 do not equal 90
degrees, the 3 DOF Type 21 freedom space is generated.
* Figure A.2J and a and P equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 21 freedom space is
generated. If a does not equal 90 degrees but P equals 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type
21 freedom space is generated.

If a equals 90 degrees but P does not equal 90

degrees, the 3 DOF Type 21 freedom space is generated. If a and P do not equal 90
degrees, the 3 DOF Type 21 freedom space is generated.
" Figure A.2K and a and P equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 21 freedom space is
generated. If a does not equal 90 degrees but P equals 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type
21 freedom space is generated.

If a equals 90 degrees but

/3 does

not equal 90

degrees, the 3 DOF Type 21 freedom space is generated. If a and P do not equal 90
degrees, the 3 DOF Type 21 freedom space is generated.
if p3 is equal to zero from
* Figure A.2A, the 2 DOF Type 8 freedom space is generated.
* Figure A.2B, the 3 DOF Type 21 freedom space is generated.
e

Figure A.2C, the 3 DOF Type 21 freedom space is generated.

* Figure A.2D, the 3 DOF Type 4A freedom space is generated.
e

Figure A.2E, the 3 DOF Type 4A freedom space is generated.

e

Figure A.2F, the 3 DOF Type 21 freedom space is generated.

e

Figure A.2G, the 3 DOF Type 4A freedom space is generated.

e

Figure A.2H, the 3 DOF Type 5A freedom space is generated.

e

Figure A.21 and a and P equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 4A freedom space is
generated. If a does not equal 90 degrees but P equals 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type
4A freedom space is generated.

If a equals 90 degrees but fl does not equal 90

degrees, the 3 DOF Type 4A freedom space is generated. If a and P do not equal 90
degrees, the 3 DOF Type 4A freedom space is generated.
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e

Figure A.2J and a and $ equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 4A freedom space is
generated. If a does not equal 90 degrees but # equals 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type
5A freedom space is generated.

If a equals 90 degrees but 8 does not equal 90

degrees, the 3 DOF Type 4A freedom space is generated. If a and P do not equal 90
degrees, the 3 DOF Type 5A freedom space is generated.
" Figure A.2K and a and

p equal

90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 4A freedom space is

generated. If a does not equal 90 degrees but # equals 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type
5A freedom space is generated.

If a equals 90 degrees but

p

does not equal 90

degrees, the 3 DOF Type 4A freedom space is generated. If a and P do not equal 90
degrees, the 3 DOF Type 5A freedom space is generated.
if p3 is a finite, non-zero value from
e

Figure A.2A, the 2 DOF Type 8 freedom space is generated.

e

Figure A.2B, the 3 DOF Type 21 freedom space is generated.

*

Figure A.2C, the 3 DOF Type 21 freedom space is generated.

e

Figure A.2D, the 3 DOF Type 5A freedom space is generated.

e

Figure A.2E, the 3 DOF Type 5A freedom space is generated.

e

Figure A.2F, the 3 DOF Type 21 freedom space is generated.

e

Figure A.2G, the 3 DOF Type 5A freedom space is generated.

e

Figure A.2H, the 3 DOF Type 4A or 5A freedom spaces may be generated.

e

Figure A.21 and a and

P

equ al 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 5A freedom space is

generated. If a does not equal 90 degrees but / equals 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type
5A freedom space is generated.

/3 does not equal 90
If a and p do not equal 90

If a equals 90 degrees but

degrees, the 3 DOF Type 5A freedom space is generated.
degrees, the 3 DOF Type 5A freedom space is generated.
e

Figure A.2J and a and 8 equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 5A freedom space is
generated. If a does not equal 90 degrees but # equals 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type
4A or 5A freedom spaces may be generated. If a equals 90 degrees but #8does not
equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 5A freedom space is generated. If a and P do not
equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 4A or 5A freedom spaces may be generated.

e

Figure A.2K and a and fl equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 5A freedom space is
generated. If a does not equal 90 degrees but
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#l equals

90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type

#8does
If a and # do

4A or 5A freedom spaces may be generated. If a equals 90 degrees but

not

equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 5A freedom space is generated.

not

equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 4A or 5A freedom spaces may be generated.

For condition (4) where p, and P2 are different and finite values,
if p3 is equal to infinity from
" Figure A.2A, the 3 DOF Type 21 freedom space is generated.
e

Figure A.2B, the 3 DOF Type 21 freedom space is generated.

* Figure A.2C, the 3 DOF Type 21 freedom space is generated.
e

Figure A.2D, the 3 DOF Type 22 freedom space is generated.

* Figure A.2E, the 3 DOF Type 22 freedom space is generated.
"

Figure A.2F, the 3 DOF Type 21 freedom space is generated.

"

Figure A.2G, the 3 DOF Type 22 freedom space is generated.

"

Figure A.2H, the 3 DOF Type 22 freedom space is generated.

"

Figure A.21 and a and 8 equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 21 freedom space is
generated. If a does not equal 90 degrees but # equals 90 degrees, the 2 DOF Type 9

#
If a and #

or 3 DOF Type 21 freedom spaces may be generated. If a equals 90 degrees but
does not equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 22 freedom space is generated.
do not equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 22 freedom space is generated.
* Figure A.2J and a and

#

equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 21 freedom space is

generated. If a does not equal 90 degrees but # equals 90 degrees, the 2 DOF Type 9

#
If a and #

or 3 DOF Type 21 freedom spaces may be generated. If a equals 90 degrees but
does not equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 22 freedom space is generated.
do not equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 22 freedom space is generated.
e

Figure A.2K and a and

#

equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 21 freedom space is

generated. If a does not equal 90 degrees but # equals 90 degrees, the 2 DOF Type 9
or 3 DOF Type 21 freedom spaces may be generated. If a equals 90 degrees but #
does not equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 22 freedom space is generated. If a and #
do not equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 22 freedom space is generated.
if p3 is equal to zero from
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e

Figure A.2A, the 2 DOF Type 9 or 3 DOF Type 21 freedom spaces may be generated.

"

Figure A.2B, the 2 DOF Type 9 or 3 DOF Type 21 freedom spaces may be generated.

"

Figure A.2C, the 2 DOF Type 9 or 3 DOF Type 21 freedom spaces may be generated.

"

Figure A.2D, the 3 DOF Type 4B freedom space is generated.

e

Figure A.2E, the 3 DOF Type 4B freedom space is generated.

"

Figure A.2F, the 3 DOF Type 22 freedom space is generated.

e

Figure A.2G, the 3 DOF Type 4B freedom space is generated.

"

Figure A.2H, the 3 DOF Type 5B freedom space is generated.

e

Figure A.21 and a and # equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 4A or 5A freedom spaces
may be generated. If a does not equal 90 degrees but P equals 90 degrees, the 3 DOF
Type 4A or 5A freedom spaces may be generated. If a equals 90 degrees but f$does
not equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 4B or 5B freedom spaces may be generated. If
a and p do not equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 4B or 5B freedom spaces may be
generated.

e

Figure A.2J and a and pl equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 4A or 5A freedom spaces
may be generated. If a does not equal 90 degrees but fi equals 90 degrees, the 3 DOF
Type 4A or 5A freedom spaces may be generated. If a equals 90 degrees but $ does
not equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 4B or 5B freedom spaces may be generated. If
a and

pl do

not equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 4B or 5B freedom spaces may be

generated.
"

Figure A.2K and a and #l equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 4A or 5A freedom spaces
may be generated. If a does not equal 90 degrees but p equals 90 degrees, the 3 DOF
Type 4A or 5A freedom spaces may be generated. If a equals 90 degrees but $ does
not equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 4B or 5B freedom spaces may be generated. If
a and

pl do

not equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 4B or 5B freedom spaces may be

generated.
if p3 is a finite, non-zero value from
"

Figure A.2A, the 2 DOF Type 9 or 3 DOF Type 21 freedom spaces may be generated.

*

Figure A.2B, the 2 DOF Type 9 or 3 DOF Type 21 freedom spaces may be generated.

"

Figure A.2C, the 2 DOF Type 9 or 3 DOF Type 21 freedom spaces may be generated.

e

Figure A.2D, the 3 DOF Type 5B freedom space is generated.
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"

Figure A.2E, the 3 DOF Type 5B freedom space is generated.

" Figure A.2F, the 3 DOF Type 22 freedom space is generated.
e

Figure A.2G, the 3 DOF Type 5B freedom space is generated.

e Figure A.2H, the 3 DOF Type 4B or 5B freedom spaces may be generated.
e

Figure A.21 and a and P equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 4A or 5A freedom spaces
may be generated. If a does not equal 90 degrees but P equals 90 degrees, the 3 DOF
Type 4A or 5A freedom spaces may be generated. If a equals 90 degrees but P does
not equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 4B or 5B freedom spaces may be generated. If
a and P do not equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 4B or 5B freedom spaces may be
generated.

e

Figure A.2J and a and P equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 4A or 5A freedom spaces
may be generated. If a does not equal 90 degrees but p equals 90 degrees, the 3 DOF
Type 4A or 5A freedom spaces may be generated. If a equals 90 degrees but p does
not equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 4B or 5B freedom spaces may be generated. If
a and

p do not equal

90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 4B or 5B freedom spaces may be

generated.
e

Figure A.2K and a and P equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 4A or 5A freedom spaces
may be generated. If a does not equal 90 degrees but P equals 90 degrees, the 3 DOF
Type 4A or 5A freedom spaces may be generated. If a equals 90 degrees but p does
not equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 4B or 5B freedom spaces may be generated. If
a and

p do not equal

90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 4B or 5B freedom spaces may be

generated.

For condition (5) where p, and P2 are equal to zero,
if p3 is equal to infinity from
" Figure A.3A, the 3 DOF Type 4A freedom space is generated.
e

Figure A.3B, the 3 DOF Type 4A freedom space is generated.

e

Figure A.3C, the 3 DOF Type 4A freedom space is generated.

e

Figure A.3D, the 3 DOF Type 4A freedom space is generated.

e

Figure A.3E, the 3 DOF Type 4A freedom space is generated.
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e

Figure A.3F, the 3 DOF Type 4A freedom space is generated.

e

Figure A.3G, the 3 DOF Type 4A freedom space is generated.

*

Figure A.3H, the 3 DOF Type 4A freedom space is generated.

e

Figure A.31, the 3 DOF Type 4A freedom space is generated.

e

Figure A.3J, the 3 DOF Type 4A freedom space is generated.

e

Figure A.3K, the 3 DOF Type 4A freedom space is generated.

*

Figure A.3L, the 3 DOF Type 4A freedom space is generated.

" Figure A.3M and a and

#

equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 1 freedom space is

generated. If a does not equal 90 degrees but
4B freedom space is generated.

#

equals 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type

If a equals 90 degrees but

#

does not equal 90

degrees, the 3 DOF Type 4B freedom space is generated. If a and # do not equal 90
degrees, the 3 DOF Type 4B freedom space is generated.
e

Figure A.3N and a and /#equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 1 freedom space is
generated. If a does not equal 90 degrees but P equals 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type
4B freedom space is generated.

If a equals 90 degrees but $8 does not equal 90

degrees, the 3 DOF Type 4B freedom space is generated. If a and

# do not equal

90

degrees, the 3 DOF Type 4B freedom space is generated.
e

Figure A.30 and a and

#

equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 1 freedom space is

generated. If a does not equal 90 degrees but / equals 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type
4B freedom space is generated.

If a equals 90 degrees but

p

does not equal 90

degrees, the 3 DOF Type 4B freedom space is generated. If a and $ do not equal 90
degrees, the 3 DOF Type 4B freedom space is generated.
e

Figure A.3P and a and

p

equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 1 freedom space is

generated. If a does not equal 90 degrees but p equals 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type
4B freedom space is generated.

If a equals 90 degrees but

p

does not equal 90

degrees, the 3 DOF Type 4B freedom space is generated. If a and $ do not equal 90
degrees, the 3 DOF Type 4B freedom space is generated.
if p3 is equal to zero from
e

Figure A.3A, the 2 DOF Type 1 freedom space is generated.

e

Figure A.3B, the 2 DOF Type 1 freedom space is generated.

" Figure A.3C, the 2 DOF Type 1 freedom space is generated.
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* Figure A.3D, the 3 DOF Type 1 freedom space is generated.
*

Figure A.3E, the 3 DOF Type 1 freedom space is generated.

e

Figure A.3F, the 3 DOF Type 1 freedom space is generated.

*

Figure A.3G, the 3 DOF Type 4A freedom space is generated.

e

Figure A.3H, the 3 DOF Type 4A freedom space is generated.

e

Figure A.31, the 3 DOF Type 4A freedom space is generated.

e

Figure A.3J, the 3 DOF Type 4B freedom space is generated.

e

Figure A.3K, the 3 DOF Type 4B freedom space is generated.

e

Figure A.3L, the 3 DOF Type 4B freedom space is generated.

e

Figure A.3M and a and P equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 3 freedom space is
generated. If a does not equal 90 degrees but P equals 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 3
freedom space is generated. If a equals 90 degrees but P does not equal 90 degrees,
the 3 DOF Type 3 freedom space is generated. If a and P do not equal 90 degrees, the
3 DOF Type 3 freedom space is generated.

e

Figure A.3N and a and P equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 9 freedom space is
generated. If a does not equal 90 degrees but p3 equals 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 9
freedom space is generated. If a equals 90 degrees but p does not equal 90 degrees,
the 3 DOF Type 9 freedom space is generated. If a and P do not equal 90 degrees, the
3 DOF Type 9 freedom space is generated.

* Figure A.30 and a and P equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 9 freedom space is
generated. If a does not equal 90 degrees but p equals 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 9
freedom space is generated. If a equals 90 degrees but p does not equal 90 degrees,
the 3 DOF Type 9 freedom space is generated. If a and p do not equal 90 degrees, the
3 DOF Type 9 freedom space is generated.
* Figure A.3P and a and

p

equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 9 freedom space is

generated. If a does not equal 90 degrees but P equals 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 9
freedom space is generated. If a equals 90 degrees but P does not equal 90 degrees,
the 3 DOF Type 9 freedom space is generated. If a and P do not equal 90 degrees, the
3 DOF Type 9 freedom space is generated.
if p3 is a finite, non-zero value from
*

Figure A.3A, the 3 DOF Type 4A freedom space is generated.
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e

Figure A.3B, the 3 DOF Type 4A freedom space is generated.

" Figure A.3C, the 3 DOF Type 4A freedom space is generated.
"

Figure A.3D, the 3 DOF Type 4B freedom space is generated.

*

Figure A.3E, the 3 DOF Type 4B freedom space is generated.

" Figure A.3F, the 3 DOF Type 4B freedom space is generated.
"

Figure A.3G, the 3 DOF Type 4A freedom space is generated.

e

Figure A.3H, the 3 DOF Type 4A freedom space is generated.

"

Figure A.31, the 3 DOF Type 4A freedom space is generated.

"

Figure A.3J, the 3 DOF Type 4B freedom space is generated.

"

Figure A.3K, the 3 DOF Type 4B freedom space is generated.

e

Figure A.3L, the 3 DOF Type 4B freedom space is generated.

"

Figure A.3M and a and P equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 12 freedom space is
generated. If a does not equal 90 degrees but pl equals 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 9
freedom space is generated. If a equals 90 degrees but p does not equal 90 degrees,
the 3 DOF Type 9 freedom space is generated. If a and P do not equal 90 degrees, the
3 DOF Type 9 freedom space is generated.

e

Figure A.3N and a and P equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 9 freedom space is
generated. If a does not equal 90 degrees but p equals 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 9
freedom space is generated. If a equals 90 degrees but # does not equal 90 degrees,
the 3 DOF Type 9 or 12 freedom spaces may be generated. If a and

# do not equal 90

degrees, the 3 DOF Type 9 freedom space is generated.
e

Figure A.30 and a and

p

equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 9 freedom space is

generated. If a does not equal 90 degrees but # equals 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 9
or 12 freedom spaces may be generated. If a equals 90 degrees but p does not equal
90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 9 freedom space is generated. If a and P do not equal 90
degrees, the 3 DOF Type 9 freedom space is generated.
"

Figure A.3P and a and $ equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 9 freedom space is
generated. If a does not equal 90 degrees but P equals 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 9
freedom space is generated. If a equals 90 degrees but P does not equal 90 degrees,
the 3 DOF Type 9 freedom space is generated. If a and #5do not equal 90 degrees, the
3 DOF Type 9 or 12 freedom spaces may be generated.
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For condition (6) where p, and P2 are different, non-zero, finite values with opposite signs,
if p3 is equal to infinity from
e

Figure A.3A, the 3 DOF Type 5A freedom space is generated.

e

Figure A.3B, the 3 DOF Type 5A freedom space is generated.

e

Figure A.3C, the 3 DOF Type 4A or 5A freedom spaces may be generated.

e

Figure A.3D, the 3 DOF Type 5A freedom space is generated.

* Figure A.3E, the 3 DOF Type 5A freedom space is generated.
e

Figure A.3F, the 3 DOF Type 4A or 5A freedom spaces may be generated.

e

Figure A.3G, the 3 DOF Type 5A freedom space is generated.

e

Figure A.3H, the 3 DOF Type 5A freedom space is generated.

e

Figure A.31, the 3 DOF Type 4A or 5A freedom spaces may be generated.

e

Figure A.3J, the 3 DOF Type 5A freedom space is generated.

* Figure A.3K, the 3 DOF Type 5A freedom space is generated.
e

Figure A.3L, the 3 DOF Type 4A or 5A freedom spaces may be generated.

e

Figure A.3M and a and P equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 6 freedom space is
generated. If a does not equal 90 degrees but P equals 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type
5B freedom space is generated.

If a equals 90 degrees but P does not equal 90

degrees, the 3 DOF Type 5B freedom space is generated. If a and p do not equal 90
degrees, the 3 DOF Type 4B or 5B freedom spaces may be generated.
* Figure A.3N and a and

p

equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 6 freedom space is

generated. If a does not equal 90 degrees but
5B freedom space is generated.

equals 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type

If a equals 90 degrees but

p8 does

degrees, the 3 DOF Type 5B freedom space is generated. If a and

p do

not equal 90
not equal 90

degrees, the 3 DOF Type 4B or 5B freedom spaces may be generated.
e

Figure A.30 and a and

p

equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 6 freedom space is

generated. If a does not equal 90 degrees but P equals 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type
5B freedom space is generated.

If a equals 90 degrees but P does not equal 90

degrees, the 3 DOF Type 5B freedom space is generated. If a and P do not equal 90
degrees, the 3 DOF Type 4B or 5B freedom spaces may be generated.
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e

Figure A.3P and a and

#

equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 6 freedom space is

generated. If a does not equal 90 degrees but
5B freedom space is generated.

# equals

90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type

If a equals 90 degrees but

#3does

not equal 90

degrees, the 3 DOF Type 5B freedom space is generated. If a and # do not equal 90
degrees, the 3 DOF Type 4B or 5B freedom spaces may be generated.
if p3 is equal to zero from
e

Figure A.3A, the 3 DOF Type 5A freedom space is generated.

* Figure A.3B, the 3 DOF Type 5A freedom space is generated.
e

Figure A.3C, the 3 DOF Type 4A or 5A freedom spaces may be generated.

e

Figure A.3D, the 3 DOF Type 5B freedom space is generated.

e

Figure A.3E, the 3 DOF Type 5B freedom space is generated.

* Figure A.3F, the 3 DOF Type 5B freedom space is generated.
*

Figure A.3G, the 3 DOF Type 4A or 5A freedom spaces may be generated.

*

Figure A.3H, the 3 DOF Type 4A or 5A freedom spaces may be generated.

*

Figure A.31, the 2 DOF Type 3 or 3 DOF Type 5A freedom spaces may be generated.

e

Figure A.3J, the 3 DOF Type 4B or 5B freedom spaces may be generated.

e

Figure A.3K, the 3 DOF Type 4B or 5B freedom spaces may be generated.

e

Figure A.3L, the 3 DOF Type 4B, 5B, or 6 freedom spaces may be generated.

e

Figure A.3M and a and

#l equal

90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 9 freedom space is

generated. If a does not equal 90 degrees but p equals 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 7
or 8 freedom spaces may be generated. If a equals 90 degrees but p does not equal 90
degrees, the 3 DOF Type 7 or 8 freedom spaces may be generated. If a and p do not
equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 7, 8, or 9 freedom spaces may be generated.
*

Figure A.3N and a and fl equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 7 or 8 freedom spaces
may be generated. If a does not equal 90 degrees but # equals 90 degrees, the 3 DOF
Type 7, 8, or 9 freedom spaces may be generated. If a equals 90 degrees but #l does
not equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 7, 8, or 9 freedom spaces may be generated. If
a and

#

do not equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 7, 8, or 9 freedom spaces may be

generated.
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e

Figure A.30 and a and

p equal

90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 7 or 8 freedom spaces

may be generated. If a does not equal 90 degrees but p equals 90 degrees, the 3 DOF
Type 7, 8, or 9 freedom spaces may be generated. If a equals 90 degrees but P does
not equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 7, 8, or 9 freedom spaces may be generated. If
a and P do not equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 7, 8, or 9 freedom spaces may be
generated.
e

Figure A.3P and a and P equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 7, 8, or 9 freedom spaces
may be generated. If a does not equal 90 degrees but P equals 90 degrees, the 3 DOF
Type 7, 8, or 9 freedom spaces may be generated. If a equals 90 degrees but P does
not equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 7, 8, or 9 freedom spaces may be generated. If
a and P do not equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 7, 8, or 9 freedom spaces may be
generated.

if p3 is equal to p, from
* Figure A.3A, the 2 DOF Type 3 freedom space is generated.
e

Figure A.3B, the 3 DOF Type 5A freedom space is generated.

* Figure A.3C, the 3 DOF Type 5A freedom space is generated.
e

Figure A.3D, the 3 DOF Type 6 freedom space is generated.

*

Figure A.3E, the 3 DOF Type 5B freedom space is generated.

*

Figure A.3F, the 3 DOF Type 5B freedom space is generated.

*

Figure A.3G, the 3 DOF Type 5A freedom space is generated.

e

Figure A.3H, the 3 DOF Type 4A or 5A freedom spaces may be generated.

e

Figure A.31, the 3 DOF Type 4A or 5A freedom spaces may be generated.

e

Figure A.3J, the 3 DOF Type 5B freedom space is generated.

e

Figure A.3K, the 3 DOF Type 5B freedom space is generated.

* Figure A.3L, the 3 DOF Type 5B freedom space is generated.
" Figure A.3M and a and P equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 7 freedom space is
generated. If a does not equal 90 degrees but P equals 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 7
freedom space is generated. If a equals 90 degrees but P does not equal 90 degrees,
the 3 DOF Type 8 freedom space is generated. If a and pl do not equal 90 degrees, the
3 DOF Type 8 freedom space is generated.
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e

Figure A.3N and a and 8 equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 8 freedom space is
generated. If a does not equal 90 degrees but ,8equals 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 7
or 8 freedom spaces may be generated. If a equals 90 degrees but # does not equal 90
degrees, the 3 DOF Type 7 or 8 freedom spaces may be generated. If a and ,8 do not
equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 7 or 8 freedom spaces may be generated.

* Figure A.30 and a and 8 equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 7, 8, or 9 freedom spaces
may be generated. If a does not equal 90 degrees but 8 equals 90 degrees, the 3 DOF
Type 7, 8, or 9 freedom spaces may be generated. If a equals 90 degrees but 8 does
not equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 7, 8, or 9 freedom space may be generated. If
a and 8 do not equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 7, 8, or 9 freedom spaces may be
generated.
*

Figure A.3P and a and 8 equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 7, 8, or 9 freedom spaces
may be generated. If a does not equal 90 degrees but 18 equals 90 degrees, the 3 DOF
Type 7, 8, or 9 freedom spaces may be generated. If a equals 90 degrees but 8 does
not equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 7, 8, or 9 freedom space may be generated. If
a and 8 do not equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 7, 8, or 9 freedom spaces may be
generated.

if P3 is equal to P2 from
*

Figure A.3A, the 3 DOF Type 5A freedom space is generated.

*

Figure A.3B, the 2 DOF Type 3 freedom space is generated.

* Figure A.3C, the 3 DOF Type 5A freedom space is generated.
e

Figure A.3D, the 3 DOF Type 5B freedom space is generated.

e

Figure A.3E, the 3 DOF Type 6 freedom space is generated.

* Figure A.3F, the 3 DOF Type 5B freedom space is generated.
Eigure
F
A.3G, the 3 DOF Type 4A or 5A freedom spaces may be generated.
e

Figure A.3H, the 3 DOF Type 5A freedom space is generated.

*

Figure A.31, the 3 DOF Type 4A or 5A freedom spaces may be generated.

e

Figure A.3J, the 3 DOF Type 5B freedom space is generated.

*

Figure A.3K, the 3 DOF Type 5B freedom space is generated.

*

Figure A.3L, the 3 DOF Type 5B freedom space is generated.
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" Figure A.3M and a and P equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 7 freedom space is
generated. If a does not equal 90 degrees but P equals 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 7
freedom space is generated. If a equals 90 degrees but # does not equal 90 degrees,
the 3 DOF Type 8 freedom space is generated. If a and fp do not equal 90 degrees, the
3 DOF Type 8 freedom space is generated.
e

Figure A.3N and a and f equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 7, 8, or 9 freedom spaces
may be generated. If a does not equal 90 degrees but P equals 90 degrees, the 3 DOF
Type 7, 8, or 9 freedom spaces may be generated. If a equals 90 degrees but # does
not equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 7, 8, or 9 freedom space may be generated. If
a and P do not equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 7, 8, or 9 freedom spaces may be
generated.

* Figure A.30 and a and 8 equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 8 freedom space is
generated. If a does not equal 90 degrees but # equals 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 7
or 8 freedom spaces may be generated. If a equals 90 degrees but P does not equal 90
degrees, the 3 DOF Type 7 or 8 freedom spaces may be generated. If a and P do not
equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 7 or 8 freedom spaces may be generated.
* Figure A.3P and a and

# equal 90 degrees,

the 3 DOF Type 7, 8, or 9 freedom spaces

may be generated. If a does not equal 90 degrees but P equals 90 degrees, the 3 DOF
Type 7, 8, or 9 freedom spaces may be generated. If a equals 90 degrees but # does
not equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 7, 8, or 9 freedom space may be generated. If
a and

p do not equal

90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 7, 8, or 9 freedom spaces may be

generated.
if p3 is a finite, non-zero value that is not equal to p, or p2 from
e

Figure A.3A, the 3 DOF Type 5A freedom space is generated.

e

Figure A.3B, the 3 DOF Type 5A freedom space is generated.

* Figure A.3C, the 3 DOF Type 4A or 5A freedom spaces may be generated.
e

Figure A.3D, the 3 DOF Type 5B freedom space is generated.

e

Figure A.3E, the 3 DOF Type 5B freedom space is generated.

e

Figure A.3F, the 3 DOF Type 4B or 5B freedom spaces may be generated.

e

Figure A.3G, the 3 DOF Type 4A or 5A freedom spaces may be generated.

" Figure A.3H, the 3 DOF Type 4A or 5A freedom spaces may be generated.
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e

Figure A.3I, the 3 DOF Type 4A or 5A freedom spaces may be generated.

e

Figure A.3J, the 3 DOF Type 4B or 5B freedom spaces may be generated.

* Figure A.3K, the 3 DOF Type 4B or 5B freedom spaces may be generated.
e

Figure A.3L, the 3 DOF Type 4B, 5B, or 6 freedom spaces may be generated.

e

Figure A.3M and a and

#

equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 8 freedom space is

generated. If a does not equal 90 degrees but # equals 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 7,
8 or 9 freedom spaces may be generated. If a equals 90 degrees but fi does not equal
90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 7, 8, or 9 freedom spaces may be generated. If a and #
do not equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 7, 8, or 9 freedom space is generated.
e

Figure A.3N and a and

# equal 90 degrees,

the 3 DOF Type 7, 8, or 9 freedom spaces

may be generated. If a does not equal 90 degrees but P equals 90 degrees, the 3 DOF
Type 7, 8, or 9 freedom spaces may be generated. If a equals 90 degrees but

# does

not equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 7, 8, or 9 freedom space may be generated. If
a and

#i do

not equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 7, 8, or 9 freedom spaces may be

generated.
*

Figure A.30 and a and # equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 7, 8, or 9 freedom spaces
may be generated. If a does not equal 90 degrees but # equals 90 degrees, the 3 DOF
Type 7, 8, or 9 freedom spaces may be generated. If a equals 90 degrees but # does
not equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 7, 8, or 9 freedom space may be generated. If
a and

p do not equal

90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 7, 8, or 9 freedom spaces may be

generated.
e

Figure A.3P and a and # equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 7, 8, or 9 freedom spaces
may be generated. If a does not equal 90 degrees but # equals 90 degrees, the 3 DOF
Type 7, 8, or 9 freedom spaces may be generated. If a equals 90 degrees but # does
not equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 7, 8, or 9 freedom space may be generated. If
a and

# do not

equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 7, 8, or 9 freedom spaces may be

generated.

For condition (7) where p, and P2 are the same, finite, non-zero value,
if p3 is equal to infinity from
e

Figure A.3A, the 3 DOF Type 5A freedom space is generated.
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* Figure A.3B, the 3 DOF Type 5A freedom space is generated.
* Figure A.3C, the 3 DOF Type 5A freedom space is generated.
e

Figure A.3D, the 3 DOF Type 5A freedom space is generated.

e

Figure A.3E, the 3 DOF Type 5A freedom space is generated.

e

Figure A.3F, the 3 DOF Type 5A freedom space is generated.

" Figure A.3G, the 3 DOF Type 5A freedom space is generated.
e

Figure A.3H, the 3 DOF Type 5A freedom space is generated.

e

Figure A.31, the 3 DOF Type 5A freedom space is generated.

e

Figure A.3J, the 3 DOF Type 5A freedom space is generated.

e

Figure A.3K, the 3 DOF Type 5A freedom space is generated.

e

Figure A.3L, the 3 DOF Type 5A freedom space is generated.

e

Figure A.3M and a and P equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 17 freedom space is
generated. If a does not equal 90 degrees but p equals 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type
5B freedom space is generated.

If a equals 90 degrees but

#

does not equal 90

degrees, the 3 DOF Type 5B freedom space is generated. If a and

#i do

not equal 90

degrees, the 3 DOF Type 5B freedom space is generated.
e

Figure A.3N and a and

#

equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 17 freedom space is

generated. If a does not equal 90 degrees but p equals 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type
5B freedom space is generated.

If a equals 90 degrees but P does not equal 90

degrees, the 3 DOF Type 5B freedom space is generated. If a and p do not equal 90
degrees, the 3 DOF Type 5B freedom space is generated.
e

Figure A.30 and a and

p

equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 17 freedom space is

generated. If a does not equal 90 degrees but p equals 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type
5B freedom space is generated.

If a equals 90 degrees but

p8 does

degrees, the 3 DOF Type 5B freedom space is generated. If a and

# do

not equal 90
not equal 90

degrees, the 3 DOF Type 5B freedom space is generated.
e

Figure A.3P and a and

#

equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 17 freedom space is

generated. If a does not equal 90 degrees but P equals 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type
5B freedom space is generated.

If a equals 90 degrees but

#

does not equal 90

degrees, the 3 DOF Type 5B freedom space is generated. If a and P do not equal 90
degrees, the 3 DOF Type 5B freedom space is generated.
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if P3 is equal to zero from
e

Figure A.3A, the 3 DOF Type 5A freedom space is generated.

* Figure A.3B, the 3 DOF Type 5A freedom space is generated.
e

Figure A.3C, the 3 DOF Type 5A freedom space is generated.

e

Figure A.3D, the 3 DOF Type 5B freedom space is generated.

e

Figure A.3E, the 3 DOF Type 5B freedom space is generated.

* Figure A.3F, the 3 DOF Type 5B freedom space is generated.
e

Figure A.3G, the 3 DOF Type 5A freedom space is generated.

" Figure A.3H, the 3 DOF Type 5A freedom space is generated.
e

Figure A.3I, the 3 DOF Type 5A freedom space is generated.

e

Figure A.3J, the 3 DOF Type 5B freedom space is generated.

e

Figure A.3K, the 3 DOF Type 5B freedom space is generated.

e

Figure A.3L, the 3 DOF Type 5B freedom space is generated.

e

Figure A.3M and a and

#

equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 13 freedom space is

generated. If a does not equal 90 degrees but # equals 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 8
freedom space is generated. If a equals 90 degrees but # does not equal 90 degrees,
the 3 DOF Type 8 freedom space is generated. If a and # do not equal 90 degrees, the
3 DOF Type 8 freedom space is generated.
e

Figure A.3N and a and

#l equal

90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 8 freedom space is

generated. If a does not equal 90 degrees but # equals 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 8
freedom space is generated. If a equals 90 degrees but # does not equal 90 degrees,
the 3 DOF Type 7, 8, or 10 freedom spaces may be generated. If a and # do not equal
90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 8 freedom space is generated.
* Figure A.30 and a and

#l equal

90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 8 freedom space is

generated. If a does not equal 90 degrees but #l equals 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 7,
8, or 10 freedom spaces may be generated. If a equals 90 degrees but fl does not
equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 8 freedom space is generated. If a and # do not
equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 8 freedom space is generated.
e

Figure A.3P and a and

#

equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 8 freedom space is

generated. If a does not equal 90 degrees but P equals 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 8
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freedom space is generated. If a equals 90 degrees but

# does

not equal 90 degrees,

the 3 DOF Type 8 freedom space is generated. If a and#f do not equal 90 degrees, the
3 DOF Type 7, 8, or 10 freedom spaces may be generated.
if p3 is equal to p, and P2 from
e

Figure A.3A, the 2 DOF Type 4 freedom space is generated.

e

Figure A.3B, the 2 DOF Type 4 freedom space is generated.

e

Figure A.3C, the 2 DOF Type 4 freedom space is generated.

e

Figure A.3D, the 3 DOF Type 17 freedom space is generated.

* Figure A.3E, the 3 DOF Type 17 freedom space is generated.
* Figure A.3F, the 3 DOF Type 17 freedom space is generated.
e

Figure A.3G, the 3 DOF Type 5A freedom space is generated.

e

Figure A.3H, the 3 DOF Type 5A freedom space is generated.

e

Figure A.31, the 3 DOF Type 5A freedom space is generated.

* Figure A.3J, the 3 DOF Type 5B freedom space is generated.
e

Figure A.3K, the 3 DOF Type 5B freedom space is generated.

e

Figure A.3L, the 3 DOF Type 5B freedom space is generated.

* Figure A.3M and a and fl equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 19 freedom space is
generated. If a does not equal 90 degrees but #i equals 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type
19 freedom space is generated.

If a equals 90 degrees but f#does not equal 90

degrees, the 3 DOF Type 19 freedom space is generated. If a and fp do not equal 90
degrees, the 3 DOF Type 19 freedom space is generated.
e

Figure A.3N and a and

#

equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 8, 10, or 11 freedom

spaces may be generated. If a does not equal 90 degrees but # equals 90 degrees, the
3 DOF Type 8, 10, or 11 freedom spaces may be generated. If a equals 90 degrees
but # does not equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 8, 10, or 11 freedom spaces may be
generated. If a and pl do not equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 8, 10, or 11 freedom
spaces may be generated.
e

Figure A.30 and a and /p equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 8, 10, or 11 freedom
spaces may be generated. If a does not equal 90 degrees but /pequals 90 degrees, the
3 DOF Type 8, 10, or 11 freedom spaces may be generated. If a equals 90 degrees
but #l does not equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 8, 10, or 11 freedom spaces may be
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generated. If a and p do not equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 8, 10, or 11 freedom
spaces may be generated.
e

Figure A.3P and a and P equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 8, 10, or 11 freedom
spaces may be generated. If a does not equal 90 degrees but / equals 90 degrees, the
3 DOF Type 8, 10, or 11 freedom spaces may be generated. If a equals 90 degrees
but P does not equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 8, 10, or 11 freedom spaces may be
generated. If a and p do not equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 8, 10, or 11 freedom
spaces may be generated.

if P3 is a finite, non-zero value not equal to p, and P2 from
e

Figure A.3A, the 3 DOF Type 5A freedom space is generated.

e

Figure A.3B, the 3 DOF Type 5A freedom space is generated.

e

Figure A.3C, the 3 DOF Type 5A freedom space is generated.

*

Figure A.3D, the 3 DOF Type 5B freedom space is generated.

*

Figure A.3E, the 3 DOF Type 5B freedom space is generated.

e

Figure A.3F, the 3 DOF Type 5B freedom space is generated.

e

Figure A.3G, the 3 DOF Type 5A freedom space is generated.

*

Figure A.3H, the 3 DOF Type 5A freedom space is generated.

e

Figure A.31, the 3 DOF Type 5A freedom space is generated.

e

Figure A.3J, the 3 DOF Type 5B freedom space is generated.

e

Figure A.3K, the 3 DOF Type 5B freedom space is generated.

e

Figure A.3L, the 3 DOF Type 5B freedom space is generated.

e

Figure A.3M and a and

p equal 90 degrees,

the 3 DOF Type 7 or 14 freedom spaces

may be generated. If a does not equal 90 degrees but / equals 90 degrees, the 3 DOF
Type 8, 10 , or 11 freedom spaces may be generated. If a equals 90 degrees but

p

does not equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 8, 10, or 11 freedom spaces may be
generated. If a and P do not equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 8, 10, or 11 freedom
spaces may be generated.
e

Figure A.3N and a and 8 equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type , 8, 10, or 11 freedom
spaces may be generated. If a does not equal 90 degrees but p equals 90 degrees, the
3 DOF Type 8, 10 or 11 freedom spaces may be generated. If a equals 90 degrees but

p3 does

not equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 7, 8, 10, 11, 13 or 14 freedom spaces
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may be generated. If a and

p do

not equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 8, 10 or 11

freedom spaces may be generated.
* Figure A.30 and a and P equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 8, 10, or 11 freedom
spaces may be generated. If a does not equal 90 degrees but P equals 90 degrees, the
3 DOF Type 7, 8, 10, 11, 13, or 14 freedom spaces may be generated. If a equals 90
degrees but P does not equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 8, 10, or 11 freedom spaces
may be generated. If a and P do not equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 8, 10, or 11
freedom spaces may be generated.
e

Figure A.3P and a and P equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 8, 10, or 11 freedom
spaces may be generated. If a does not equal 90 degrees but P equals 90 degrees, the
3 DOF Type 8, 10, or 11 freedom spaces may be generated. If a equals 90 degrees
but P does not equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 8, 10, or 11 freedoms space may be
generated. If a and P do not equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 7, 8, 10, 11, 13, or 14
freedom spaces may be generated.

For condition (8) where p, is equal to zero and P2 is a finite and non-zero value,
if p3 is equal to infinity from
" Figure A.3A, the 3 DOF Type 5A freedom space is generated.
e

Figure A.3B, the 3 DOF Type 4A freedom space is generated.

e

Figure A.3C, the 3 DOF Type 5A freedom space is generated.

e

Figure A.3D, the 3 DOF Type 5A freedom space is generated.

e

Figure A.3E, the 3 DOF Type 4A freedom space is generated.

e

Figure A.3F, the 3 DOF Type 5A freedom space is generated.

e

Figure A.3G, the 3 DOF Type 5A freedom space is generated.

e

Figure A.3H, the 3 DOF Type 4A freedom space is generated.

" Figure A.3I, the 3 DOF Type 5A freedom space is generated.
" Figure A.3J, the 3 DOF Type 5A freedom space is generated.
* Figure A.3K, the 3 DOF Type 4A freedom space is generated.
" Figure A.3L, the 3 DOF Type 5A freedom space is generated.
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e

Figure A.3M and a and 8 equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 15 freedom space is
generated. If a does not equal 90 degrees but
5B freedom space is generated.

#

equals 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type

If a equals 90 degrees but 8 does not equal 90

degrees, the 3 DOF Type 4B freedom space is generated. If a and # do not equal 90
degrees, the 3 DOF Type 5B freedom space is generated.
*

Figure A.3N and a and

#

equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 15 freedom space is

generated. If a does not equal 90 degrees but # equals 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type
5B freedom space is generated.

If a equals 90 degrees but

#

does not equal 90

degrees, the 3 DOF Type 4B freedom space is generated. If a and

# do

not equal 90

degrees, the 3 DOF Type 5B freedom space is generated.
e

Figure A.30 and a and

#

equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 15 freedom space is

generated. If a does not equal 90 degrees but # equals 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type
5B freedom space is generated.

If a equals 90 degrees but 8 does not equal 90

degrees, the 3 DOF Type 4B freedom space is generated. If a and # do not equal 90
degrees, the 3 DOF Type 5B freedom space is generated.
* Figure A.3P and a and

#

equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 15 freedom space is

generated. If a does not equal 90 degrees but / equals 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type
5B freedom space is generated.

If a equals 90 degrees but

degrees, the 3 DOF Type 4B freedom space is generated. If a

#8 does not equal
and # do not equal

degrees, the 3 DOF Type 5B freedom space is generated.
if p3 is equal to zero from
e

Figure A.3A, the 2 DOF Type 6 freedom space is generated.

e

Figure A.3B, the 3 DOF Type 4A freedom space is generated.

e

Figure A.3C, the 3 DOF Type 4A freedom space is generated.

"

Figure A.3D, the 3 DOF Type 15 freedom space is generated.

e

Figure A.3E, the 3 DOF Type 4B freedom space is generated.

"

Figure A.3F, the 3 DOF Type 4B freedom space is generated.

"

Figure A.3G, the 3 DOF Type 4A freedom space is generated.

e

Figure A.3H, the 3 DOF Type 4A or 5A freedom spaces may be generated.

e

Figure A.31, the 3 DOF Type 4A or 5A freedom spaces may be generated.

e

Figure A.3J, the 3 DOF Type 4B freedom space is generated.
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90
90

" Figure A.3K, the 3 DOF Type 4B or 5B freedom spaces may be generated.
*

Figure A.3L, the 3 DOF Type 4B or 5B freedom spaces may be generated.

*

Figure A.3M and a and P equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 12 freedom space is
generated. If a does not equal 90 degrees but P equals 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type
12 freedom space is generated.

If a equals 90 degrees but P does not equal 90

degrees, the 3 DOF Type 9 freedom space is generated. If a and P do not equal 90
degrees, the 3 DOF Type 9 freedom space is generated.
e

Figure A.3N and a and P equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 9 freedom space is
generated. If a does not equal 90 degrees but / equals 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 9
freedom space is generated. If a equals 90 degrees but P does not equal 90 degrees,
the 3 DOF Type 9 or 12 freedom spaces may be generated. If a and P do not equal 90
degrees, the 3 DOF Type 9 or 12 freedom spaces may be generated.

" Figure A.30 and a and

p3 equal

90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 7 or 8 freedom spaces

may be generated. If a does not equal 90 degrees but P equals 90 degrees, the 3 DOF
Type 7, 8, or 9 freedom spaces may be generated. If a equals 90 degrees but fl does
not equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 7, 8, or 9 freedom spaces may be generated. If
a and

/

do not equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 7, 8, or 9 freedom spaces may be

generated.
*

Figure A.3P and a and

/3 equal

90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 7 or 8 freedom spaces

may be generated. If a does not equal 90 degrees but P equals 90 degrees, the 3 DOF
Type 7, 8, or 9 freedom spaces may be generated. If a equals 90 degrees but p3 does
not equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 7 or 8 freedom spaces may be generated. If a
and

p

do not equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 7, 8, or 9 freedom spaces may be

generated.
if P3 is equal to P2 from

* Figure A.3A, the 3 DOF Type 5A freedom space is generated.
e

Figure A.3B, the 2 DOF Type 6 freedom space is generated.

e

Figure A.3C, the 3 DOF Type 5A freedom space is generated.

* Figure A.3D, the 3 DOF Type 5B freedom space is generated.
e

Figure A.3E, the 3 DOF Type 15 freedom space is generated.

e

Figure A.3F, the 3 DOF Type 5B freedom space is generated.
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e

Figure A.3G, the 3 DOF Type 5A freedom space is generated.

e

Figure A.3H, the 3 DOF Type 5A freedom space is generated.

e

Figure A.31, the 3 DOF Type 4A or 5A freedom spaces may be generated.

e

Figure A.3J, the 3 DOF Type 4B or 5B freedom spaces may be generated.

" Figure A.3K, the 3 DOF Type 4B or 5B freedom spaces may be generated.
" Figure A.3L, the 3 DOF Type 4B or 5B freedom spaces may be generated.
e

Figure A.3M and a and

p

equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 13 freedom space is

generated. If a does not equal 90 degrees but P equals 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 8
freedom space is generated. If a equals 90 degrees but p does not equal 90 degrees,
the 3 DOF Type 13 freedom space is generated. If a and

p3 do

not equal 90 degrees,

the 3 DOF Type 8 freedom space is generated.
e

Figure A.3N and a and p3 equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 7, 8, or 9 freedom spaces
may be generated. If a does not equal 90 degrees but p3 equals 90 degrees, the 3 DOF
Type 7, 8, or 9 freedom spaces may be generated. If a equals 90 degrees but p does
not equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 7, 8, or 9 freedom spaces may be generated. If
a and

p do

not equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 7, 8, or 9 freedom spaces may be

generated.
*

Figure A.30 and a and P equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 8 freedom space is
generated. If a does not equal 90 degrees but P equals 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 7,
8, or 10 freedom spaces may be generated. If a equals 90 degrees but

p

does not

equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 8 freedom space is generated. If a and p do not
equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 7, 8, or 10 freedom spaces may be generated.
*

Figure A.3P and a and

equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 7, 8, 9 or 10 freedom

spaces may be generated. If a does not equal 90 degrees but p equals 90 degrees, the
3 DOF Type 7, 8, 9 or 10 freedom spaces may be generated. If a equals 90 degrees
but p does not equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 7, 8, 9 or 10 freedom spaces may be
generated. If a and

pl do not equal

90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 7, 8, 9, or 10 freedom

spaces may be generated.
if p3 is a finite, non-zero value that is not equal to P2 from
" Figure A.3A, the 3 DOF Type 5A freedom space is generated.
e

Figure A.3B, the 3 DOF Type 4A freedom space is generated.
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e

Figure A.3C, the 3 DOF Type 4A or 5A freedom spaces may be generated.

* Figure A.3D, the 3 DOF Type 5B freedom space is generated.
e

Figure A.3E, the 3 DOF Type 4B freedom space is generated.

*

Figure A.3F, the 3 DOF Type 4B or 5B freedom spaces may be generated.

*

Figure A.3G, the 3 DOF Type 4A or 5A freedom spaces may be generated.

e

Figure A.3H, the 3 DOF Type 4A or 5A freedom spaces may be generated.

e

Figure A.31, the 2 DOF Type 6 or 3 DOF Type 4A or 5A freedom spaces may be
generated.

" Figure A.3J, the 3 DOF Type 4B or 5B freedom spaces may be generated.
e

Figure A.3K, the 3 DOF Type 4B or 5B freedom spaces may be generated.

e

Figure A.3L, the 3 DOF Type 4B, 5B, or 15 freedom spaces may be generated.

e

Figure A.3M and a and P equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 9 or 10 freedom spaces
may be generated. If a does not equal 90 degrees but P equals 90 degrees, the 3 DOF
Type 7, 8 , or 9 freedom spaces may be generated. If a equals 90 degrees but fl does
not equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 7, 8, 9, or 10 freedom spaces may be
generated. If a and fp do not equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 7, 8, or 9 freedom
spaces may be generated.

e

Figure A.3N and a and P equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 7, 8, 9, or 10 freedom
spaces may be generated. If a does not equal 90 degrees but pl equals 90 degrees, the
3 DOF Type 7, 8, or 9 freedom spaces may be generated. If a equals 90 degrees but pi
does not equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 7, 8, 9, or 10 freedom spaces may be
generated. If a and

pl do

not equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 7, 8, or 9 freedom

spaces may be generated.
e

Figure A.30 and a and

pl equal

90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 7 or 8 freedom spaces

may be generated. If a does not equal 90 degrees but P equals 90 degrees, the 3 DOF
Type 7, 8, 9, or 10 freedom spaces may be generated. If a equals 90 degrees but P
does not equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 7, 8, or 9 freedom spaces may be
generated. If a and P do not equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 7, 8, or 9 freedom
spaces may be generated.
e

Figure A.3P and a and pl equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 7, 8, or 9 freedom spaces
may be generated. If a does not equal 90 degrees but pl equals 90 degrees, the 3 DOF
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Type 7, 8, 9, or 10 freedom spaces may be generated. If a equals 90 degrees but #
does not equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 7, 8, or 9 freedom space may be
generated. If a and # do not equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 7, 8, 9, 10, 12, or 13
freedom spaces may be generated.

For condition (9) where p, and P2 are different, non-zero, finite values with the same sign,
if P3 is equal to infinity from
" Figure A.3A, the 3 DOF Type 5A freedom space is generated.
" Figure A.3B, the 3 DOF Type 5A freedom space is generated.
e

Figure A.3C, the 3 DOF Type 4A or 5A freedom spaces may be generated.

e

Figure A.3D, the 3 DOF Type 5A freedom space is generated.

e

Figure A.3E, the 3 DOF Type 5A freedom space is generated.

* Figure A.3F, the 3 DOF Type 4A or 5A freedom spaces may be generated.
* Figure A.3G, the 3 DOF Type 5A freedom space is generated.
e

Figure A.3H, the 3 DOF Type 5A freedom space is generated.

e

Figure A.31, the 3 DOF Type 4A or 5A freedom spaces may be generated.

e

Figure A.3J, the 3 DOF Type 5A freedom space is generated.

* Figure A.3K, the 3 DOF Type 5A freedom space is generated.
* Figure A.3L, the 3 DOF Type 4A or 5A freedom spaces may be generated.
e

Figure A.3M and a and

#

equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 16 freedom space is

generated. If a does not equal 90 degrees but # equals 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type
5B freedom space is generated.

If a equals 90 degrees but

#

does not equal 90

degrees, the 3 DOF Type 5B freedom space is generated. If a and # do not equal 90
degrees, the 3 DOF Type 4B or 5B freedom spaces may be generated.
e

Figure A.3N and a and 8 equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 16 freedom space is
generated. If a does not equal 90 degrees but # equals 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type
5B freedom space is generated.

If a equals 90 degrees but

#

does not equal 90

degrees, the 3 DOF Type 5B freedom space is generated. If a and P do not equal 90
degrees, the 3 DOF Type 4B or 5B freedom spaces may be generated.
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e

Figure A.30 and a and P equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 16 freedom space is
generated. If a does not equal 90 degrees but / equals 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type
5B freedom space is generated.

If a equals 90 degrees but

#

does not equal 90

degrees, the 3 DOF Type 5B freedom space is generated. If a and #l do not equal 90
degrees, the 3 DOF Type 4B or 5B freedom spaces may be generated.
* Figure A.3P and a and

#3equal

90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 16 freedom space is

generated. If a does not equal 90 degrees but # equals 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type
5B freedom space is generated.

If a equals 90 degrees but

#

does not equal 90

degrees, the 3 DOF Type 5B freedom space is generated. If a and

# do

not equal 90

degrees, the 3 DOF Type 4B or 5B freedom spaces may be generated.
if p3 is equal to zero from
* Figure A.3A, the 3 DOF Type 5A freedom space is generated.
e

Figure A.3B, the 3 DOF Type 5A freedom space is generated.

e

Figure A.3C, the 3 DOF Type 4A or 5A freedom spaces may be generated.

e

Figure A.3D, the 3 DOF Type 5B freedom space is generated.

* Figure A.3E, the 3 DOF Type 5B freedom space is generated.
e

Figure A.3F, the 3 DOF Type 4B or 5B freedom spaces may be generated.

e

Figure A.3G, the 3 DOF Type 5A freedom space is generated.

* Figure A.3H, the 3 DOF Type 5A freedom space is generated.
e

Figure A.31, the 3 DOF Type 5A freedom space is generated.

e

Figure A.3J, the 3 DOF Type 4B or 5B freedom spaces may be generated.

e

Figure A.3K, the 3 DOF Type 4B or 5B freedom spaces may be generated.

* Figure A.3L, the 3 DOF Type 4B or 5B freedom spaces may be generated.
e

Figure A.3M and a and

#

equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 10 freedom space is

generated. If a does not equal 90 degrees but # equals 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 7,
8, or 9 freedom spaces may be generated. If a equals 90 degrees but # does not equal
90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 7, 8, or 9 freedom spaces may be generated. If a and

#

do not equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 7, 8, or 9 freedom spaces may be generated.
" Figure A.3N and a and # equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 7, 8, or 9 freedom spaces
may be generated. If a does not equal 90 degrees but P equals 90 degrees, the 3 DOF
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Type 7, 8, or 9 freedom spaces may be generated. If a equals 90 degrees but # does
not equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 7, 8, 9, 10, or 12 freedom spaces may be
generated. If a and

#

do not equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 7, 8, or 9 freedom

spaces may be generated.
* Figure A.30 and a and # equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 7, 8, or 9 freedom spaces
may be generated. If a does not equal 90 degrees but # equals 90 degrees, the 3 DOF
Type 7, 8, 9, 10, or 12 freedom spaces may be generated. If a equals 90 degrees but #
does not equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 7, 8, or 9 freedom spaces may be
generated. If a and 8 do not equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 7, 8, or 9 freedom
spaces may be generated.
*

Figure A.3P and a and

#

equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 7 or 8 freedom spaces

may be generated. If a does not equal 90 degrees but # equals 90 degrees, the 3 DOF
Type 7, 8, or 9 freedom spaces may be generated. If a equals 90 degrees but #i does
not equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 7, 8, or 9 freedom spaces may be generated. If
a and # do not equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 7, 8, or 9 freedom spaces may be
generated.
if p3 is equal to p, from
* Figure A.3A, the 2 DOF Type 7 freedom space is generated.
* Figure A.3B, the 3 DOF Type 5A freedom space is generated.
* Figure A.3C, the 3 DOF Type 5A freedom space is generated.
e

Figure A.3D, the 3 DOF Type 16 freedom space is generated.

-

Figure A.3E, the 3 DOF Type 5B freedom space is generated.

*

Figure A.3F, the 3 DOF Type 5B freedom space is generated.

e

Figure A.3G, the 3 DOF Type 5A freedom space is generated.

e

Figure A.3H, the 3 DOF Type 5A freedom space is generated.

*

Figure A.31, the 3 DOF Type 5A freedom space is generated.

*

Figure A.3J, the 3 DOF Type 5B freedom space is generated.

e

Figure A.3K, the 3 DOF Type 4B or 5B freedom spaces may be generated.

* Figure A.3L, the 3 DOF Type 4B or 5B freedom spaces may be generated.
e

Figure A.3M and a and

#

equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 14 freedom space is

generated. If a does not equal 90 degrees but
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#

equals 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type

14 freedom space is generated.

If a equals 90 degrees but

p

does not equal 90

degrees, the 3 DOF Type 8, 10, or 11 freedom spaces may be generated. If a and

p8

do not equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 8, 10, or 11 freedom spaces may be
generated.
e

Figure A.3N and a and P equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 8, 10, or 11 freedom
spaces may be generated. If a does not equal 90 degrees but P equals 90 degrees, the
3 DOF Type 8, 10, or 11 freedom spaces may be generated. If a equals 90 degrees
but

p3

does not equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 7, 8, 10, 11, 13, or 14 freedom

spaces may be generated. If a and P do not equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 7, 8,
10, 11, 13, or 14 freedom spaces may be generated.
e

Figure A.30 and a and P equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 7, 8, 10, 11, 13, or 14
freedom spaces may be generated. If a does not equal 90 degrees but

p

equals 90

degrees, the 3 DOF Type 7, 8, 10, 11, 13, or 14 freedom spaces may be generated. If
a equals 90 degrees but P does not equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 7, 8, 9, 10, 11,
12, 13, or 14 freedom space may be generated. If a and P do not equal 90 degrees,
the 3 DOF Type 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, or 14 freedom spaces may be generated.
" Figure A.3P and a and P equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, or
14 freedom spaces may be generated. If a does not equal 90 degrees but p equals 90
degrees, the 3 DOF Type 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, or 14 freedom spaces may be
generated. If a equals 90 degrees but P does not equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 7,
8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, or 14 freedom spaces may be generated. If a and P do not equal
90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, or 14 freedom spaces may be
generated.
if p3 is equal to P2 from

* Figure A.3A, the 3 DOF Type 5A freedom space is generated.
e

Figure A.3B, the 2 DOF Type 7 freedom space is generated.

* Figure A.3C, the 3 DOF Type 5A freedom space is generated.
* Figure A.3D, the 3 DOF Type 5B freedom space is generated.
e

Figure A.3E, the 3 DOF Type 16 freedom space is generated.

e

Figure A.3F, the 3 DOF Type 5B freedom space is generated.

* Figure A.3G, the 3 DOF Type 5A freedom space is generated.
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"

Figure A.3H, the 3 DOF Type 5A freedom space is generated.

e

Figure A.31, the 3 DOF Type 5A freedom space is generated.

e

Figure A.3J, the 3 DOF Type 4B or 5B freedom spaces may be generated.

* Figure A.3K, the 3 DOF Type 5B freedom space is generated.
e

Figure A.3L, the 3 DOF Type 4B or 5B freedom spaces may be generated.

e

Figure A.3M and a and

#i equal

90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 14 freedom space is

generated. If a does not equal 90 degrees but # equals 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 8,
10, or 11 freedom spaces may be generated. If a equals 90 degrees but 8 does not
equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 14 freedom space is generated. If a and # do not
equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 8, 10, or 11 freedom spaces may be generated.
e

Figure A.3N and a and

#

equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 7, 8, 10, 11, 13, or 14

freedom spaces may be generated. If a does not equal 90 degrees but

#

equals 90

degrees, the 3 DOF Type 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, or 14 freedom spaces may be
generated. If a equals 90 degrees but # does not equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 7,
8, 10, 11, 13, or 14 freedom spaces may be generated. If a and # do not equal 90
degrees, the 3 DOF Type 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, or 14 freedom spaces may be
generated.
e

Figure A.30 and a and

#

equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 8, 10, or 11 freedom

spaces may be generated. If a does not equal 90 degrees but # equals 90 degrees, the
3 DOF Type 7, 8, 10, 11, 13, or 14 freedom spaces may be generated. If a equals 90
degrees but # does not equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 8, 10, or 11 freedom spaces
may be generated. If a and

# do

not equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 7, 8, 10, 11,
13, or 14 freedom spaces may be generated.

*

Figure A.3P and a and # equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, or
14 freedom spaces may be generated. If a does not equal 90 degrees but # equals 90
degrees, the 3 DOF Type 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, or 14 freedom spaces may be
generated. If a equals 90 degrees but # does not equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 7,
8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, or 14 freedom spaces may be generated. If a and P do not equal
90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, or 14 freedom spaces may be
generated.

if p3 is a finite, non-zero value that is not equal to p, orp2 but has a different sign from
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* Figure A.3A, the 3 DOF Type 5A freedom space is generated.
e

Figure A.3B, the 3 DOF Type 5A freedom space is generated.

e

Figure A.3C, the 3 DOF Type 4A or 5A freedom spaces may be generated.

e

Figure A.3D, the 3 DOF Type 5B freedom space is generated.

e

Figure A.3E, the 3 DOF Type 5B freedom space is generated.

e

Figure A.3F, the 3 DOF Type 4B or 5B freedom spaces may be generated.

e

Figure A.3G, the 3 DOF Type 4A or 5A freedom spaces may be generated.

*

Figure A.3H, the 3 DOF Type 4A or 5A freedom spaces may be generated.

e

Figure A.31, the 3 DOF Type 4A or 5A freedom spaces may be generated.

*

Figure A.3J, the 3 DOF Type 4B or 5B freedom spaces may be generated.

e

Figure A.3K, the 3 DOF Type 4B or 5B freedom spaces may be generated.

* Figure A.3L, the 3 DOF Type 4B or 5B freedom spaces may be generated.
e

Figure A.3M and a and

pi

equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 8 freedom space is

generated. If a does not equal 90 degrees but P equals 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 7,
8 or 9 freedom spaces may be generated. If a equals 90 degrees but P does not equal
90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 7, 8, or 9 freedom spaces may be generated. If a and p
do not equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 7, 8, or 9 freedom space is generated.
* Figure A.3N and a and p equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 7, 8, or 9 freedom spaces
may be generated. If a does not equal 90 degrees but pi equals 90 degrees, the 3 DOF
Type 7, 8, or 9 freedom spaces may be generated. If a equals 90 degrees but P does
not equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 7, 8, or 9 freedom spaces may be generated. If
a and

p do

not equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 7, 8, or 9 freedom spaces may be

generated.
e

Figure A.30 and a and p equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 7, 8, or 9 freedom spaces
may be generated. If a does not equal 90 degrees but p equals 90 degrees, the 3 DOF
Type 7, 8, or 9 freedom spaces may be generated. If a equals 90 degrees but P does
not equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 7, 8, or 9 freedom spaces may be generated. If
a and P do not equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 7, 8, or 9 freedom spaces may be
generated.
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e

Figure A.3P and a and

pl equal 90 degrees,

the 3 DOF Type 7, 8, or 9 freedom spaces

may be generated. If a does not equal 90 degrees but pl equals 90 degrees, the 3 DOF
Type 7, 8, or 9 freedom spaces may be generated. If a equals 90 degrees but P does
not equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 7, 8, or 9 freedom spaces may be generated. If
a and f#do not equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 7, 8, or 9 freedom spaces may be
generated.
if p3 is a finite, non-zero value that is not equal to p, or P2 but has the same sign from
*

Figure A.3A, the 3 DOF Type 5A freedom space is generated.

e

Figure A.3B, the 3 DOF Type 5A freedom space is generated.

*

Figure A.3C, the 3 DOF Type 4A or 5A freedom spaces may be generated.

" Figure A.3D, the 3 DOF Type 4B or 5B freedom spaces may be generated.
e

Figure A.3E, the 3 DOF Type 4B or 5B freedom spaces may be generated.

e

Figure A.3F, the 3 DOF Type 4B or 5B freedom spaces may be generated.

e

Figure A.3G, the 3 DOF Type 4A or 5A freedom spaces may be generated.

e

Figure A.3H, the 3 DOF Type 4A or 5A freedom spaces may be generated.

e

Figure A.31, the 2 DOF Type 7 or 3 DOF Type 4A or 5A freedom spaces may be
generated.

e

Figure A.3J, the 3 DOF Type 4B or 5B freedom spaces may be generated.

e

Figure A.3K, the 3 DOF Type 4B or 5B freedom spaces may be generated.

e

Figure A.3L, the 3 DOF Type 4B, 5B, or 16 freedom spaces may be generated.

e

Figure A.3M and a and

#

equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 11 freedom space is

generated. If a does not equal 90 -degrees but # equals 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 7,
8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, or 14 freedom spaces may be generated. If a equals 90 degrees
but P does not equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, or 14
freedom spaces may be generated. If a and

p do

not equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF

Type 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, or 14 freedom spaces may be generated.
" Figure A.3N and a and p equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, or
14 freedom spaces may be generated. If a does not equal 90 degrees but p equals 90
degrees, the 3 DOF Type 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, or 14 freedom spaces may be
generated. If a equals 90 degrees but P does not equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 7,
8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, or 14 freedom spaces may be generated. If a and , do not equal
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90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, or 14 freedom spaces may be
generated.
"

Figure A.30 and a and P equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, or
14 freedom spaces may be generated. If a does not equal 90 degrees but P equals 90
degrees, the 3 DOF Type 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, or 14 freedom spaces may be
generated. If a equals 90 degrees but P does not equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 7,
8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, or 14 freedom spaces may be generated. If a and P do not equal
90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, or 14 freedom spaces may be
generated.

e

Figure A.3P and a and

# equal 90 degrees,

the 3 DOF Type 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, or

14 freedom spaces may be generated. If a does not equal 90 degrees but P equals 90
degrees, the 3 DOF Type 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, or 14 freedom spaces may be
generated. If a equals 90 degrees but fl does not equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 7,
8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, or 14 freedom spaces may be generated. If a and P do not equal
90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, or 14 freedom spaces may be
generated.

For condition (10) where p, and P2 are equal to infinity,
if P3 is equal to infinity from
e

Figure A.3A, the 2 DOF Type 10 freedom space is generated.

e

Figure A.3B, the 2 DOF Type 10 freedom space is generated.

e Figure A.3C, the 2 DOF Type 10 freedom space is generated.
e

Figure A.3D, the 2 DOF Type 10 freedom space is generated.

* Figure A.3E, the 2 DOF Type 10 freedom space is generated.
e

Figure A.3F, the 2 DOF Type 10 freedom space is generated.

e

Figure A.3G, the 2 DOF Type 10 freedom space is generated.

"

Figure A.3H, the 2 DOF Type 10 freedom space is generated.

"

Figure A.31, the 2 DOF Type 10 freedom space is generated.

e

Figure A.3J, the 2 DOF Type 10 freedom space is generated.

"

Figure A.3K, the 2 DOF Type 10 freedom space is generated.
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e

Figure A.3L, the 2 DOF Type 10 freedom space is generated.

e

Figure A.3M and a and P equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 20 freedom space is
generated. If a does not equal 90 degrees but / equals 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type
20 freedom space is generated.

If a equals 90 degrees but

#

does not equal 90

degrees, the 3 DOF Type 20 freedom space is generated. If a and / do not equal 90
degrees, the 3 DOF Type 20 freedom space is generated.
* Figure A.3N and a and P equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 20 freedom space is
generated. If a does not equal 90 degrees but P equals 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type
20 freedom space is generated.

If a equals 90 degrees but fl does not equal 90

degrees, the 3 DOF Type 20 freedom space is generated. If a and fl do not equal 90
degrees, the 3 DOF Type 20 freedom space is generated.
e

Figure A.30 and a and fl equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 20 freedom space is
generated. If a does not equal 90 degrees but pl equals 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type
20 freedom space is generated.

If a equals 90 degrees but

#

does not equal 90

degrees, the 3 DOF Type 20 freedom space is generated. If a and P do not equal 90
degrees, the 3 DOF Type 20 freedom space is generated.
e

Figure A.3P and a and fl equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 20 freedom space is
generated. If a does not equal 90 degrees but # equals 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type
20 freedom space is generated.

If a equals 90 degrees but

p

does not equal 90

degrees, the 3 DOF Type 20 freedom space is generated. If a and / do not equal 90
degrees, the 3 DOF Type 20 freedom space is generated.
if p3 is equal to zero from
e

Figure A.3A, the 3 DOF Type 21 freedom space is generated.

* Figure A.3B, the 3 DOF Type 21 freedom space is generated.
* Figure A.3C, the 3 DOF Type 21 freedom space is generated.
e

Figure A.3D, the 3 DOF Type 21 freedom space is generated.

*

Figure A.3E, the 3 DOF Type 21 freedom space is generated.

*

Figure A.3F, the 3 DOF Type 21 freedom space is generated.

e

Figure A.3G, the 3 DOF Type 21 freedom space is generated.

e

Figure A.3H, the 3 DOF Type 21 freedom space is generated.

e

Figure A.31, the 3 DOF Type 21 freedom space is generated.
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*

Figure A.3J, the 3 DOF Type 21 freedom space is generated.

* Figure A.3K, the 3 DOF Type 21 freedom space is generated.
* Figure A.3L, the 3 DOF Type 21 freedom space is generated.
e

Figure A.3M and a and P equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 2 freedom space is
generated. If a does not equal 90 degrees but P equals 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type
22 freedom space is generated.

If a equals 90 degrees but

P

does not equal 90

degrees, the 3 DOF Type 22 freedom space is generated. If a and

#

do not equal 90

degrees, the 3 DOF Type 22 freedom space is generated.
*

Figure A.3N and a and

#

equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 2 freedom space is

generated. If a does not equal 90 degrees but P equals 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type
22 freedom space is generated.

If a equals 90 degrees but

#

does not equal 90

degrees, the 3 DOF Type 22 freedom space is generated. If a and P do not equal 90
degrees, the 3 DOF Type 22 freedom space is generated.
e

Figure A.30 and a and

p3

equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 2 freedom space is

generated. If a does not equal 90 degrees but
22 freedom space is generated.

# equals

90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type

If a equals 90 degrees but P does not equal 90

degrees, the 3 DOF Type 22 freedom space is generated. If a and

p do

not equal 90

degrees, the 3 DOF Type 22 freedom space is generated.
" Figure A.3P and a and P equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 2 freedom space is
generated. If a does not equal 90 degrees but
22 freedom space is generated.

#

equals 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type

If a equals 90 degrees but 8 does not equal 90

degrees, the 3 DOF Type 22 freedom space is generated. If a and
degrees, the 3 DOF Type 22 freedom space is generated.
if P3 is a finite, non-zero value from
" Figure A.3A, the 3 DOF Type 21 freedom space is generated.
" Figure A.3B, the 3 DOF Type 21 freedom space is generated.
" Figure A.3C, the 3 DOF Type 21 freedom space is generated.
e

Figure A.3D, the 3 DOF Type 21 freedom space is generated.

e

Figure A.3E, the 3 DOF Type 21 freedom space is generated.

e

Figure A.3F, the 3 DOF Type 21 freedom space is generated.

e

Figure A.3G, the 3 DOF Type 21 freedom space is generated.
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p do not equal

90

* Figure A.3H, the 3 DOF Type 21 freedom space is generated.
e

Figure A.3I, the 3 DOF Type 21 freedom space is generated.

* Figure A.3J, the 3 DOF Type 21 freedom space is generated.
e

Figure A.3K, the 3 DOF Type 21 freedom space is generated.

e

Figure A.3L, the 3 DOF Type 21 freedom space is generated.

e

Figure A.3M and a and 8 equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 18 freedom space is
generated. If a does not equal 90 degrees but P equals 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type
22 freedom space is generated.

If a equals 90 degrees but

#

does not equal 90

degrees, the 3 DOF Type 22 freedom space is generated. If a and

#i do not equal

90

degrees, the 3 DOF Type 22 freedom space is generated.
e

Figure A.3N and a and

#

equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 18 freedom space is

generated. If a does not equal 90 degrees but # equals 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type
22 freedom space is generated.

If a equals 90 degrees but

#

does not equal 90

degrees, the 3 DOF Type 22 freedom space is generated. If a and

#

do not equal 90

degrees, the 3 DOF Type 22 freedom space is generated.
e

Figure A.30 and a and P equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 18 freedom space is
generated. If a does not equal 90 degrees but / equals 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type
22 freedom space is generated.

If a equals 90 degrees but

#

does not equal 90

degrees, the 3 DOF Type 22 freedom space is generated. If a and

# do

not equal 90

degrees, the 3 DOF Type 22 freedom space is generated.
e

Figure A.3P and a and

#

equal 90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type 18 freedom space is

generated. If a does not equal 90 degrees but
22 freedom space is generated.

# equals

90 degrees, the 3 DOF Type

If a equals 90 degrees but 8 does not equal 90

degrees, the 3 DOF Type 22 freedom space is generated. If a and

#

do not equal 90

degrees, the 3 DOF Type 22 freedom space is generated.

Thus the 3 DOF column consists of 22 types. The 4 DOF column consists of ten types just like
the 2 DOF column because the chart is symmetric about the 3 DOF column. Likewise, the 5
DOF column consists of three types and the 6 DOF column consists of one type similar to the 1
DOF column and 0 DOF column respectively.
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Appendix B:
Actuation Space MAT

IAB

Code

This appendix contains the MATLAB code for three functions. The first two functions construct
and decompose twists and/or wrenches. The last function uses these two functions to generate
the actuation space of a parallel flexure system. The user is asked to input information about the
system's constraint topology, geometry and material properties. The computer then provides the
user with the independent twists that make up the system's freedom space and asks the user to
input the desired magnitudes of these twists.

The computer then generates the independent

wrenches that linearly combine to form the system's actuation space. The user is then asked to
place actuators within the actuation space and to specify which DOFs he/she would like to
actuate. The force and displacement actuator outputs are then provided to the user for actuating
each of these DOFs. Finally, the third function returns the system's twist-wrench stiffness
matrix.
function [T] = ConstructPlucker(c,w,p)
%Returns a twist vector given location vector, rotation direction vector,
%and pitch
T = [ w (cross(c,w)+p*w)];
function [c w p] = DeccmposePlucker(T)
%Decomposes twist vectors into their pitch, location, and orientation
%vectors
%Input: Twist (6xl matrix)
%Output: c=location vector w=orientation vector p=pitch
if(dot(T(1:3),T(1:3))<=le-15)
%pure translation
c = 'There is no location associated with this plucker vector';
%Orientation vector defined
w = [T(4) T(5) T(6)];
p =

'Infinite';

else
w
v
p

= [T(l) T(2) T(3)];
= [T(4) T(5) T(6)];
= dot(w,v)/dot(w,w);

%Initialize location vector
c = [0 0 0];
if(w(l)==0 && w(2)==0)
c(1)
c(2)

=
=

-v(2)/w(3);
v(l)/w(3);

c(3)= 0;
elseif(w(l)==0 && w(3)==0)
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c(1)
c(2)
c(3)

=

v(3)/w(2);

=

0;
-v()/w(2);

=

elseif(w(2)==0 && w(3)==0)
c(l)
c(2)
c(3)

=

c(2)

= v(1)/w(3);

=

0;
-v(3)/w();

= v(2)/w(1);
elseif(w(l)==0)
c(l) = (v(2)-p*w(2))/(-w(3));

c(3)= 0;
elseif
(w(2)==0)
c(1)

=

-v(2)/w(3)

c(2) = (v(1)-p*w(l))/w(3);
c(3)= 0;
elseif
(w(3)==O)
c(l)
c(2)

=

c(3)

=

(v(2)-p*w(2))/w(1);

c(1)

=

0;

c(2)
c(3)

=

(v(3)-p*w(3))/(-w(l));
(v(2)-p*w(2))/w(l);

=

0;
-v(3)/w();

else

=

end
if(abs(c(1))>=le5 && w(l)-=0)
t=-c(1)/w(1)
c=c+(w*t);
elseif(abs(c(2))>=le5 && w(2)~=0)
t=-c(2)/w(2)
c=c+(w*t);
elseif(abs(c(3))>=le5 && w(3)-=0)
t=-c(3)/w(3);
c=c+(w*t);
end
end
function [K]=ActuationSpace()
%This code requires a user to input information about a parallel flexure
system's
%constraints. The system's freedom space is calculated.
The stystem's
actuation
%space is calculated. The user is asked to input actuators from within the
%actuation space as well as DOFs that they wish to actuate.
The system's
%actuator force and displacement outputs are calculated for actuating the
chosen
%DOFs. The function returns the systm's TWSM or K matrix
float(le100, lelO);
format long;
%The user is asked for the type and number of the constriants
cylinder = input('How many slender cylindrical constraints make up the
topology of the parallel flexure system?:
');
square = input('How many slender square constraints make up the topology of
the parallel flexure system?:
');
blade = input('How many flexure blades make up the topology of the parallel
flexure system?:
');
C=(cylinder+square+(blade*3));
Topology=zeros(C,12);
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%If the constraints are slender cylinders, the user is asked to input the
constraint characteristics
if(cylinder~=O)
for i=l:cylinder
r=input(strcat('Input the point where cylindrical constraint
'));
#',int2str(i),' attaches to the rigid body:
f=input(strcat('Input the direction along cylindrical constraint
'));
#',int2str(i),'s axis:
n=f/sqrt (dot (f, f) ) ;
l=input(strcat('Input the length of cylindrical constraint
'));
#',int2str(i),':
d=input(strcat('Input the diameter of cylindrical constraint
#',int2str(i),':

'));

Topology(i,1:3)=r;
Topology(i,4:6)=n;
Topology(i, 7)=l;
Topology(i,8)=d;
end
end
%If the constraints have a small square cross-section, the user is asked to
input the constraint characteristics
if(square-=0)
for i=(l+cylinder):(cylinder+square)
r=input(strcat('Input the point where square constraint #',int2str(i'));
cylinder),' attaches to the rigid body:
f=input(strcat('Input the direction along square constraint
'));
#',int2str(i-cylinder),'s axis:
nl=f/sqrt(dot(f,f));
per=input(strcat('Input the direction perpendicular to the plane of
'));
one of the side faces of square constraint #',int2str(i-cylinder),':
n2=per/sqrt(dot(per,per));
l=input(strcat('Input the length of square constraint #',int2str(icylinder),':
'));
w=input(strcat('Input the width/thickness of square constraint
'));
#',int2str(i-cylinder),':
Topology(i,1:3)=r;
Topology(i,4:6)=nl;
Topology(i,7)=l;
Topology(i, 8)=w;
Topology(i,10:12)=n2;
end
end
%If the constraints are blade flexures, the user is asked to input the
constraint characteristics
if(blade-=O)
for i=(l+cylinder+square):(cylinder+square+blade)
r=input(strcat('Input the central point where feixure blade
'));
#',int2str(i-cylinder-square),' attaches to the rigid body:
f=input(strcat('Input the direction along the length of feixure blade
'));
#',int2str(i-cylinder-square),':
nl=f/sqrt (dot (f, f) );
per=input(strcat('Input the direction perpendicular to the plane of
'));
felxure blade #',int2str(i-cylinder-square),':
n2=per/sqrt(dot(per,per));
l=input(strcat('Input the length of flexure blade #',int2str(icylinder-square),':
'));
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w=input(strcat('Input the width of flexure blade #',int2str(icylinder-square),':
'));
t=input(strcat('Input the thickness of flexure blade #',int2str(icylinder-square),':
'));
Topology(i,1:3)=r;
Topology(i+blade,1:3)=cross(n1,n2)+r;
Topology(i+blade+blade,1:3)=r;
Topology(i,4:6)=n1;
Topology(i+blade,4:6)=n1;
dir=cross(nl,n2)+n1;
Topology(i+blade+blade,4:6)=dir/sqrt(dot(dir,dir));
Topology(i,7)=l;
Topology(i,8)=w;
Topology(i,9)=t;
Topology(i,10:12)=n2;
end
end
E=input('Input the Youngs Modulus of the constraints material:
');
G=input('Input the Shear Modulus of the constraints material:
');
%The system's constraint space is calcuated as a wrench matrix
ConstraintSpace=zeros(C,6);
for i=l:C;
ConstraintSpace(i,1:6)=ConstructPlucker(Topology(i,1:3),Topology(i,4:6),0);
end
%The number of independent constraints is determined
[L U] = lu(ConstraintSpace);
for i=1:10;
[L U] = lu(transpose(U));
end
[Row Col]

=

size(U);

indep=0;
for k=1:Row;
if(dot(U(k,1:Col),U(k,1:Col))

~=0)

indep=indep+1;
end
end
%The system's freedom space is calculated and provided in the form of the
%system's independent decomposed twists
FreedomSpace=zeros(6,6-indep);
if(indep>=6)
disp('The parallel flexure system is fully constrained and cannot move.')
else
Complement=null(ConstraintSpace);
FreedomSpace(1:3,1:(6-indep))=Complement(4:6,1:(6-indep));
FreedomSpace(4:6,1:(6-indep))=Complement(1:3,1:(6-indep));
disp(strcat('The freedom space of the parallel flexure system consists of
:',int2str(6-indep),' independent twists.'));
for i=l:(6-indep);
[c w p]=DecomposePlucker(FreedomSpace(1:6,i));
FreedomSpace(1:6,i)=FreedomSpace(1:6,i)/sqrt(dot(w,w));
[c w p]=DecomposePlucker(FreedomSpace(1:6,i));
disp(strcat('A possible location vector for Twist #',int2str(i),' is:
disp(c);
disp(strcat('Twist #',int2str(i),'s orientation vector is:
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'));

............................
....
..
.......................

...............

disp(w);
disp(strcat('Twist #',int2str(i),'s pitch is:
disp(p);

'));

end
for i=l:(6-indep);
M=input(strcat('Input the desired magnitude for Twist
#V,int2str(i),':

'));

FreedomSpace(1:6,i)=M*FreedomSpace(1:6,i);
end
%The K matrix or TWSM of the system is constructed.
%Note that the following is correct only if n3 points into the stage.
%If n3 points into the constraint, ss(1,5) and ss(5,1) become positive
%values and ss(2,4) and ss(4,2) become negative values
K=zeros(6,6);
if(cylinder~=O)
for i=1:cylinder:
N=zeros(6,6);
n3=Topology(i,4:6);
orth=null (n3);
n2=transpose(orth(1:3,1)
n2=n2/sqrt(dot(n2,n2));
nl=cross(n2,n3);
N(1:3,1)=transpose(n1);
N(1:3,2)=transpose(n2);
N(1:3,3)=transpose(n3);
N(4:6,4)=transpose(nl);
N(4:6,5)=transpose(n2);
N(4:6,6)=transpose(n3);
N(4:6,1)=transpose(cross (Topology(i,1:3),nl));
N(4:6,2)=transpose(cross (Topology(i,1:3),n2));
N(4:6,3)=transpose(cross (Topology(i,1:3),n3));
NR=zeros(6,6);
NR(1:6,1:3)=N(1:6,4:6);
NR(1:6,4:6)=N(1:6,1:3);
ss=zeros(6,6);
L=Topology(i,7);
D=Topology(i, 8);
I=(pi* (D^4) ) /64;
J=(pi*(D^4))/32;

A=(pi*(DA2))/4;
ss(1,1)=L/(E*I);
ss(1,5)=-(L^A2)/(2*E*I);
ss(2,2)=L/(E*I);
ss(2,4)=(LA2)/(2*E*I);
ss(3, 3)=L/ (G*J);
ss(4,2)=(LA2)/(2*E*I);
ss(4,4)=(LA3)/(3*E*I);
ss(5,1)=-(LA2)/(2*E*I);
ss(5,5)=(L^A3)/(3*E*I);
ss(6,6)=L/(E*A)
S=inv(ss);
Kl=NR*S*inv(N);
K=K+Kl;
end
end
if(square-=0)
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for i=(1+cylinder):(cylinder+square);
N=zeros(6,6);
n3=Topology(i,4:6);
n2=Topology(i,10:12);
nl=cross(n2,n3);
N(1:3,1)=transpose(n1);
N(1:3,2)=transpose(n2);
N(1:3,3)=transpose(n3);
N(4:6,4)=transpose(nl);
N(4:6,5)=transpose(n2);
N(4:6,6)=transpose(n3);
N(4:6,1)=transpose(cross(Topology(i,1:3),nl));
N(4:6,2)=transpose(cross(Topology(i,1:3),n2));
N(4:6,3)=transpose(cross(Topology(i,1:3),n3));
NR=zeros(6,6);
NR(1:6,1:3)=N(1:6,4:6);
NR(1:6,4:6)=N(1:6,1:3)
ss=zeros(6,6);
L=Topology(i,7);
W=Topology(i,8);
I=(W^4)/12;
J=(W^4)/6;

A=W^2;

ss(1,1)=L/(E*I);
ss(1,5)=-(L^A2)/(2*E*I);
ss(2,2)=L/(E*I);
ss(2,4)=(LA2)/(2*E*I);
ss(3,3)=L/(G*J);
ss(4,2)=(L^2)/(2*E*I);
ss(4,4)=(LA3)/(3*E*I);
ss(5,1)=-(L2)/(2*E*I);
ss(5,5)=(L^A3)/(3*E*I);
ss(6,6)=L/(E*A);
S=inv(ss);
K1=NR*S*inv(N);
K=K+K1;
end
end
if(blade-=0)
for i=(1+cylinder+square):(cylinder+square+blade);
N=zeros(6,6);
n3=Topology(i,4:6);
n2=Topology(i,10:12);
nl=cross(n2,n3);
N(1:3,1)=transpose(n1);
N(1:3,2)=transpose(n2);
N(1:3,3)=transpose(n3);
N(4:6,4)=transpose(nl);
N(4:6,5)=transpose(n2);
N(4:6,6)=transpose(n3);
N(4:6,1)=transpose(cross(Topology(i,1:3),nl));
N(4:6,2)=transpose(cross(Topology(i,1:3),n2));
N(4:6,3)=transpose(cross(Topology(i,1:3),n3));
NR=zeros(6,6);
NR(1:6,1:3)=N(1:6,4:6);
NR(1:6,4:6)=N(1:6,1:3);
ss=zeros(6,6);
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L=Topology(i,7);
W=Topology(i,8);
T=Topology(i,9);
Il=W*(T^3)/12;

I2=T* (WA3)/12;
J=Il+I2;
A=W*T;
ss(1,1) =L/ (E*I1)
ss (1,

5)=- (L^2) /(2*E*I1);

ss(2,2)=L/(E*I2);
ss(2,4)=(LA2)/(2*E*I2);
ss(3,3)=L/(G*J);
ss(4,2)=(L^2)/(2*E*I2);
ss(4,4)=(LA3)/(3*E*I2);
ss(5,1)=-(L^A2)/(2*E*I1);
ss(5,5)=(L^3)/(3*E*I1);

ss(6,6)=L/(E*A);
S=inv(ss);
K1=NR*S*inv(N);
K=K+K1;
end
end
%The actuation space of the system is calculated and provided in the
%form of independent decomposed actuation wrenches
ActuationSpace=K*FreedomSpace;
disp(strcat('The resulting actuation space of the parallel flexure system
consists of :',int2str(6-indep),' independent wrenches.'));
for i=1:(6-indep);
[r f q]=DecomposePlucker(ActuationSpace(1:6,i));
disp(strcat('A possible location vector for Actuation Wrench
#',int2str(i),' is: '));
disp(r);
disp(strcat('Actuation Wrench #',int2str(i),'s orientation vector is:
'));

disp(f);
disp(strcat('Actuation Wrench #',int2str(i),'s q value is:
disp(q);

'));

end
%The user is asked to select actuators from within the actuation space
Actuators=zeros(6, (6-indep));
Rlocation=zeros(3, (6-indep));
Forientation=zeros(3, (6-indep));
' ,int2str(6-indep),' independent actuators from
disp(strcat('Select
within the actuation space.'));
for i=1:(6-indep);
Rlocation(:,i)=input(strcat('Input the point where actuator
'));
#',int2str(i),' attaches to the rigid body:
f=input(strcat('Input the direction of actuator #',int2str(i), 's
axis:
'));
Forientation(:,i)=f/sqrt(dot(f,f));
'));
q=input(strcat('Input the q-value of actuator #',int2str(i),':
Actuators(1:6,i)=ConstructPlucker(transpose(Rlocation(:,i)),transpose(Forient
ation

(:,i)),q);

end
%The user inputs the twists to be actuated by the chosen actuators.
%The actuator magnitude and displacement outputs are calculated for
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%actuating the chosen twists.
Num=input('Input the number of twists that you would like to actuate from
within the freedom space:
');
for j=l:Num;
disp(strcat('Select twist #',int2str(j),' from within the freedom
space that you wish to actuate.'));
c=input('Input a location vector for this twist (If the twist is a
translation, input n in quotes):
');
w=input('Input an orientation vector for this twist:
');
p=input('Input the pitch for this twist (If the twist is a
translation, type any integer):
');
M=input('Input the magnitude for this twist:
');
n=w/sqrt(dot(w,w));
w=M*n;
if (c=='n')
T =

[0 0 0 w];

else
' T = ConstructPlucker(c,w,p);
end
A=Actuators;
B=transpose(Actuators);
Mag=zeros(6-indep,1);
Mag=inv(B*A)*B*K*transpose(T);
for i=l:(6-indep);
disp(strcat('The force magnitude of actuator #',int2str(i),'
'));

disp(Mag(i));
end
da=zeros(6-indep,1);
for m=l:(6-indep);
Ta=(inv(K))*Actuators(1:6,m)*Mag(m);
[ca,wa,pa]=DecomposePlucker(Ta);
if (pa=='Infinite');
da(m)=dot(wa,Forientation(:,m));
else
da(m)=dot((cross((ca-

transpose(Riocation(:,m))),wa)+(pa*wa)),Forientation(:,m));
end
disp(strcat('The displacement magnitude of actuator
#',int2str(m),' is:
'));
disp(da(m));
end
end

end
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